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ABSTRACT
Life Science Curriculums in Kenya:
A Study of a Secondary School Science Project Biology
December 1981
Michael Kipkorir Koech, B.A., Lake Forest College
M. Ed., University of Illinois
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor George E. Urch
Purpose
. The purpose of this study was to examine the
implementation of the SSP Biology in five provinces of
Kenya and its relationship to the examination system.
Procedure
. Factors affecting the implementation of the
SSP Biology course were identified through relevant litera-
ture and interviews with Kenyan educational policy makers.
Only the SSP Biology course development and its implementa-
tion in Kenya since 1965-1980 was examined.
The SSP Biology secondary schools were selected
utilizing criteria developed by the researcher. The
instruments used in collecting data in this study included
the following: 1) student questionnaires, 2) teacher
questionnaires, 3) interview/questionnaires for educational
policy makers and program personnel and 4) personal observa-
tions. All the instruments were designed and developed by
this researcher. These facets were examined and analyzed:
viii
1) patterns of the SSP Biology course implementation:
1 ) the teaching method, ii) objectives, 2) factors affect-
ing the implementation of the course: i) teacher training,
ii) science equipment, iii) national examinations and
curriculum, and iv ) attitudes towards the SSP Biology
course
.
Findings
. The data-collecting instruments revealed several
common factors affecting the implementation of the SSP
Biology course. First, the positive factors:
Congruity between the SSP Biology course objectives
and the national exams objectives;
High teacher interest in the heuristic teaching
method;
Generally positive attitudes toward the SSP Biology
course
.
Second, the impediment factors were:
Inadequate teacher inservice training in the
heuristic method;
Inadequate supervision and follow-up of teachers
by the Inspectorate;
Exams-dominated system pressured teachers to teach
to the exams
;
Inadequate supply of science equipment and curricu-
lum materials;
Excessive difficulty of some units and shallowness
of other units;
Lack of consistent involvement of teachers in the
development and revision of the course.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM AND FOCUS OF THE STUDY
I hear
. . . and I forget.
I see
. . . and I remember.
I do . . . and I understand.
—Ancient Chinese Proverb
Statement of the Problem
The launching of Sputnik in 1957 increased the
momentum in the development of new science curriculum in
the United States and triggered a chain of innovations in
science education worldwide. The United States was direct-
ly threatened by this Russian advancement in technology,
and American educators were aroused to question the exist-
ing science programs and their effectiveness in secondary
schools. In order to improve and develop more effective
science curriculums the American government provided large
amounts of federal funds. The National Defense Education
Act (NDEA P.L. 85-864) stated:
It is therefore the purpose of this Act to provide
substantial assistance in various forms ... to
insure trained manpower of sufficient quality and
quantity to meet the national defense needs of the
United States . . . This requires programs that . . .
will correct as rapidly as possible the existing
imbalances in our educational programs which have led
to an insufficient proportion of our population edu-
cated in science, mathematics, . . . and trained in
technology (Grobman, 1964:66).
1
2Although the Sputnik era did not directly affect
the science curriculums of the emerging nations at that
time, the new science programs originating from the United
States gradually influenced the educational science pro-
grams in many countries, i.e., Kenya, Zambia, Brazil,
Turkey. Such new science curriculums as the Physical
Science Study Committee (PSSC) and the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS) were either introduced into the
emerging countries or they influenced these new nations in
the development of their own science curriculums
.
The East African countries (Kenya, Uganda and Tan-
zania) were also influenced by the new science studies in
the United States, as well as by the Nuffield Science
Teaching Project which was developed in Britain in 1962.
One East African curriculum innovation which resulted from
the educational reforms in the United States and Britain
was the School Science Project (SSP).
The School Science Project started at a joint meet-
ing of science educators and the Ministry of National
Education in December 1965, at the University of Dar-es-
Salaam in Tanzania (Meena, 1972). The SSP strongly empha-
sized the "guided discovery" approach by students through
investigation and comprehension of science concepts instead
of the accumulation of facts through rote learning. It
also advocated practical laboratory work and problem-
3solving methods which required the active participation of
students. Eventually three SSP courses evolved for the
secondary schools: biology, chemistry, and physics. Of
these three courses, the SSP Biology course expanded the
fastest.
In 1967, a few secondary schools in Kenya began
experimenting with the Nuffied physics course. In 1968,
fourteen secondary schools in Tanzania were also experi-
menting with the same course. The following year (1969),
nineteen secondary schools in Kenya and nine in Uganda
began serious experimentation with the Nuffield physics.
In all three East African countries, it was reported in
1970 that 12,000 students in approximately sixty- five
secondary schools were involved in the SSP physics (Meyer,
1970). It was anticipated that candidates would be able to
take SSP 0-level examinations for the first time in 1970.
However, the SSP physics and chemistry courses have produced
few curricular materials to date and no textbooks (Meyer,
1970) .
The SSP Biology course has emerged as a success
compared with the SSP chemistry and physics courses. While
these two subjects (physics and chemistry) were greatly
influenced by the Nuffield Science Programs they do not
have a clear-cut philosophy of their own. Instead they
adopted the Nuffield Program's philosophy. In addition,
they have limited objectives adapted from the Nuffield
4Science Program which aim at making learners "act and think
like scientists." These narrow objectives first originated
m the United States from programs such as the BSCS and
were later adapted by the Nuffield Science Programs.
Although the SSP Biology course was greatly in-
fluenced by Nuffield and BSCS biology programs, it has
broader objectives and the course content is specific to
East Africa. The SSP Biology course places greater empha-
sis on issues such as agriculture, nutrition, and diseases
which concern the daily living of the people in East Africa.
This broader objective, regarding the teaching methodology
of SSP Biology, does not only include problem-solving and
empirical research, but also includes a critical analysis
of items presented in the media such as newspapers, tele-
vision, and radio. Unlike the other two SSP courses, the
SSP Biology course has its own independent philosophy
without any adaptation from any other programs. The East
African developers of the SSP Biology course designed it
for East African learners (Meyer, 1970).
This study investigated the internal consistency of
the SSP Biology course objectives and matched the SSP Bio-
logy course objectives with the SSP Biology national exam-
ination objectives. These internal investigations provided
an assessment of the efficacy of the SSP Biology Project.
The purpose for this matching was to determine the extent
5of congruency between the national examination objectives
and the SSP Biology course objectives.
The researcher chose to carry out this study in
Kenya because the researcher is a citizen of Kenya and
wanted to contribute toward the development and improvement
of the expanding science education in Kenya. Also, of the
three East African countries, Kenya seems to have adopted
more innovations at all levels of education. Furthermore,
Kenya spends about 34% of the national budget on formal
education, much more than Uganda and Tanzania.
The Kenyan educational system has adopted various
educational innovations (new math, new science, and oth-
ers). In order to find out the strengths, weaknesses, and
e fficacy of any introduced, developed or adapted innova-
tion, a carefully planned evaluation after its implementa-
tion needs to be done in a systematic fashion. Such evalu-
ation could help to insure the viability of an educational
program.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the imple-
mentation of the SSP Biology course in five provinces of
Kenya and its relationship to the examination system.
Specifically, the primary purpose of this study is:
To determine the extent and manner in which the
heuristic (act of discovery) methods and objec-
tives of the SSP Biology are being implemented in
6selected secondary schools in five provinces thathave adopted SSP Biology courses.
Criteria for Selection
1* Secondary schools teaching SSP Biology courses.
2
. The school must have adopted the teaching of SSPBiology courses more than four years ago.
3. SSP Biology schools graded A or B by the Ministry
of Higher Education.
4. Two secondary schools in each of the five selectedprovinces in Kenya, one for boys and the other forgirls
.
5. Locality of the secondary schools, in rural and
urban areas.
The secondary purposes are:
To identify the factors which may be influencing
the extent and manner in which implementation is
or is not occurring.
To explore the match between the national examina-
tion syllabus with the SSP Biology course objec-
tives .
Questions Guiding the Study
Following are the questions which guided this
study
.
Implementing questions:
1. How did inquiry-oriented life science curriculums
evolve?
2 . What is the nature of SSP Biology and what are its
objectives?
3 . To what extent are the materials for the SSP
Biology courses utilized and how are they
utilized?
74.
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extent are the heuristic methodsSSP Biology courses employed and how are
employed?
of the
they
5. hat are the students' and teachers' attitudestoward the SSP Biology curriculum content andteaching/learning methods that may influenceimplementation of the program?
6. What other factors, including examination system,
may be influencing the implementation of SSP?
Each of these questions are answered in the chapters of the
dissertation.
Definition of Terms
For the purposes of clarity in this research study,
the following are the operational definitions:
Biology/life science
. Biology can be defined as "that
natural science which is concerned with the study of life
and things that possess life, including their relationships
to one another and to their environment" (Dillon, 1964:55).
A more comprehensive and current concept of biology is pro-
vided by Sir Medawar, a Nobel Prize recipient for physio-
logy and medicine in 1960. Medawar (1977:7) stated that,
Biology is a term . . . comprehending all the Sciences
(the "Life Sciences") that have to do with the struc-
tures, performances, and interactions of living things.
They include conventional biological sciences of
teaching syllabuses, viz., Botany, Zoology, Anatomy,
Physiology and Genetics, and in addition, the "inter-
facial" sciences that have some of the characteristics
of biological and physcochemical sciences, viz., Bio-
chemistry, Biophysics and Bioengineering . . .
8Throughout this study the concepts of biology/life
sciences will be used interchangeably in a manner con-
sistent with Medawar's description.
— 3uirY - The concept "inquiry" is widely used in modern
science education literature. And yet its meaning is often
not clear to the users and implementers (teachers). Some
situations, such as those in which learners solve problems
in the laboratory or in the classroom, have been described
as inquiry. In other situations, a "black box" approach
has been used by science teachers in their classrooms as an
example of the inquiry method.
In this research study, Bruner's description of
inquiry is comprehensive and is appropriate here. He
stated, "It is through the effort of discovery that one
learns the working heuristic of discovery, and the more one
has practice, the more likely is one to generalize what one
has learned into a style of problem-solving or inquiry . .
." (Bruner, 1969:208). Inquiry is a process leading to
discovery, which gives rise to further inquiry. In addi-
tion, Martin (1972:8) emphasized that it is important for
learners to understand how science arrives at its findings
through "studying cases from the history of science and
learning how to generate and test hypotheses by actual
practice .
"
9Heurism. A philosophy of science-teaching approach which
advocates placing learners in the attitude of the dis-
coverer. This approach to science teaching is used here in
a similar fashion as the current trend in education of
placing the learner at the central focus of teaching/
learning activities.
Ordinary level (0-level) examinations
. There are two kinds
of examinations in the Kenyan secondary schools. The
O-level is taken by secondary school candidates at the end
of the fourth year in secondary schooling. The Advanced
(A— level) examinations are taken at the end of grade four-
teen (Form VI). The examination system in Kenya was inher-
ited from the former British colonial administrators
.
Curriculum
. The word "curriculum" has been used to mean a
written document prepared by an administrative office, such
as a Ministry of Education or a Board of Education, and to
mean a field of study, for example, a curriculum for the
Life Sciences. The researcher of this study perceives
curriculum as a system comprising all activities which
learners experience under the direction of an institution.
For the purposes of this study, Doll’s comprehen-
sive definition of curriculum will be used in a similar
way. He stated:
The commonly accepted definition of the curriculum has
changed from content of courses to all the experiences
which are offered to learners under the auspices or
10
H^?
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n °5 the sch°o1 - The change to a broaderdefinition has magnified the task of curriculum im-provement because all the experiences of learners overhich school has control may now be eligible forimprovement (Doll, 1964:15).
Evaluation
. Like the term curriculum, evaluation has a
variety of meanings. In this study, Alkin's definition
will be adopted. He defined evaluation as "the process of
ascertaining the decision areas of concern, selecting
appropriate information, and collecting and analyzing
information in order to report summary data useful to
decision-makers in selecting among alternatives (Alkin,
1973 : 150 ) .
Innovation. An innovation, as used in this study, means a
novel idea which is developed by individuals or borrowed
from otner individuals and applied in a new situation. The
term "innovation" covers an array of things (new ideas,
drugs, micro-teaching and other technological devices). It
covers all existing technological devices and ideas, and
includes also those which are no longer in use: in educa-
tional practice, some of the old ideas are revived through
modifications, adaptations or different emphasis on objec-
tives. Some examples are smaller classes, mastery learn-
ing, and more and better teaching materials. These
revivals reoccur as forms of innovations at different times
in educational history.
11
Innovation, as used here, refers to one revived
practice of modern science curriculums, i.e., the inquiry
approach. The practices include: heuristic method of
teaching and learning, intended teaching materials, and
organization and design for laboratory experiments.
Attitude. An individual’s beliefs about an object, inno-
vation or another individual can be either favorable or
unfavorable towards it. The International Dictionary
of Education (1977) defined "attitude" as "predisposition
to perceive, feel or behave towards specific objects or
certain people in a particular manner. Attitudes are
derived from experience rather than innate characteristics
• • • this study, attitude will be used in a similar
fashion.
Relevance
. The term "relevance" is subject to a variety of
definitions depending on who is defining it to whom, where,
and in what situations. The SSP Biology Project was devel-
oped by its authors and researchers to suit the East Afri-
can needs (Meyer, 1970). For example, the authors of the
SSP Biology course materials thought that it was appro-
priate to the learners to emphasize the fauna and flora of
East Africa as opposed to that of Great Britain. Also, the
SSP Biology Project is concerned with increasing the East
African learners' understanding of agriculture, nutrition,
and diseases. The knowledge of these issues and others
12
like them are related to the well-being of the people of
East Africa, hence relevant to learners.
Objective
. The term "objective" is used in this study to
mean an aim or purpose of a course of action during the
early phases of an educational program. A couple of ex-
amples of the SSP Biology Project will clarify how the term
"objective" is used in this study. The main objective of
the SSP Biology course is "the development of scientific
thinking through student experimentation"
( Curriculum for
Secondary Schools, Vol. 1
, Kenya, 1973:83). Another ex-
ample is to bring pupils into contact with a complete
biology course in a meaningful context of the living things
which are in his environment" (Meyer, 1970:53).
Internal consistency
. Internal consistency as used in this
study means the extent or degree to which curriculum imple-
mentation, evaluation and tests are congruent with the
objectives of the SSP Biology course.
Design of the Study
A review of literature within the past two decades
on science-inquiry-oriented science curriculums was made.
In particular, the literature pertaining to the innovations
and implementations of heuristic secondary school life-
science curriculums. Specific attention was paid to the
implementation of the School Science Project Biology, a
13
research study conducted by the author in the Kenyan secon-
dary schools during the spring, summer and fall of 1980 .
A careful examination of the SSP Biology course
documents (both primary and secondary) was made in the
analysis of the implementation of the SSP Biology course.
Interviews of the Kenyan educational policy makers, and
questionnaires administered to teachers and students by the
author were also used as data-gathering instruments in this
research study.
The eleven SSP Biology secondary schools (one for a
pilot test) were selected with criteria outlined in Chapter
Two. Samples of the questionnaires administered by the
author in each of the secondary schools visited are located
in the Appendix. The data collected in the questionnaires
were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) at the Computer Center, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
Significance of the Research Study
In the past decade or so, there has been a great
momentum in the development of new science curriculums.
The intentions of the developers of these new science
curriculums have been to help meet the demand for new
technology, the improvement of science teaching in general,
and the adaptation of teaching methods appropriate to the
14
objectives of the new science curriculums. Associated with
the new sciences is the world-wide educational change of
placing the "learner" at the central focus of the teaching/
learning activity.
The significant contributions of the study will be:
To provide an investigation of the SSP Biologv
course since its inception and implementation inthe Kenyan secondary schools. The collection anddata analysis will provide science educators inKenya with specific areas that need to be strength-
ened m the program.
To provide a number of recommendations and sug-gestions generated by the study which will further
strengthen, improve, or expand the SSP Biology.
To contribute to the selection of an evaluative
model
.
To contribute to the organization, planning and
effective decision-making of the investigation
procedures
.
To provide international science educators with
information concerning the progress and achieve-
ments of science education in Kenya.
To contribute both academically and professionally
to institutions of higher learning in Kenya and
other developing countries, specifically Tanzania
and Uganda.
Delimitations of the Study
Since Kenya became independent in 1963, formal edu-
cation has and continues to be a major national target for
expansion and improvement. The Ministry of Education takes
the "lion's share" of the national budget. In 1975/76 it
was estimated to be 34% of the government recurrent budget
15
(Ministry of Education, Newsletter Vol. II, No. 3
, 1967).
This expenditure is one of the highest percentages of money
spent on education in the world. This amount of money does
not include contributions made to education by communities
through self-help effort and fees paid by the pupils.
Associated with that kind of high expenditure on formal
education are a number of imported and locally developed
educational programs (New Primary Approach, new math, new
Social Studies, School Science Project, to mention only a
few). But an assessment of these educational programs has
not been systematically done. As a result, their effec-
tiveness, consistency and implementation have not been
fully investigated in order that they could be improved.
This study covered the SSP-Biology development
period from 1965-1980. It examined specific secondary
schools, primarily Form II and Form IV classes. For geo-
graphical delimitation, this study investigated schools in
the five provinces (out of eight). These provinces are
Nyanza, Rift Valley, Nairobi, Coast, and Central.
This study does not include Harambee (self-help)
secondary schools, because these schools do not meet the
requirement standards of the Ministry of Higher Education
to adopt the inquiry-oriented science curriculums. Most of
the Harambee secondary schools have no labs, qualified
teachers, or adequate science materials. Hence, these
16
schools are graded c and D by the Ministry of Higher Educa-
tion
.
Because of the limited literature on the subject
and the fact that SSP is only fifteen years old, the re-
searcher depended on fieldwork for data collection through
questionnaires, interviews, formal and informal dis-
cussions. The data collected from the SSP Biology course,
participants, policy makers in the Ministry of Education,
University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University College, Kenya
Institute of Education, Kenya Science Teachers College,
Kenya Teachers Service Commission, and other instutional
agencies provided the necessary information for the anal-
ysis and evaluation of the study.
This study did not provide an indepth analysis of
the East African Examinations Council (now Kenya National
Examinations Council) and its operations. National examin-
ations in Kenya are politically sensitive issues that are
beyond the scope of this study. The SSP national examina-
tion questions were not analyzed in this study according to
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives because of
political reasons of the examinations and the fact that a
number of international authorities (Meyer, 1970; Moss,
1980:p.c.) have rated the SSP-Biology examinations to be in
many ways superior to those of the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS), in the United States of America,
17
and Nuffield biology and the General Certificate of Educa
tion (G.C.E.) in the United Kingdom.
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Chapter Outlines
Chapter Two describes the methodology and proce-
dures used in selected SSP Biology schools, as well as
instruments utilized in data gathering for the research
study
.
Chapter Three examines the evolution of inquiry
science curriculums in the United States and Britain.
Chapter Four provides the historical development of
the School Science Project Biology in Kenya.
Chapter Five presents and analyzes data gathered in
the research study. The chapter also deals with the imple-
mentation of the SSP Biology course in Kenya and factors
influencing this implementation.
Chapter Six provides summary and recommendations.
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List of Abbreviations
Due to plethora of acronyms, listed below are
abbreviations used in the chapters of this dissertation
BSCS Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
CAT Center for Advancement of Teaching
CBA Chemical Bond Approach
CEDO Center for Educational Development Overseas
CREDO Center for Curriculum Renewal and Educational
Development Overseas
EACE East African Certificate of Education
EAEC East African Examinations Council
GCE General Certificate of Education
GHS Girls High School
HS High School
IDS Institute for Development Studies
JKF Jomo Kenyatta Foundation
KCE Kenya Certificate of Education
KIE Kenya Institute of Education
KNEC Kenya National Examinations Council
KNUT Kenya National Union of Teachers
KTTC Kenya Technical Teachers College
KUC Kenyatta University College
NCST National Council for Science and Technology
NPA New Primary Approach
NSTP Nuffield Science Teaching Project
OLE Ordinary Level Examinations
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p.c.
PPBTA
PSSC
RNCEOP
SS
SEPU
SSP
SSP
Biology
TSC
UNESCO
U of N
Personal Communication
Africa'
Pll0t Pr°ject for Biology Teaching in
Physical Science Study Committee
Report °f the National Committee on EducationalObjectives and Policies
Secondary School
Science Equipment Production Unit
The School Science Project (SSP, Biology,
Chemistry, Physics)
School Science Project-Biology
Teachers Service Commission
United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural
Organization
University of Nairobi
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CHAPTER I I
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter will describe the design, instrumenta-
tion and procedures employed in this research study. The
chapter is organized and presented in the following manner
Section I Rationale for selecting
SSP Biology for this study
Section II Design of the study
Section III Rationale for Development of
the instruments
Section IV Pilot Testing of the Field
Instruments
Section V
Section VI
Criteria for the selection of
schools and procedures used in
the selection of the sample
Procedures used in data
collection
Section One
Rationale for Selecting SSP Biology for this Study
In the past two decades the Kenya educational
system has introduced or adopted several educational innova-
tions . These innovations have included the new primary
approach, new maths, new social science, and the School
Science Project (SSP) for secondary schools, to mention
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only a few. The SSP is comprised of three separate courses
biology, chemistry, and physics. Of the three courses,
chemistry and physics follow the Nuffield philosophy, and
do not have a clear-cut philosophy of their own. On the
other hand, the SSP Biology course has broader objectives
and the course content deals with the East African environ-
ment. Of the three SSP courses, biology has proven itself
to be a more popular course when compared with the other
two, and is one of the most-liked subjects in the secondary
schools of Kenya. Its popularity has grown out of a vari-
ety of reasons:
It is a fascination to students because of its
nature of studying living organisms.
It requires very little sophisticated equipment.
Students like performing most of the experimentsby themselves.
Students like studying human anatomy and repro-
duction of living organisms.
It promotes good health, through generating
knowledge of practical hygiene methods.
It encourages the study of relevant and practical
approaches to agriculture.
Popular as this course has become, there has been no in-
vestigation of the merits of this curricular innovation or
an indepth follow-up on its implementation pattern prior to
1980 .
Although the Kenyan educational system has always
been very receptive to educational innovations, it has not
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concerned itself with studying the effectiveness of the
implementation of these innovations, or the relative suc-
cesses of new curriculums. However, in order to know how
well or how badly educational innovations are being imple-
mented, there is a need for a mechanism to assess it. Such
a mechanism would involve some systematic follow-up and
investigation of factors which influence the implementa-
tion. According to Scanlon (1973: 1)
There is clearly a need to expand the current level ofknowiedge about the installation of educational innova-tion. Although considerable efforts over the pastthirty years have produced a quantity of theoretical
research, there is still a paucity of practical know-how as to the implementation of innovative practicesinto schools.
Few in the educational system are aware of the extent to
which specific curriculums are being followed. Liberman
and Griffin (1976: 47) present a convincing case that a
more systematic study of educational innovations is re-
quired. They asserted that "... renewed and invigorated
inquiry into the problems of implementing educational
change" is a necessity. This writer suggests that before
any educational system adopts an educational innovation,
the following should be critically analyzed by the adopting
system:
a) The relevance of the innovation to the learners.
b) The long-term effect on the learners.
c) The availability of funds for implementing the
innovation.
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d) The availability of trained
out the implementation.
personnel to carry
e) The availability of funds and personnelthe systematic follow-up and evaluation.
to conduct
Between December 1978 and January 1979, the re-
searcher visited Kenya. While in Kenya in January 1979,
the researcher talked with a number of policy makers in the
Ministry of Education regarding educational innovations in
Kenya, their relevance to learners and evaluations of these
curriculums
. He learned that a systematic follow-up of the
effects of curriculum innovations and their implementation
is lacking. The researcher became interested in pursuing
the status of one: the SSP Biology course. Dr. G. Oluoch,
then the director of the Kenya Institute of Education, and
Mr. S. N. Mwaura, the Head of the Biology Department and
also of the Kenya Institute of Education, agreed that a
follow-up of the SSP Biology was long overdue. They en-
couraged the researcher to conduct the study suggesting
that since he was not involved in the SSP Biology, a study
carried out by him would provide objective findings which
would help curriculum developers and innovators in Kenya in
formulating future science curriculums. After submitting
the dissertation proposal to the Office of the President in
Kenya, permission to do the study of the SSP Biology was
granted. In addition, the researcher obtained a written
consent from the Chief Inspector of Schools in Kenya. The
fieldwork for this study was guided by the personnel of the
Institute for Development Studies, Kenyatta University
College and the Kenya Institute of Education.
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Section Two
Design of the Study
The purpose of the study was to determine the
extent and manner in which the heuristic methods and objec-
tives of the SSP Biology course are being implemented in
Kenyan secondary schools. The study would also discuss
factors which influenced the extent and manner of implemen-
tation. Finally, the research would suggest the extent of
correspondences of the SSP Biology course objectives and
the objectives of the SSP Biology national examination
questions. In order to carry out this research success-
fully, the study was divided into three phases: the review
literature, the field work, and the analysis of the
data
.
Ph_ase 1: Review of literature. Relevant literature on new
science curriculums, both in developed societies and emerg-
ing nations were reviewed. In addition, a theoretical
model of curriculum evaluations was analyzed and employed
as the basis of the design of the study.
(a) Literature on the life sciences/biology which
concern this study were reviewed and analyzed. This
review provided the researcher with broader knowledge of
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the key issues which concern the development and implemen-
tation of new science curriculums, including those im-
ported from other countries. The issues, such as the
advantages and disadvantages of importing new science
curriculums, were identified and analyzed. The focus of
the literature review was on science innovations in devel-
oping countries. Specifically, the literature on the
Nuffield Biology course, the Biological Sciences Curricu-
lum Study, and the UNESCO Pilot Projects on Biology Teach-
ing in Africa (PPBTA) were examined carefully to see how
they have influenced the life sciences in developing
countries. And in particular, the School Science Project
developed in East Africa was examined in greater detail,
especially the life science aspect, for its implications
for science education in Kenya.
The review of the literature took place in the
libraries of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst
College, Smith College, Library of Congress (Washington,
D.C.), University of Maryland, University of Nairobi, Kenya
Science Teachers College, Kenyatta University College,
Kenya Institute of Education, the Kenya Ministry of Educa-
tion, the Kenya National Library, Institute for Development
Studies Library, and the British Council (Nairobi, Kisumu,
Mombasa). Relevant documents found in these libraries and
other educational centers in the United States and in Kenya
were reviewed and analyzed.
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Primary and secondary sources of data were used in
the analysis of this study. Primary sources included:
Literature used in the SSP course.
Research data collected on the SSP Bioloqycourqp
Circulars from the Kenya Ministry of Education
io^natl °nal or<?anizations and other educational
'-*MC X 1 1" J. O •
Government policy documents.
Secondary sources included:
Annuai evaluation reports from the Kenya Ministry
of Education on the SSP courses.
(b) After examining a number of curriculum evaluation
models of various authorities, the investigator of this
study chose Stake's Model to provide a framework for evalua-
ting the SSP Biology course. This model, "The Countenance
of Educational Evaluation" (Stake, 1973), was selected
because it provides clear, systematic, investigative proce-
dures. In Chapter Four, the researcher of this study
provides a full description of the evaluation of and ration-
ale for the SSP Biology Project in Kenya utilizing selected
elements from Stake ' s model
. This description acts as
basis for understanding this curriculum innovation and its
implementation which is presented in Chapter Five.
Stakes model is characterized by the following
evaluative elements:
l . Antecedents
:
Are any relevant conditions
exhibited by a program
before its introduction.
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• Transactions:
iii. Outcomes:
iv. Intents:
(Goals or
Ob j ectives
)
v. Observations:
vi
. Judgment/
Decision
A variety of interactions and
activities which occur during
the development and implemen-
tation of a program.
Effect of introducing a
program to various groups of
people, teachers, administra-
tors, policy makers, etc.
These are the bases on which
curriculum objectives were
initially built upon. The
gathering of information at
this level involves mostly a
process of description.
This level involves the use
of measuring instruments
(questionnaires, interviews,
etc.
)
which will give indica-
tions to which intents are
justified.
At this level, observations
and intents are compared in
order to arrive at a rational
basis on which judgments are
made and decisions taken.
Applying this model of Stake, this researcher gave
a full description of a program's assumptions to be studied
with respect to antecedents and intents (goals) as related
to transactions and outcomes. Then this author utilized
various data-collecting instruments ( questionnaires , inter-
views, and informal discussions) to validate a program's
intents. And finally, the researcher collected and ana-
lyzed data and provided a summary of information to cur-
riculum developers to help in making effective future
curricular decisions. Table 1 provides the summary appli-
cation of Stake's model, and Table 2 shows evaluation
TABLE
1
FRAMEWORK
FOR
THE
SSP
BIOLOGY
PROJECT
EVALUATION
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EVALUATION
PROCEDURE
31
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procedures and steps for decision making adapted from the
same model.
Phase 2: Fieldwork
. Fieldwork took place in Kenya through
interviews of policy makers and program personnel and
through administration of questionnaires to both teachers
and students. In addition, an investigation was made of
the consistency of the SSP Biology course objectives and
he SSP Biology national examination objectives. A brief
discussion of these field components follows:
(a) Interviews
: The interview component was sub-
divided into two parts: policy makers and program person-
nel .
1. Policy makers: Selected personnel in the Ministry
of Education and other institutions were interviewed. One
purpose of these interviews was to find out how policy
making concerning science education in Kenya is initiated,
implemented and evaluated. Another purpose of these
interviews was to find out the opinions of the people
interviewed concerning the strengths, shortcomings and
future directions of the present science curriculums in
Kenyan secondary schools.
2. Program personnel and coordinators: Personnel at
this level, particularly the School Science Project Biol-
ogy Panel in Kenya, were interviewed. The personnel in
this category included coordinators, planners, and authors
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of the SSP Biology textbooks and guides. These interviews
provided the researcher with the data concerning the
evolution and implementation of the SSP Biology course
from the people who were actually involved in the initial
stages of the SSP Biology, i.e., formulation of objec-
tives, material development, implementation and evalua-
tion.
For both of these groups of selected subjects
(policy makers, program personnel and coordinators), a
partially structured interview technique was thought to be
most appropriate. The rationale for the development of
this type of instrument and a description of the instru-
ment is presented in Section Three of this chapter. A
sample of the instrument is in Appendix A.
(b) Questionnaires: This second type of data-gather-
ing instrument was divided into two formats: students'
and teachers' questionnaires.
1. Students: Information about the opinions of
students concerning the teachers' implementation of the
teaching methodology, and the students' attitudes toward
the SSP Biology course, its content, objectives and
methodology were gathered through the student question-
na ^ res * ^ sample of this form is located in Appendix B.
2 . Teachers : The teachers
'
questionnaires provided
data concerning the teachers' attitudes, their assessment
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of the SSP Biology course, and some factors which influ-
enced their implementation of the course. This question-
naire is demonstrated in Appendix C.
In order to refine the questionnaires (student and
teacher questionnaires), the researcher of this study
administered a pilot test of the questionnaires in Kenya
(see Chapter Three for details). This was done by taking a
random sample of students and teachers in a rural secondary
school. In a class of about forty students each student
was given numbers (one through forty to forty- five) depend-
ing on the size of a class in Forms II (grade ten) and IV
(grade twelve). The students with even numbers only an-
swered the questionnaires. Also, teachers teaching these
Forms responded to a similar questionnaire. It was from
this pilot test that the questionnaires were strengthened
with ambiguous statements eliminated. These revised ques-
tionnaires were then used in the actual data gathering.
(c) Congruity of objectives of national examination
and the SSP Biology course: The objectives of the SSP
Biology course were matched for correspondences with the
SSP Biology national examination objectives. A grid was
utilized in determining the correspondence of the examina-
tion questions to the objectives (see Tables 3 and 4 for
details )
.
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Phage 3: Analysis of the data collects
. The data were
analyzed by the author using the Computer Center's faci-
lities at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. The
data were statistically treated using the Statistics!
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Nie, Hull, Jenkins,
Steinbrenner, and Bent (1975) Computer program. Distribu-
tion of frequencies of the total sample (418) of the re-
spondents to the questionnaires were obtained, and later
cross-tabulation of these data were made: First, students'
data was cross-tabulated based on sex, geographical area,
and by grade for manageable analysis. Since there were
forty-seven statements in the student questionnaire it was
uneconomical to develop over forty tables of chi-square for
data analysis. Instead, the author compiled the data into
five tables displaying three categories indicated above.
Raw scores were then recorded in the tables. Data analysis
using descriptive statistics was selected because it was
economically sound for dealing effectively with the data.
Secondly, the teachers' (sixteen) data were also cross-
tabulated, but due to the small number, the tables were not
developed. Instead, data for analysis were extracted from
the cross-tabulated data on the computer printout sheet.
All these data are presented in Chapter Five.
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Section Three
of
Rationale for the Develoum eni-
the Data Collecting Instnii^t- C
The researcher developed four instruments for data
collection. These instruments were developed with some
assistance of research consultants from the Research and
Evaluation Methods Program at the University of Massachu-
setts. These instruments included questionnaires for
students; questionnaires for teachers; an interview ques-
tionnaire for policy makers and program personnel; and a
grid to assess the congruity between the SSP Biology objec-
tives and the SSP Biology national examination objectives.
A description of these instruments now follows.
Because the researcher was interested in both
teachers
' and students
' attitudes toward the SSP Biology
course, the Likert-type questionnaire was developed and
administered to both groups. There were four choices for
each statement, and each choice was assigned a numerical
value. The choices were: Agree Strongly, Agree, Disagree,
and Disagree Strongly. The numerical values ranged from
four to one, respectively, except for negative questions
where the numerical values were reversed. These numerical
values were arbitrarily selected. Each of the question-
naires were designed to collect perceptions, factual data
and data concerning the attitudes of the respondents toward
various areas of the SSP Biology course.
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The student
sections
:
Section A
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Section H
questionnaire was divided into eight
Demographic Information and Background
Objectives and Philosophy of the SSPBiology
SSP Biology Classroom Activities
The SSP Biology Reading and Extra
Readings
The SSP Biology Experiments
The SSP Biology Organized Field Trips
The SSP Biology tests and Assessment
of Student Learning
General Written Comments about the
Course
Sections A and H required students to respond to questions
with short answers. Sections B-G required ticking (check-
ing) only one column for each statement in the sections,
and employed the Likert-scale method previously described.
The teacher questionnaire was similar to the stu-
dent questionnaire for Sections A-G. Section J cor-
responded to the students’ Section H. Sections H and I in
the teacher questionnaire dealt with the SSP Biology in-
service courses, and teacher follow-up and inspections
(supervisions), respectively. The time necessary to com-
plete the student questionnaire was forty to fifty minutes
and fifty to sixty minutes for the teacher questionnaire.
The two major reasons why the Likert-scale was chosen for
this study were: 1) it is economical to construct; and
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2) it yields substantial information, because a subject is
required to answer all the statements (see Appendix C for
details )
.
The interview/questionnaire used in interviewing
Kenyan educational policy makers contained several parts:
information about interviewee; Section 1 was structured;
Section 2 was for head teachers and deputies; Section 3
dealt with SSP Biology inspection and examinations; and
Section 4 dealt with general information requested about
the SSP Biology course implementation. Fourteen questions
were structured; the balance (twenty-nine) was a mixture of
factual and open-ended questions. Cannell and Kahn (1953:
352), in support of the interview method, stated that,
. . . The technique provides a means of obtaininginformation which cannot be obtained adequately by use
of a closed question.
And continued to add that.
The relatively free interchange between interviewer
and respondent which is characteristic of the open
question permits the interviewer to discover whether
the respondent clearly understands the question which
is being asked of him.
The purpose of using a partially structured interview was
twofold: 1) to avoid rambling; and 2) to extract proximate
truth. The interviewing method as a whole was chosen, as
one can easily get into past and present events of the
research being carried out. Loucks, Newlove, and Hall
(1975: 3) pointed out the following advantages of inter-
viewing:
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1)
2 )
wh«
er
yi
eWS Can
?et at .Past events, at events
where outsider^ situations
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linniT,’ '•‘“‘“IUp* th,t cannot b.
4) Interviews are quick and efficient.
Thus, the structured interview was used as a technique for
probing into deeper issues and past events of the SSP
Biology course and the attitudes and perceptions of these
policy makers and program personnel. Again, in support of
the interview method Cannell and Kahn (1953: 330) pointed
out that.
h 't, 1 ! ^he fo <ral data for a research project are
° f individaa :Ls, the most
re<
r
t
,'
and often the most fruitful approach is to askthe individuals themselves. ... the directness andeconomy, and the ability to collect data about be-liefs, feelings, past experiences, and future inten-tions have widened the range of application of theinterview. 11
One of the purposes of this research study was to
construct a grid of two types of objectives: those of the
SSP Biology course and the SSP Biology national examina-
tion. The rationale for doing this was two-fold: 1) to
determine whether there were any disparities between the
two and 2) to determine the congruity of these two objec-
tives in the SSP Biology course internal consistency and
its implementation. Table 3 lists the objectives of the
SSP Biology course and the objectives of the SSP Biology
LISTS
OF
SSP
BIOLOGY
NATIONAL
EXAMINATION
AND
COURSE
OBJECTIVES
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national examination. Table 4 demonstrates the type of
grid constructed to assess the congruity and disparity
between these two areas of objectives.
The rationale for the development of the above-
mentioned data-collecting instruments was fourfold: 1 )
there were no ready-made, appropriate commercial instru-
ments; if there had been any, it would have involved changes
and modification to suit Kenya's situation; 2) it provided
an opportunity for the researcher to practice skills in-
volved in developing research instruments; 3) the research
required specific information (attitudes toward heuristic
methods of the SSP Biology course); and 4 ) a questionnaire
is the only convenient method whereby research information
can be obtained from a large number of subjects (e.g.,
students in the secondary schools visited) instead of
interviewing them.
Section Four
Pilot-Testing of the Field Instruments
The questionnaires for both teachers and students
were pilot-tested in order to: 1) test the wording and
c l arity of the statements/questions to the subjects of this
study; and 2) determine the amount of time necessary to
effectively complete the questionnaires. It is generally
necessary to pilot-test a new questionnaire on a small
Course
Objectives
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TABLE 4
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO
TYPES OF OBJECTIVES
Exam Objectives
a b c d e f g h
1
2
3
4
5
-
6
7
8
9
10
11
D = Direct relationship
I = Indirect relationship
O = No relationship
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scale before administering it to a larger and wider distri-
bution of respondents. The questionnaires of this study
were pre-tested using a small sample of forty randomly
selected students of Forms II and IV in Kenya. The secon-
dary school selected was Githumu Secondary School, a rural
school located in Central Province, about ninety kilometers
from Nairobi. Some considerations used in selecting this
school for pilot-testing were: 1) it is a mixed school
(boys and girls); 2) the majority of the SSP Biology
schools (thirteen) are located in Central Province; 3)
Central Province is one of the most densely populated
provinces, 2,348,000 ( The Weekly Review
. Nov. 30, 1979), in
Kenya; and 4) it was one of the first schools to adopt the
SSP Biology course.
Prior to the pilot-testing, the student question-
naire had a total of fifty-nine items (statements/ques-
tions). After the pilot-testing, ambiguities or omissions
that might have been overlooked during the design stages
were refined, clarified, and unnecessary statements/ques-
tions were deleted. Table 5, below, shows the total number
of statements/ques tions in each section of the question-
naire before and after the pilot-testing. There were very
few statements or questions which were refined. Those
statements which were difficult, ambiguous, and required
too much time to respond to were completely eliminated.
The elimination of these statements did not alter the
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TABLE 5
REVISION OF STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Pilot-Test After Pilot-Test
Section No. of Statements/
Questions
Section No. of Statements/
Questions
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
9
8
8
8
10
7
9
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
8
8
8
8
10
5
7
Total 59 Total 54
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questionnaire appreciably. it was necessary to eliminate
them so that the questionnaire-answering time could be
reduced to forty to fifty minutes, from the original aver-
age time of seventy minutes, which was somewhat too long.
Five statements/questions, or 8.5%, were eliminated. What
was also eliminated was the undecided (neutral) column of
the Likert-scale employed in the study. The column was
eliminated because a very small group (5%) responded to
this column; hence, it was found to be unnecessary.
The teachers of the SSP Biology course at Githumu
Secondary School, Forms II and IV, also responded to a
questionnaire similar to that of students, except that the
teachers' questionnaire was slightly different in the sense
that it contained two extra sections, H and I, which dealt
with the SSP Biology inservice course and the SSP Biology
teacher follow-up and inspections (supervisions), respec-
tively. While their students were responding to the ques-
tionnaires, the teachers simultaneously answered question-
naires. As with the students, the teachers were asked to
answer statements as genuinely and truthfully as they
could; and if they had any problem, not to hesitate to ask
the researcher. It took the teachers an average of sixty
minutes to complete the questionnaire. During the pilot-
testing, the total number of statements/questions (items)
was 85. The questionnaire statements were later refined
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and the ambiguous questions eliminated, as was done to the
student questionnaire. See Table 6, below.
Refining of the teacher questionnaire after pilot-
testing was done for reasons similar to those dealt with in
revising the student questionnaire—to reduce: 1 ) ambigu-
ity and 2) time required for answering the questionnaire.
The undecided (neutral) column in the teacher questionnaire
was also eliminated. The total number of items eliminated
were eight; this constituted 9.4% which did not alter the
questionnaire in any dramatic way. The refining process
strengthened the questionnaire in general.
Section Five
Criteria for Selecting the Specific
SSP Biology Schools for Study and Procedures
Used in the Selection of the Sample
Initially, the sample was to be selected from a
random selection of secondary schools within eight prov-
inces of Kenya. Two secondary schools from each province
were to be selected. However, it turned out that in one of
the provinces there was only one SSP Biology school; in
other provinces the number of SSP Biology schools ranged
from three to thirteen. There was a great disparity in the
geographical distribution of these schools. According to
one Kenyan educational policy maker, each province was
supposed to have two SSP Biology secondary schools when the
SSP was introduced in 1968; but, for some unclear reason,
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TABLE 6
revision of teacher questionnaire
Pilot-Test After Pilot-Test
Section No. of Statements/
Questions
Section No. of Statements/
Questions
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
9
9
8
8
9
7
12
9
14
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
8
9
8
8
9
5
10
8
12
Total 85 Total 77
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this policy was never effected. As the expansion of the
SSP Biology developed, by the end of 1979 there were only
fifty secondary schools offering the SSP Biology course and
further expansion was not anticipated. There was a growing
interest among the policy makers to integrate the SSP
Biology course with the curriculum from the traditional
biology courses rather than expand it as it is.
Armed with the above information, the author made a
decision to alter the original idea of a random selection
of the SSP Biology schools. He sought alternative criteria
for selecting the schools. These criteria are:
1) Two secondary schools in each of the five selectedprovinces in Kenya (one for boys and the other forgirls) teaching the SSP Biology courses;
2 ) The school must have adopted the teaching ofSSP courses more than four years ago;
3) SSP Biology schools graded A or B by the Ministry
of Higher Education;
4) The locality of the secondary school (in rural
or urban area) must be accessible without days
of travel to the school.
Using these criteria, schools were selected from five of
the eight provinces: Nyanza, Rift Valley, Nairobi, Coast
and Central
. Because this was an investigative study of
secondary schools in Kenya that have adopted the SSP Biol-
ogy course, it was necessary to select schools which were
participating in the SSP Biology course within these five
provinces. Two schools were selected from each province.
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^^duding the pilot test ^rhnni „i „xuu sc ool, eleven secondary schools
were included in the sample.
In each school selected students from Form II 's
(grade ten) and Form IV 's (grade twelve) were selected
randomly as the subjects for the study. The estimated
sample of students was figured as follows:
Schools - 11 Classes = 2 (Form II and Form IV) Pupils
- 20 m each class
= 11 x 2 x 20
= 440
Including the pilot test, 443 students were included in the
sample; 402 students were administered the revised question
naire. The distribution of the students by school and Form
is listed in Table 7. For further information about these
schools see Appendix D.
The selection of students in each school was random.
The process of selection went as follows: 1 ) in a Form II
class of approximately forty students, each student was
provided with a small piece of paper. Counting from left
to right, each student noted his/her number on the small
piece of paper. Then only those with even numbers were to
remain. This same procedure was used to select the sample
of students in Form IV. Both groups (approximately twenty
randomly selected from Form II and approximately twenty
randomly selected from Form IV) were then administered the
questionnaire. A sample of this questionnaire is in Appen-
dix B.
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The teachers' sample was comprised of the teachers
and department heads who taught the SSP Biology courses in
the secondary schools selected for the study. The sample
was comprised of sixteen teachers, eight males and eight
females. Table 8 shows the distribution of this sample of
teachers by school and by Forms which they taught.
The sample of policy makers and program personnel
consisted of thirty-eight persons. Fifteen were policy
and twenty-three were Science Department Heads, Head
Teachers or Deputies. The policy makers interviewed in-
cluded. the director of Basic Education, principal of the
Kenya Science Teachers College (KSTC); lecturers and the
head of the Biology Department at KSTC, professors of
biology at the University of Nairobi and Kenyatta Univer-
sity College (KUC), the head of the Biology Department and
the head of Secondary Education at Kenya Institute of
Education, Deputy Chief Inspector of Schools, headteachers,
deputies and heads of biology departments in the schools
visited. In addition to these policy makers, members of
the School Science Project Biology Panel were interviewed.
This sample was selected by identifying the individuals who
have been involved with the SSP Biology course. A complete
detailed list of these policy makers or program personnel
is listed in Appendix E.
Before going to Kenya to conduct fieldwork, the
author developed a partially structured interview/
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questionnaire for the policy makers and program planners.
Upon arriving in Kenya, after pre-testing it with a few
interviewees, it became apparent more parts needed to be
added. The addition of more sections dealing with factual
information and perceptions was necessary to augment collec
tion of data for the SSP Biology research. These sections
(#2-4) dealt with the evolution of the SSP Biology, its
perceived advantages and disadvantages, and perceived
problems teachers have in the implementation of this course
The revised questionnaire interview is found in Appendix A.
Section Six
Procedures Used in Data Collection
Prior to visiting a school, a letter was sent to
the head teacher and the head of the biology department of
the school delineating in detail: (see Appendix F for a
sample of correspondence to schools) the day and time of
visiting the school, the purpose of the study, and the
methods of conducting the study once this researcher ar-
rived at a school. Plans, correspondence and telephone
calls were made three to four weeks in advance. The pro-
cedures used in the actual administration of questionnaires
to students and teachers in the ten schools visited fol-
lowed the same method employed in the pilot test.
The format was to randomly select the students who
would complete the questionnaire and dismiss the others.
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This process has already been described. If the Form II
students and Form IV students were completing the ques-
tionnaire simultaneously, the students were separated by
grade. For example. Form II students sat on one side of
the lab or classroom and the Form IV'
s
sat on the other
side. In some schools the students from Form II and Form
IV completed the questionnaire at different times of the
day. once the students were seated the author then dis-
tributed the questionnaires to the students and explained
to them in detail how to respond to the questionnaire as
genuinely and truthfully as they could; and if they had any
problem, not to hesitate to ask the author questions. Then
the students were asked to start answering the question-
naires; their beginning and completing times were recorded
by the author.
In each of the eleven secondary schools selected, a
biology department head and an SSP Biology instructor
answered a teacher-prepared questionnaire and the depart-
ment head was interviewed; the total number of teachers who
answered the teacher questionnaire was sixteen teachers.
The procedures for administering the teacher questionnaire
was similar to that of administering the student question-
naire .
In addition to interviewing the Biology Department
Heads, the headmaster/headmistress in each school was
interviewed except in Pangani Girls High School where a
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headmistress and deputy declined to be interviewed. Most
of these interviews took place in the schools visited in
their offices or in the staff room.
The procedures employed by the researcher in the
interviewing process included the following:
1) Contacting the policy makers or program planner
telephone
U
or
n
?isi?
0intmentS thr°Ugh correspondence,
2
’ interviewee
9 raPP°rt credibi lity with the
3>
logy
a
s?uSy.
the purP°se/°b 3 ectives of the SSP Bio-
4) Describing the method by which the intervieweewas chosen.
5> ®Sna“ln9,the confidentiality in the treatment
data fn^ysls"
Pr°Vlded by the ^rviewee during
The interview proceedings entailed providing an identical
copy of the interview/questionnaire to both the interviewee
and the researcher. After the explanation of all the
above-outlined procedures, the interview started, using the
outline f°rmat of the interview/questionnaire
. The re-
searcher recorded the information on his copy.
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CHAPTER I I I
THE EVOLUTION OF INQUIRY SCIENCE CURRICULUMS:
SECONDARY SCIENCE EDUCATION AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL
Introduction
This chapter will examine the evolution of inquiry
oriented life science curriculums in the United States and
Britain. In particular, the chapter will focus on the
development and implementation of Biological Sciences Cur-
riculum Study (BSCS), and the Nuffield Biology, which were
precursors to the School Science Project-Biology (SSP Biol-
ogy) in East Africa, Kenya (and their influence on science
teaching). The following is the format for developing and
presenting this topic:
Section One Notion of inquiry
Section Two Brief history of the origin of inquiry
science curriculums in the United
States
Section Three Short history of inquiry science
curriculums in Britain
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Section One
Notion of Inquiry
The concept of "inquiry" is widely used in modern
science education literature. And yet its meaning is often
not clear to users and implemented (teachers) of inquiry-
oriented science curriculums
. Obviously, if the term
inquiry" is unclear to the implementers, it will be even
fuzzier to the consumers (students). it is very important
for educators charged with imparting knowledge to younger
generations to have a thorough understanding of scientific
concepts, and how such concepts can be applied properly to
solve society's problems. It is important to have scien-
tifically literate members of a society who can solve
problems
.
Since there seems to be no common definition of the
concept "inquiry, " its use varies from one person to another
and from one situation to another. Inquiry to some people
simply means "asking questions." in other situations,
students solving scientific problems in the laboratory or
in the classroom has been frequently described as inquiry.
A recent popular method of teaching science through
inquiry is by the "black box" technique. This technique
was introduced to the author when he took college intro-
ductory and advanced biology courses in the United States
about a decade ago. The "black box" strategy usually
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deals with solving the problems which are sealed in wooden
boxes. A solution of a problem is to be done without
looking into the "black box," through a variety of strate-
gies (e.g., hypothesizing, predicting, and giving a sound
process of finding out what is in the box). In essence
the box provides a stimulus for a student to inquire and to
use unrestricted methodologies to which he/she has access
m order to solve the problem. This process implies that
inquiry in this case is presented in a somewhat fuzzy
manner. The student and teacher are not clear about the
steps one must go through. In addition, in this type of
inquiry the teacher or learner may not be certain as to
what to expect as the output (results) of the process.
Inquiry in other situations has been described in
terms of pieces being put together to make a whole. An
example of this is the scientific method, which has spe-
cific steps but is without defined outcomes. One renowned
19-century American educator and advocator of heuristic
methods of science teaching outlined these essential steps
pertaining to scientific methods:
They are first that the pupils have a genuine situa-
tion of experience--that there be a continuous activ-ity m which he is interested for its own sake; sec-
ondly, that a genuine problem develop within this
situation as a stimulus to thought; third, that he
possess the information and make the observations
needed to deal with it; fourth, that suggested
solutions occur to him which he shall be responsible
for developing in an orderly way; fifth, that he may
have the opportunity and occasion to test his ideas by
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cover
^o^himself^hei^validityH^Deweyy ^1^
Before synthesizing these definitions, a clarifi-
cation of the inquiry concept in science education is
necessary. The concept of inquiry in science education is
not new. Various educators and philosophers of the past
advocated an approach in which students participated through
first-hand experiences instead of relying solely on their
teachers' chalk-and-talk approach. These eminent educators
stated:
1
^
sons of. young people take the form ofg ather than talking; let them learn nothing frombooks which they can learn from experience(Rousseau, Emile).
Iectu;f??^OWiedgV S the ultimate bas is of intel-
! J10 a large extent book-learning conveys
the
lnf?™atlon - • • The second-handedness of
?
d world ls the secret of mediocrity
.(Whitehead, The Aims of Education).
To arrive at knowledge slowly by one's own experience
it than to learn by rote, in a hurry, factsthat other people know and then, glutted with words,to lose one's own free observant and inquisitive
ability to study.
. .
. (Pestalozzi, Aphorisms ).
The ordinary schoolroom with its rows of ugly desks
• * * is all made "for listening"— for simply studyinglessons out of a book is only another kind of listen-ing . . . There is very little place in the tradi-
tional schoolroom for the child to work
. .
. (Dewey
The School and Society )
.
(Stoneman, 1974: 267-268)
In their own way these eminent philosophers of the past
advocated the inquiry process in science teaching.
How do current science educators describe/define
or explain inquiry? In the following pages exploration of
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their conceptions of inquiry will be presented. These
eminent educators include, among others: Joseph Schwab
Richard Suchman, Piaget, Bruner, Gagne.
Teaching science through inquiry, may not be easy
for many teachers not properly trained in the method. As a
result of inadequate training many teachers may think that
teaching through inquiry is time consuming. Regarding the
time factor (Merrick, 1969: 1) has commented that,
Limited time, and fixed course structure, has come anumber of innovative efforts aimed at 'enriching'courses with in-depth considerations
. conSnt andthe introduction of inquiry and discovery type teach-
' learning*
SC
J
enc<
f'
* • •' The idea of devoting
large blocks^?
clas
^
room activities which consume
2
k ° f tlme and usually terminate in seem-ingly indecisive outcome is difficult for mostteachers to swallow.
Due to the confusion and vagueness of the meaning
of inquiry, another concept, "discovery, " is often con-
sidered germane in new science curriculums. More often,
inquiry is used to mean discovery and vice versa. But this
is not accurate, because discovery is a process of inquiry.
Suchman, a proponent of heuristic methods of science teach-
ing, clarified and distinguished inquiry and discovery
concepts by stating that the new science curriculums:
Have typically involved a more
. . . inductive ap-
proach in which new understandings are acquired though
a form of guided discovery.
. . . The inquiring
learner comes to have a greater sense of autonomy and
self-esteem which in turn leads to further inquiry.
. . . It seems unwise to use the term discovery to
describe any of the cognitive acts of inquiry. But
the sense of discovery, the aha! feeling, . . .
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Bruner reiterated this further when he stated that,
highest orders ^invent Pa;Vf disc°very of the
^
-LS to inven and develon module,that
-r^be imposed on difficulties ^“d effect
lem solving and 'effor/of discovery thl^n f Pr°b 'the working heuristic of discoverv ™ t learns
Further, Bruner reinforced that discovery calls for seeing
the regularities of previously unrecognized relations and
similarities between two ideas” (Bruner, 1960:20). How-
ever, Seifman provided a clear description of discovery:
"The act of discovery occurs when the learner grasps the
organizing principle governing concrete instance or series
of instances” (Seifman, 1969:56). But Baker (1963) pointed
out that the concept of discovery has two meanings in
science: First is when a living specimen of an organism
such as a fish thought to have been extinct for thousands
of years if found. Secondly, is when a theory such as that
of natural selection is postulated to explain in part the
development by evolution.
What has been presented so far, regarding inquiry,
discovery and heuristic can be summarized as the component
Parts necessary for a teaching process. Inquiry is a
precursor of discovery, i.e., inquiry and problem-solving
processes lead to discovery or invention. And heuristic
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can be taken as a collective
passes the two (discovery and
ing. This can be depicted as
or general term which
inquiry) processes of
follows
:
encom-
teach-
Heurism -»
Problem Solving'
Inquiry
Discovery/Invention
In summary, this is a process approach stressed by all new
science curriculum. It can be seen that up to this point
a definition of inquiry has not been provided. The reason
for this is twofold: 1) the difficulty associated with
giving a precise definition of a process; and 2) the fact
that inquiry has various categories (problem solving, dis-
covery, invention). The concept, "problem solving" is
widespread in inquiry-oriented science curriculums. The
new curriculums have either fascinated some teachers or
confused them. As Bruner (1969:211-212) pointed out,
Teachers have asked [about]
. . . 'the new curricula’ as
though they were some special magic potion." He added
that,
For the child to develop intellectual potency he mustbe encouraged to search out and find regularities and
relationships in his environment.
. . There are many
ways of coming to the techniques of inquiry, or the
heuristics of discovery. One of them is by careful
study of the formalization of these techniques in
logic.
. . If a child is going to pursue inquiry as
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Inquiry implies investigative laboratory work," wrote
Washton (1967:160).
Inquiry is one process of teaching/learning science
Gagne stated that,
Discovery ... a very fundamental condition of mostlearning should not be equated with inquiry Theconstrue:^ 00 of a response by a learned seethingthat happens nearly every step of the way in the
discover?
learnin^ « what is usually
. . calledy
. . . inquiry is the terminal thinkingprocess we want the student to be able to engage in,fter he has taken all the necessary previous steps inlearning (Gagne, 1963:149). P
He strongly recommended that if the practice of inquiry is
to be done successfully, there are two important points to
follow: 1 ) a suitable background of broad, generalized
knowledge which can be employed in solving problems which
lead a student to inductive thinking, and 2) a possession
of critical knowledge which allows a student to discrimin-
ate between good and bad ideas. He also suggested four
levels of instruction which would prepare a student, begin-
ning in kindergarten. There four levels are: 1) a com-
petent performer; 2) a student of knowledge; 3) a scien-
tific enquirer; and 4) an independent investigator. Within
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these levels of instruction an overlap of competencies and
capabilities are gained by students.
inquiry seems to imply a scientific method which
entails. 1 ) selecting of problems to be investigated; 2)
carrying out observations and collecting data which relate
to the problem being investigated; 3) analyzing that data;
4) explaining these data in a way in which they make logi-
cal sense; and 5) reporting findings so that other sci-
entists read it and may subject the findings to experi-
mental procedures. The reason for this subjection for
verification is to see whether the findings can be dupli-
cated, confirmed or rejected by other scientists in various
parts of the world.
In short, scientific inquiry is a process which has
a goal, since inquiry cannot take place in a vacuum. But,
what is inquiry and how does it work? Again, Bruner (1969:
208) contends that "Practice in inquiry is trying to figure
out things for oneself, is indeed what is needed" in the
inquiry process of teaching and learning. What Bruner is
suggesting is that in order to perform well in inquiry, an
inquirer must continuously engage in the inquiry process.
and as a result of frequent involvement, one is able to
improve the techniques of heuristics. However, Suchman
(1969:219) stated that,
There are broad strategies and special tactics that
help to make inquiry
. .
.
productive. The most
dependable characteristic of inquiry is that there is
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And he continued,
"When the mode of learning i s inquiry,
the process of information gathering and conceptual reor-
ganization comes more under the control of the learner
himself" (suchman, 1969:219). A search for a definition of
inquiry continues, since there seems to be no universal
definition of this concept as suggested by the cited litera-
ture. However, there is a working definition of inquiry
suggested by Suchman in 1966; he stated, "Inquiry is the
pursuit of meaning" (Suchman, 1969:177). This definition
indicates that there needs to be a pedagogical environment
which is open-ended, with very little teacher intervention;
and there needs to be active inquiry on the part of an
inquirer to find out relationships between separate aspects
of his/her awareness. But Suchman 's definition of inquiry
seems to be incomplete, and somewhat ambiguous in the sense
that the phrase, "pursuit of meaning," can be interpreted
to mean different things to different people. Therefore,
we are back to sguare one again.
Author's suggested definition of inquiry
. Having examined
various descriptions, explanations, and suggested defini-
tions of inquiry by the supporters of heuristic methods of
teaching and learning, there appears to be no one common
definition which the scholars of inquiry agree upon. It
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was also noted that the heuristic method of teaching science
is just one method among many. it is not the oniy method
of science teaching. For the heuristics method to be
implemented properly and effectively in a country similar
to Kenya, some of the following pre-requisites are in
order
:
Teachers must be given a thorough trainina in
possible
1
a
q
i
lry
' diSCOVery
' invention)
,
and if, learning environment in an educationallCr"StTe:crVidet f0r -qurry-ori^ted al
the central
® chers w
J
shln<? to promote inquiry asfocus of teaching strategy for learnersmust accept orientation themselves.
Y
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must be very carefully structuredi a hierarchical manner to facilitate the stu-dents learning.
Adequate equipment/materials must be availablefoster inquiry processes. to
A subject matter must be carefully selected and
structured m such a manner as to provide a high
eve of learner participation at each learner’sindividual level with a minimum of teacher guid-
ance. ^
It must be learner-centered, instead of teacher-
centered .
The above prerequisites to heuristics methods of teaching
and learning science need to be considered by the potential
adopters of the new curriculums. Based on the information
at hand, this author thinks that heuristic is very sound,
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although it has been used to cater to very intelligent and
motivated learners in an educational system. Before provid-
ing a working definition of inquiry, it is important to
point out that the literature cited suggests that heuristic
ollective term for the inquiry, discovery, and inven-
tion processes. This can be presented diagramatically as
follows
:
Heuristic
Inquiry Discovery ^^tnvention
s
. .X, l
.
Scientific Processes in Problem Solving
Armed with this information, inquiry can be defined as that
part of heuristic techniques that fosters a self-directed
scientific investigation leading to a specified goal. in
this pursuit, an investigator can seek to employ a scien-
tific method, not as a "cookbook" with step-by-step proce-
dures, but as a general guide. it is an ongoing, open-
ended problem-solving experience to which an investigator
must make a commitment.
Inquiry and learning. It is not far fetched to state that
learning begins at birth; and associated with this learning
are the inquiry processes which lead to acquiring skills
necessary for knowing, investigating, and manipulating
one ' s environment
.
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As an infant grows and develops, so do the intel-
lectual processes expand, hence the increased capacity to
inquire and acquire more knowledge. Learning goes on all
the time during the cognitive developmental stages of our
lives. Prior to beginning formal school, children make
many explorations in their unstructured environments. But
as a child develops intellectually and maturely, gradually
his/her search for meaning is organized and directed to
some specified goals. Suchman stated that,
-
-is v 2^*^
laws
t
th of
predict'or
^
control events (Suchman, 1969:215).
This stage of development can be characterized by concrete
or formal operation of intellectual or cognitive processes
described by Piaget and his group. What the quotation
suggests is a scientific method which emphasizes observa-
tion, measurement, recording, interpretation, analysis and
distinguishes between direct observation and inference.
Bruner (1971:391) proposed a provocative and widely-
quoted hypothesis which stated that, "Any subject can be
taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to
any child at any stage of development." Bruner called this
a spiral curriculum. He supports the idea of introducing
teaching materials as well as a teaching method early in
the developmental stages of a child, and he suggests that
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reintroducing these concepts will facilitate learning. He
pointed out that there is no reason for the majority of
American learners to take a tenth-grade biology unit with-
out having had any biological base in the preceding years.
Further, Bruner advocated that, "The task of teaching a
subject to a child at any particular age is one of repre-
senting the structure of that subject in terms of the
child's way of viewing things" (Bruner, 1971:391-392). The
statement suggests that learners should be able to apply
acquired knowledge to certain problems in a diversity of
situations and can relate to the underlying principles
which give structure to a discipline.
In order to accomplish the act of learning, Bruner
suggested three processes. First, is the acquisition of
new information to displace a learner's prior known in-
formation, l.e.
, refining former information/knowledge.
Second, learning through transformation. This process
would enable a learner to analyze acquired information so
that generalization can be made. Third, is learning
through evaluation. This process involves checking to see
whether the generalizations made, extrapolated, or inter-
polated fit or operate according to desired or specified
goals. The three processes (acquisition, transformation,
evaluation) work simultaneously in the act of the learning
process. These conditions suggest a scientific inquiry con-
sisting of identifying a problem, developing a hypothesis,
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testing
izations
hypothesis, reporting findings, and noting general
to see whether they can be applied to new situa-
tions
.
in the preceding pages, it has
been pointed out that the process of teaching through
inquiry is not new. However, in the past twenty years,
manor biology curriculums (BSCS, Nuffield, School Science
Project-Biology) have placed a central focus on improving
the content of these subject matters as well as the teach-
ing and learning through inquiry processes. As a result of
these innovations, a number of curriculum materials have
been generated.
For any system of knowledge to operate success-
fully, it is necessary for educational policy makers,
curriculum developers/researchers to understand fully the
theoretical aspects and applicability of inquiry, other-
wise, an implementation of an innovative curriculum might
fail. it is also wise for any system contemplating adopt-
ing an innovation such as inquiry to consider what impli-
cations such an approach might bring into an educational
system, as far as financial or curricular issues are con-
cerned. Also, one important thing to note is that curricu-
lum implementers should be aware that the inquiry approach
to teaching science is only one of many methods. It is not
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the only one. Novak (1974:228) a proponent of inquiry
stated that.
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It is not possible to absolutely exclude other well-estab-
lished forms of teaching; for example, a didactic method,
particularly when teachers implementing inquiry methods of
teaching were themselves taught in a didactic manner. If
inquiry methods were to be given equivalent time as that of
didactic, there would be no doubt that after many genera-
tions, inquiry could become the dominant, but not the only
approach to teaching/learning science. According to Novak
(1974), the most important element lacking in the past
instructional programs in the life sciences is the detailed
and clear presentation of concepts to be taught to learners.
In addition, there is a lack of deliberate or serious
attempt to select instructional materials which are satis-
factory and which can optimize a learner's opportunity for
meaningful learning of the concepts presented in biological
teaching materials.
A contemporary learning theory suggests that con-
cept learning should be given a priority. This claim was
given by Johnson (1967) in his model for curriculum and
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instruction. One contribution in Johnson’s model is the
differentiation of those components mainly dealing with
extracting knowledge from the disciplines and those compo-
nents which concentrate on presentation to learners. it is
worth noting two significant factors in his model: 1 )
curriculum issues, and 2) instructional issues. The first
deals with the process and procedures as well as criteria
for selecting and organizing knowledge, attitudes, and
skills to be imparted to a group of learners; the second
concerns itself with selecting the best types of teaching
methods and instructional settings. Figure 1
, below,
depicts major elements of Johnson's curriculum model (1967:
133). This is a complete model as presented. For a practi-
cal applicability of Johnson curriculum model in the teach-
ing of biology it has been simplified by Novak (1977: no)
as shown in Figure 2. The left side of the model deals
with curriculum development, while the right side deals
with instructional development.
One of the most important parts of curriculum is
the instructional development component. In the component
it is necessary to choose appropriate examples and activi-
ties which will make sense to specified learners. An
example would be to select concepts which would relate to
the framework of concepts in the cognitive structures of a
target group of learners. A vertical approach, sometimes
referred to as sequence curriculum development, can be
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applied here. This approach concerns itself with continu-
ity or the longitudinal of curriculum ingredients; for
example, the emphasis of certain skills such as teaching
grades 1-2 manuscript handwriting and in grades 3-4 cursive
handwriting. This vertical approach builds upon prior
acquired knowledge and skills.
The failure of a teaching approach to
concepts to a majority of students regardless
convey certain
of age,
class, etc., is usually taken to be a failure of teaching
method. However, supporting evidence, such as that of
Bruner, cited earlier, indicates that learning of any
concept can take place if appropriate instructional se-
quences are presented; and also relevant activities to
learners which relate to the learners' prior experience can
be achieved.
It is structuring of knowledge and concepts, sup-
ported and advocated by Bruner in the sixties, that science
innovations such as BSCS based their instructional mate-
rials. As noted above, Johnson's (1967) curriculum model
strongly supports the idea of structure and clear presenta-
tion of concepts.
In biology teaching, one of the classical and basic
concepts is the cell. The cell concept can be viewed as
hierarchically structured. It is this kind of structure of
knowledge that has been strongly advocated in inquiry-
oriented sciences (BSCS, British Nuffield Biology Projects).
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The meaningfulness and contribution of Johnson's model has
P in clarifying the selection of sound instructional
methods and extraction of appropriate knowledge which can
be conveyed to learners with ease. This can be exemplified
by the cell concept presented diagrammatically in Figure 3 .
It is necessary for learners to know and understand
the basic structure of knowledge and the central focus of
curriculum units of instruction to be built upon prior
knowledge, hence the vertical type of curriculum, other-
wise, presenting almost completely new concepts which have
not been presented to certain groups of learners before,
may make learning difficult for the majority of the
learners. The necessity for structure would provide
learners with an opportunity to relate and interrelate
concepts; such relationship and interrelationship would
provide a learner with a meaningful education.
The issue of organizing learning experiences, as
Tyler (1950) called them, is similar to structuring knowl-
edge and concepts so that learners can be able to under-
stand the hierarchical nature of knowledge and how knowl-
edge can be built upon by prior learning. Tyler (1950:60)
posed two questions that can help curriculum developers/
implementers in the structure of curriculums. These are:
1. How can learning experiences of next week and next
month best reinforce those of this week and this
month so as to produce a maximum cumulative ef-
fect?
Cell Concept
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standing on the part of the students?
These questions stress the importance of the vertical type
of curriculum organization already alluded to above.
Another supporting piece of evidence for this type of
curriculum structure is from Goodlad (1963). He coined a
concept which he called the organizing element.. This
cept connects a series of organizing centers together.
An example of this concept might be developed in physics by
using magnets in the elementary years of schooling and
later developed and elaborated on to include thermal or
solar energy in high school or college. The concept of
organizing elements controls sequence through upward pro-
gression of learners.
Having examined the notion of inquiry, learning and
inquiry, and inquiry and curriculum, it is important for
this study to examine the evolution of inquiry-oriented
sciences in the United States and Great Britain, in the
following two sections of this chapter, and subsequently,
their influence in other countries, particularly Kenya in
East Africa, a topic of Chapter Four.
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Section Two
grief_History of the Origin of Tngn-i^,
—lence Curriculum in the United States
The United States' new science curriculums started
developing shortly before the Sputnik period. This period
marks the take-off of rapid curriculum reform in America.
This rapid reform movement received increased momentum as a
result of the launching of the Russian satellite in the
mid-1950
' s
.
It was a necessity for more scientists that
prompted the collaboration between scientists and educators
m the construction of new science curriculums with new
approaches to the teaching-learning of these curriculums.
Further, Schwab (1963) pointed out that school teachers,
educators from colleges and universities, and scientists
started to communicate better and to collaborate in pro-
ducing improved materials for the schools.
The outcome of American educators' cooperation in
developing new science curriculums to challenge the launch-
ing of Sputnik included among others the following pro-
grams: Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC), Chemical
Education Materials Study (Chem Study), Chemical Bond
Appraoch (CBA), Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS),
Earth Sciences Curriculum Project (ESP), and Introductory
Physical Science (IPS).
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These new science curriculums continue to measur-
ably influence science education in the United States.
But, it is not only in the United States that the impact of
these programs has been felt; these programs have a great
impact on science education worldwide (Maybury, 1975 ). of
the above new science programs, BSCS will be examined in
detail as to how and to what degree it has influenced the
life science curriculums in the United States and other
countries. The topic of biology was selected because
biology affects our daily lives. Humankind must learn to
treat their respective environments with caution so that
there is harmony in their relationship.
The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) and its
oriain- The BSCS began its activities in 1959 with spon-
sorship from the American Institute of Biological Sciences.
The financial support that enabled BSCS to carry out its
thorough study of biological education in the secondary
schools of the United states primarily came from the Na-
tional Science Foundation. The headquarters of BSCS are
located on the campus of the University of Colorado (BSCS
Special Publication, No. 4, 1966).
Before serious study toward the development of a
new curriculum in biological education was undertaken, a
preliminary study had been done to examine the nature of
biology teaching in American secondary schools from 1890-
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I960 (Hurd, 1961). The research biologists involved in
this study, upon examining the pre-1960 secondary school
biology textbooks, came up with the following conclusions:
1-
biology
93 little rePresentation of the science of
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S was 9iven to inquiry or investigativepn biological science.
7. Organic evolution, growth and development, human
reproduction and racial characteristics were omittedor wrongly presented (Hurd, 1969).
As a result of this study, in the summer of 1960,
the BSCS brought together a group of seventy contributors,
including research biologists, high school teachers, and
educators to prepare the initial three versions of the
basic curriculum of BSCS. These versions were referred to
as Blue, Green and Yellow. The Blue version, Biological
Science: Molecules to Man
, emphasizes physiology and bio-
chemical evolution; the Green version, High School Biology
,
s ^-^ sse<^ the ecological and behavioral aspects of biology
as well as the biological community and world biome, while
the Yellow version dealt with the biological concepts of
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unity, diversity and continuity and emphasized the cellular
level of organization (Hurd, 1969).
The BSCS writers came to the conclusion that a
modern secondary biology course should include the fol-
lowing three components
:
1 • Modern knowledge and concepts
Emphasis on the nature of scientific inquiry
2
3
tBSC3
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° f contemPorary biology( S Special Publication No. 4
, 1966).
In order to present biology in a logical and uni-
fied fashion, nine themes were identified which gave the
BSCS material content and framework for presentation.
These themes were:
1* Change of living things through time: evolution
2
* things
ltY ° f tYPS ^ Unity of Pattern in living
3. The genetic continuity of life
4. The complementarity of organism and environment
5
. Biological roots of behavior
6. The complementarity of structure and function
7. Regulation and homeostasis: preservation of lifein the face of change
8
. Science as inquiry
9. The history of biological conceptions (Hurd,
1969).
These themes, according to BSCS, represented a
balanced modern biological curriculum in secondary schools.
The BSCS used many ways of teaching science as an inquiry:
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1) There are no absolute statements in their basic curricu-
lum books; instead, the statements provide the tentative
nature of science. Theories are expressed as current
conceptualizations which may be replaced by others as the
knowledge of science develops and expands; 2) dogmatism has
no place in the BSCS approach; and, 3) emphasis is placed
on laboratory and experiments where learners take active
roles
.
Methods of BSCS trial, implementation, evaluating material B
and_teacher inservice
. After the production of the basic
three books, Blue, Green, and Yellow, in 1960, they were
piloted with 118 teachers and 14,000 students in fifteen
geographic centers throughout the United States between
1960-1961. The classes taught using these materials in-
cluded rural, urban and suburban schools. Weekly meetings
of previously trained BSCS teachers were held to discuss
and assess the week's class of work and to write a group-
reaction report to BSCS headquarters. The teachers wrote
weekly the class reports on the textbook used as well as
lab reports. Students were tested on tests that specific-
ally stressed the BSCS instructional material (Grobman,
1964)
.
The feedback from schools using the program mate-
rials on an experimental basis was used in revising the
editions of the BSCS materials. These materials were then
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re-tested by 500 teachers with 50,000 students in
five states during the 1961 Second Summer Writing
thirty-
Con-
ference
.
producing
Similar methods and editions were employed in
the 1963 editions (Grobman, 1964 ).
mpact of BSCS
. Since the inception of BSCS, its mate-
rials, particularly the textbooks, have been translated
into various languages and have been adapted for use world-
wide. The countries that have adapted BSCS courses include
Australia, Brazil, Canada, (French language), Columbia,
India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, the Phil-
lippines
, Thailand, Taiwan, Turkey, Russia, Sweden, and
Denmark. In addition, more than ten countries in South
America, fifteen English-speaking countries in Africa,
Mexico, and many more countries use the BSCS materials
(Hurd, 1969).
The BSCS impact continues to grow, especially in
the United States. Nearly all biological programs includ-
ing traditional texts have been influenced by the BSCS ap-
proach (inquiry, laboratory and experimental methods). Of
particular interest and importance is the style in which
the BSCS materials are structured. As indicated earlier,
the BSCS operates on nine themes. Themes are important in
structuring the knowledge of any discipline. Jerome Bruner
is the advocator of the concept of structuring knowledge.
In the Process of Education
,
he presented very provocative
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ideas relating to the learner and the structure of knowl-
edge. He devotes the first chapter to the importance of
structure. He believes that, "To learn structure
. .
. , is
to learn how things are related (Bruner, 1960:24).
This statement suggests that learners should be
able to apply acquired knowledge to certain problems in a
diversity of situations and can relate to the underlying
principles which give structure to a discipline. It is
important for learners to know and understand the basic
structure of knowledge or subject in order for them to
transfer newly acquired knowledge to solve various bio-
logical problems. The nine BSCS themes according to this
writer serve as a structure but are interrelated, and this
interrelationship provides a base for the learner to grasp
knowledge. The learner, then, can solve biological prob-
lems in his/her mundane life. These problems may include
human-population growth, pollution, diseases, appropriate
living environments, food, health, and other social and
personal problems that impinge upon humans and their en-
vironments
.
Section Three
Short History of Inquiry Science
Curriculums in Britain
Britain is less receptive to rapid educational
changes than the United States. However, in the past
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decades, progress in Britain toward improvement and changes
in science teaching has taken place with various distinct
features. During the 1880
-s, science in Britain emphasized
what was commonly known as the science of common things.
The science curriculum in this period (1800) was content-
laden, and the teaching method was mainly by rote from
textbooks. The sole agency awarding qualifications was the
Department of Science and Arts. The examinations made by
this body were based on recall with minimal laboratory or
practical work.
The schools of Britain initially and to some degree
at present have focused on mental training and were com-
fortable with the curriculums that emphasized rote learning
and paid less attention to science and its application.
Science was not considered important during this period
compared with the classics or foreign languages (McDonald
and Walker, 1976 )
.
Other features that characterize science curriculum
evolution in Britain include: 1) payments of teachers
based on examination results in science, and 2) heuristics
teaching methods (Curtis, 1948). Teachers' payment based
on science examination results was triggered by the Great
Industrial Exhibition which took place in 1851 at the
Crystal Palace. It was this Exhibition that showed the
people (particularly British) that science was applicable
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the industrial sector of an economy. Eight years
the Exhibition, the Council on Education stated that
after
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It was after this official communication, in 1859,
that the Department of Science and Arts launched a payment
by results approach in school science. This approach did
not improve the teaching of science for the following
reasons. 1) Science had not been considered as an impor-
tant subject and teachers were not well trained in the
knowledge of science, and 2 ) as a result of inadequate
training in the teaching of science, teachers continued to
emphasize rote learning and factual information with very
little practical participation on the part of learners
(MacDonald, Walker, 1976).
Around 1880 a change in science teaching in Britain
began to occur. This change is characterized by the heur-
istic movement, which is associated with Henry E. Armstrong.
The philosophy of heurism according to Armstrong used
"methods of teaching which involve placing students as far
as possible in the attitude of the discoverer" (MacDonald,
Walker, 1976:93). Armstrong was a chemist-educator who had
been born and trained in Germany. When he went to England
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where he assumed a teaching position in a medical school,
he found that his students did not comprehend scientific
methods. it was this lack of scientific knowledge that
made him concerned and interested in changing the emphasis
away from content subject matter toward how science should
be taught, i.e., developing the attitude of discoverer in
the student (MacDonald, Walker, 1976). This heuristic
method can be identified in many science innovations around
world today. The Nuffield science projects in England
have adapted the heuristic approach in the teaching of
science. The SSP courses in East Africa have also adapted
this methodology.
The Nuffield Foundation
. in 1961, the Minister of Educa-
tion told the House of Commons that the Nuffield Foundation
had become interested in financing the development of new
courses in science education. Originally, the Nuffield
Foundation developed its courses for the academically-
oriented students of average and above-average abilities.
These courses included biology, chemistry, and physics,
most of which were developed by teachers (MacDonald,
Walker, 1976).
In the past, Nuffield Foundation funded mainly
research in medicine, but because the field of medicine was
gradually being taken over by the government, Nuffield
Foundation had accumulated funds. It began searching for
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projects to finance. it was during this period that the
Association for Science Education (A.S.E.), formerly Science
Masters' Association (S.M.A.) which had been active since
1900 in science education, was in need of funds to improve
the teaching of science in Britain. in 1961, the S.M.A.
stated that:
ssra tr-ass?
cerned
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knOWledge
' ' • science is con-basic human values and is, indeed anactive humanity (MacDonald, Walker, 1976:89).
This quotation points out a progressive trend
towards active participation by learners, and it emphasized
creativity, discovery, and activity methods espoused by
Armstrong's heuristic approach to science teaching.
After submitting its proposal to Nuffield Founda-
tion in the early 1960's, the S.M.A. together with the
Association for Women Science Teachers (A.W.S.T.) proposed
curriculum development in separate sciences at the Ordinary
level examinations. In 1962, Nuffield Science Teaching
Projects reported that S.M.A. /A.W.S.T. united to form the
A.S.E. (MacDonald, Walker, 1976). In the same year, the
Nuffield Science Teaching Project (NSTP) started its work
in Britain. This project (NSTP) began because teachers and
educational agencies in Britain desired to discern the most
effective and creative methods of teaching science. The
objective of Nuffield Foundation was ".
. . to provide
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an intellectual discipline valuable in its own right, but
also to encourage an attitude of critical inquiry, an
ability to weigh up evidence and assess probabilities and
familiarity with the main principles and methods of science
•
• (Norris, 1969:5).
The main objective of NSTP was to create instruc-
tional material which would provide science teachers with
the means of presenting science to learners in a very
thrilling, imaginative and lively way. The NSTP emphasized
the discovery approach method with heavy emphasis on stu-
dent involvement in science projects. The teachers provide
help and direction for learners in pursuing these science
class projects. in this approach (discovery), biological
and physical phenomena were employed and how they relate to
science was investigated. The discovery method applied to
both primary and secondary school science education
(Bassett, 1973). British education is well known for an
emphasis on preparing the learners for rigorous examina-
tions. Although reform in science education in Britain has
taken place, examinations remain an important part of the
curriculum.
Examinations
. There are two main public examinations at
secondary levels operating in England, Wales, and Northern
Ireland. These examinations are: 1) General Certificate
of Education (GCE) and 2) The Certificate of Secondary
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Education ( CSE The GCE was introduced in 1951 to replace
what used to be called Schools Certificate and Higher
school Certificate exactions
. The GCE executions are
given by a nu*er of examining centers which are mostly
connected with the universities, e.g., Cambridge and
Oxford. These (GCE, examinations give an assessment for
those candidates who would pursue their higher education at
a university level. A candidate can take as many or as few
subjects as he/she is capable of handling.
The examinations are given at two levels: 1 ) GCE
Ordinary ('0') and GCE Advanced ('A'). Usually, the 0-level
examination is taken at the end of the fifth year of secon-
dary schooling (grade eleven) by students about 16 years of
age. The A-level examinations are often taken one to three
years later, (i.e., grades twelve to fourteen). Students
at this grade are of sixteen to eighteen years of age. The
0-level and A-level examinations are normally taken by
20-25% and 10%, respectively, in the student population.
In order to enter a university, a candidate is required to
have received passing grades in two or more subjects of the
A-level examination (Lucas, Chrisman, 1973).
The Nuffield was initially geared to developing new
materials for three separate sciences (biology, chemistry,
and physics) for students aged eleven to sixteen in grades
seven to eleven preparing for GCE O-level examinations. In
1966, the original materials for GCE O-level were published
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and experimented in a number o
fied). After about five years
universally accepted. However
f schools (number not speci-
in operation, NSTP was not
, there was an increasing
trend in British schools to incorporate the Nuffield philos-
ophy in their science curriculums (Lucas, Chisman, 1973).
Although Nuffield Foundation had initially focused its
attention on developing materials to GCE o-level for more
academic oriented students, it has developed materials for
GCE A
-level examinations and primary science as well (Nuf-
field Junior Project).
The CSE
,
the second type of examination, is impor-
tant because the development of this examination is part of
the significant reform movement of science education in
Britain. The CSE examination was introduced in 1964 for
learners of low to average ability. The examination is
normally taken by students after having completed five
years of secondary education (grade eleven) where any
subjects can be offered. The CSE is mostly controlled by
teachers serving in various Examination Boards which offer
a variety of examination syllabuses. An example would be a
teacher-prepared syllabus, and scheme of work. This ap-
proach is a big change in British education because it
allows a teacher to construct secondary school leaving
examinations instead of having the external examining
bodies controlling the examinations (Lucas, Chisman).
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As a result of CSE, in 1967-1968, Nuffield Founda-
tion developed a science program for those learners of low
erage ability. The program is Secondary Science and
objectives are to encourage learners to make accurate
observations, make deductions from generalizations, design
simple experiments and construct hypotheses.
Teacher preparation in and implementation of Nuffield
Science Curriclum
. Innovations in science education,
particularly those of guided discovery which have learners
explore and experiment on a variety of open-ended investiga-
tional problems, more often bring uneasiness among science
teachers who have been and were trained to teach in the
traditional way—the didactic approach. Most teachers in
Britain thought the new methods of teaching science would
make them appear unprepared, especially when they, them-
selves, went through rigorous didactic methods (Lucas,
Chisman, 1973). In order to help teachers overcome this
attitude (fear of new science curriculums and their teach-
ing methods), intensive inservice training, ranging from
two to ten weeks, was given in Colleges of Education, e.g.,
Worcester College of Education and the Teachers' Centers.
(Teachers' Centers are buildings with a variety of facil-
ities where self-improvement and program development are
organized by teachers themselves to upgrade educational
performance through demonstration and display of apparatus
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and workshops. There are over 500 Teachers. Centers located
throughout England and Wales and their main function is to
review existing curnculums and foster changes in education
particularly by teachers) (Bailey, 1971). This training
was successful in helping some teachers overcome
attitudes toward educational innovations.
negative
Nuffiel d Foundation biology
sums of money into developing
When Nuffield invested large
new science curriculums early
in 1962, it took four years for biology materials to be
p oduced in their final forms. in 1966, after the NSTP had
tested biological materials in 170 schools, the writing
teams from the science-teaching profession and consultants
from academic fields completed a five-volume set of text-
books. Unlike the BSCS texts, the Nuffield biology texts
integrate both laboratory and textual information and was
used m a five-year program beginning from grades seven
through eleven. The first two volumes serve as the basis
for introducing biology to high school students in grades
seven and eight and the last three volumes can be called
intermediate, for grades nine through eleven. In these,
biological concepts, quantitative approach to reasoning and
experimentation are stressed. The Nuffield biology five-
year program is geared towards the GCE O-level examination
(Lucas, Chisman, 1973).
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The Nuffield O-level biology, which is divided intQ
five volumes, is structured in the following manner. The
first two years (grades seven through eight) represent an
introductory phase, while the last three years' volumes,
three to five (grades nine through eleven), are the actual
GCE o-level examinations. The structure and content of
materials for the five-year Nuffield O-level are shown in
Table 9, which follows. Time allocation for each stage has
been suggested to be three periods of forty-five minutes
per week of which a double period and a single period were
proposed (Young, 1966).
Summary
This chapter has highlighted the notion of inquiry
and its implications for the teaching and learning process
as it pertains to science curriculum. in particular, the
chapter reviewed new science curriculums which emphasize
inquiry methods of teaching. The development of new science
curriculum in the United States, such as the BSCS and PSSC
triggered the development of new science curriculums in
Britain in the early 1960's. A consequence of this initial
United States curriculum change and resultant British
curricular development, such as Nuffield Biology, are the
new science innovations which continue to evolve in all
developing countries. An example of this science
CONTENTS
OF
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TEXTS
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curriculum is the School Science Project in East Africa
discussed in depth in the next chapter of thrs dissertation.
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I VCHAPTER
the evolution of the school science project-biology
Introduction
This chapter will examine the evolution and current
the School Science Project Biology (SSP Biology)
in Kenya. The discussion of the School Science Project-
Biology will be presented in the following format:
Section One
Section Two
Section Three
Section Four
in^enya™*
^ Curriculum Development
Evolution of the School Science
Project in East Africa and Kenya
Description of the School Science
Project Biology Objectives, Materials
and Examinations
Evaluation and Current Status of theSSP Biology Course
Section One
Background for Curriculum Development in Kenya
Curriculum development in Kenya may be charac-
terized by two phases: pre-independence and post-indepen-
dence. During the former phase, education was controlled
and operated mostly by missionaries whose major aim was to
convert indigenous Africans to Christianity, while at the
same time paving the way for colonial administrators and
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traders throughout Africa. in recognizing the work of the
missronaries in Kenya in their sole responsibility in the
expansion of education, the British colonial government
established a Department of Education in 1911 and provided
some financial grants to the missionaries. Prior to this
period, the missionaries had received land where they
established their schools and churches. The education in
Kenya during this phase emphasized reading, writing, arith-
metic, and religious instruction (Sheffield, 1973). But as
Urch stated, the missionaries responded to the indigenous
people's quest for education by "immediately offering the
African the opportunity to go to school to learn the reli-
gion and the ways of the white man
. . . with requests
from the African for more schools, education became the
tool for the expansion of Christianity and offered to the
African an insight into the complex new social order"
(Urch, 1967: 118).
Before independence in 1963, complaints from Afri-
can and Asian parents, as well as from Kenyan African
educators, began to emerge in the 1950 's. These complaints
grew out of dissatisfaction with the poor performances of
African and Asian students in the examinations at the end
of the primary and secondary schooling. Out of all the
African and Asian candidates who sat for the former Cam-
bridge School Certificate, 75% failed to receive the certi-
ficate because of the compulsory English examination paper
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and the poor education they received in the English langu-
age (Stabler, 1969 ).
As a result of this examination grievance regarding
the high rate of failure of African and Asian students,
serious curriculum development began to take shape in 1957
with the establishment of a special curriculum center. The
special center, the Curriculum Development and Research
Center (CDRC), was developed with financial assistance from
the Ford Foundation. The purpose of CDRC was to study and
develop materials for the New Primary Approach (NPA). The
NPA approach was to introduce the teaching of English
beginning with grade one using the activity method—with
learners as active participants in learning English.
Sifuna (1975) pointed out that the NPA approach has flour-
ished in Kenya and has been considered one of the major
revolutions in the primary school curriculum.
The latter phase, after independence, has produced
various innovations in both primary and secondary school
levels. At the primary level, the NPA has been expanded
and continues to improve. However, other innovations have
been introduced, and these include: new social studies,
new math, and the new science. At the secondary school
level, new curriculums have been developed or adapted. The
new secondary science curriculums now operating in Kenyan
schools have been directly or indirectly influenced by
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science curriculum development and innovations from the
United States and Britain.
It is necessary at this point to examine the most
influential bodies on curriculum in Kenya. Such institu-
tions are presented below.
Participants in curriculum planning in Keny a Curriculum
planning for the schools in Kenya is highly centralized.
The subject matter content, selection and the organization
of the curriculums of the Kenyan schools are primarily the
responsibility of the Ministry of Education. However,
other bodies do influence the curriculum planning and
development. They are the Ministry of Higher Education,
the Kenya Institute of Education, and the East African
Examinations Council (now Kenya National Examinations
Council )
.
1 * The Ministry of Higher Education
. The concerns
for all formal higher education are in the hands of the
Ministry of Higher Education, i.e., secondary, technical,
secondary teacher education, and tertiary education.
The Ministry of Higher Education deals with these
functions: a) finance and establishment, b) secondary and
technical education, and c) inspectorate. The responsi-
bilities of the director of higher education include the
Examinations System, the Inspectorate, and the Kenya
Institute of Education. One unique aspect of the
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administration of the Ministry of Education in Kenya is
that the institute of Education is a branch of the Min-
istry of Education instead of the University. The Kenya
Institute of Education is responsible for research and
curriculum development and the improvement of teacher edu-
cation. When President Moi took over the presidency after
the late Jomo Kenyatta died in 1978, and after the general
elections of October/November 1979, he made substantial
changes in the organization of the Ministries. One of
these changes was to divide the Ministry of Education into
two, the Ministry of Basic Education to deal with primary
education, and Ministry of Higher Education to deal with
secondary and tertiary education. At the time of writing
this research study (1981) the reorganization of these
ministries is still in process.
The Kenya Institute of Education
. The Institute,
established in 1964, emanated from a conference on educa-
tional institutes under the sponsorship of the University
of East Africa and the Ministries of Education of Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania. During the year 1965, the Kenya
Institute of Education was established as the Education
Department at the University of Nairobi. The Department
of Education and K.I.E. worked collaboratively on educa-
tional matters, such as curriculum research and develop-
ment.
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The major responsibilities of the Institute in-
clude. 1 ) curriculum research and development, b) provid-
ng experts who evaluate and review curriculum materials
of various subject matters, and c) providing inservice
courses for teachers (Komora, 1972).
The East African Examinations Council ( EAEC
)
. The
EAEC was established as a result of criticism of the
Cambridge Exams as being impractical and irrelevant to the
people of Kenya and East Africa as a whole. These irrele-
vancies include the emphasis on the British fauna and
flora in the primary and secondary school curriculums of
Kenya, rather than the Kenyan fauna and flora. In addi-
tion, up the the mid-1960
' s , the secondary school curric-
ulum of Kenya stressed English literature, British history
and British arithmetic.
Until 1967, the public examinations were ruled by
the Cambridge Overseas Examination Syndicate. The EAEC
was established in 1967 to localize the public examina-
tions, especially secondary school exams. The secondary
school curriculum during the British rule in Kenya was
always geared toward the Cambridge Exams, and in actual-
ly* the experiences and design of such curriculums were
made to suit students in England and not indigenous
peoples of Kenya. The objective of the EAEC was to reduce
such disparities by making the curriculum and examinations
relevant to the needs of the Africans.
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The EAEC used to be composed of a chairman and an
unspecified number of members. The elected chairman was
the Vice-Chancellor of one of the three East African
universities, i.e., the University of Nairobi, the Univer-
sity of Dar-es- Salaam, and Makerere University. This
office was held in rotation for three years. six members
of the Council were nominated by the Senates of the three
universities. Three members were nominated by each govern-
ment, i • e
.
,
two heads of schools from each of three coun-
tries, two agents from the East African community, plus
one representative from the University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate. The EAEC maintained the School
Examinations Committee, whose responsibilities were to: a)
make exams and entry regulations, b) provide certificates
(diplomas), c) approve subjects to be taken by candidates,
d) prepare syllabuses, e) appoint the examiners (proctors),
and f) approve the examination centers (EACE, Regulations
and Syllabuses
, 1977 ).
Even though Cambridge Exams have been modified in
East Africa, the old British "sacred method" of lecturing
and having students sit passively at their desks taking
notes still prevails in many secondary schools of Kenya.
In addition, the Cambridge Syndicate finally accepted the
introduction of subjects such as African history and Afri-
can geography into secondary school curriculums in 1967 .
The complete change has not yet taken place in East
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African Certificate Exams (formerly Cambridge School
Certificate Exam) even though the EAEC has been demanding
a complete change in secondary school curriculums
( Kenya's
Handbook
. 1973 ) .
At the time of this study, the East African Exams
Council was defunct. Tanzania and Uganda withdrew from
the Council due to political tensions in the three coun-
tries. m 1980, Kenya developed its own council— the
Kenya National Exams Council. The Council is „ow going
through its initial phases of establishment (offices,
personnel, philosophy, research).
In the next section, an analysis of the evolution
of the School Science Project (SSP) in East Africa is
presented. The focus is on the SSP Biology course in the
secondary schools of Kenya.
Section Two
Development o f the School Science
Project Biology “
There are many changes, not only in science educa-
tion, but in other disciplines that have taken place in the
educational systems on the African continent. At the
secondary school levels, science education is gradually
adapting new ways of teaching basic science concepts and
principles. One of the widely known changes in science
education today is the gradual displacement of "subject-
Ill
centered" curriculum by the
"learner-centered" curricu-
lum. Kenya is implementing this change and science educa-
tion is gradually being developed so that the curriculum is
relevant, challenging and interesting to secondary stu-
dents
.
Before discussing East Africa's own new science
curriculum the School Science Project, let us examine how
Kenya's secondary schools became interested in the new
science innovations from abroad. There are three commonly
taught sciences m Kenyan secondary schools: biology,
chemistry, and physics. Science innovations that were
taking place m other developed countries had an impact in
Kenya. The Nuffield Science Teaching Project (NSTP) which
started its work in England in 1962, was adapted in the
Kenyan secondary schools. The British teachers who were
involved in the NSTP and came to teach science in the
Kenyan secondary schools introduced the Nuffield physics
and chemistry courses. Those schools which had followed
the Nuffield physics course took their first Nuffield
Physics School Certificate Examination in December, 1970
(Stabler, 1969). While Nuffield courses were being adapted
m the Kenyan secondary schools, East African science edu-
cators were busy creating their own science innovation that
reflected what they thought to be relevant to East African
learners. This innovation is widely known as the East
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School Science Pm-iopt us Project, shortened to School Science
Project ( SSP )
.
The SSP started at the
joint meeting of Science Panels and the Ministry of Na-
tional Education that met in Decoder 1965, at the Univer-
sity of Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania. The SSP's financial
support came from the Curriculum Research and Development
Center (CREDO) of Britain. CREDO was later changed to
Center for Educational Development Overseas (CEDO).
By the early part of 1970, the CEDO has spent
£31,000 (about $93,900) for all SSP science programs for
various purposes including salary for personnel, travel
expenses, pre-testing materials in the schools and secre-
tarial services. During that year (1970), CEDO expressed
interest in continuing the support of the SSP in its future
development (Meyer, 1970). Table 10 provides the direct
costs CREDO incurred in the science programs from years
1969 through 1972 (in pounds sterling).
There are three SSP courses: SSP biology, SSP
chemistry, and SSP physics. All three course have been
influenced directly or indirectly (e.g., heuristic methodo-
logy and nature of examinations) by new science from the
United States, such as Physical Science Study Committee
(PSSC), Chem Study, or Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
(BSCS). In addition, the Nuffield programs and the UNESCO
CREDO'S
FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
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Biology Pilot Project have had tremendous influence on the
SSP courses. in 1967, a few secondary schools in Kenya
began experimenting with Nuffield physics. In 1968, four-
teen secondary schools in Tanzania were also experimenting
with Nuffield physics. The following year (1969), nineteen
secondary schools in Kenya and nine in Uganda began serious
experimentation with this course. in all three East Afri-
can countries, it was reported in 1970 that 12,000 students
m about sixty-five secondary schools with 110 teachers
(the majority being expatriates) were involved in SSP
physics. It was anticipated that candidates would be able
to take SSP O-level examinations for the first time in
1970.
In Kenya the responsibility of the School Science
Project has been under the auspices of the Kenya Institute
of Education (K.I.E.). At the K.I.E., there are both
primary and secondary school curriculum development panels.
It is important to note that there are two major curriculum
panels. The first is the course panels whose overall
function is to oversee educational areas in whole units,
i.e., content of a variety of school subjects and curric-
ulum. Specifically, the purposes of the course panel are:
1 . To keep under constant review the existing curric-
ulum of relevant phases of education or training
and make recommendations to the Academic Board.
2 . To coordinate and guide the activities of the
subject panels in the area of its jurisdiction.
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3- To cooperate where applicable wH +-h
industrial enga9ed in the trainLg'of^'
Ministr^of EducaUon
0
^
1!^^0^ 1 °Utsid® the
of Panels, 1975:2).
' I ‘ E-
' Terms of Reference
Most often the membership into the course panels
include members of all subject panels. Also, members
appointed may serve in one or more course panels. Members
appointed normally serve for three years and the membership
is between twenty and thirty- five persons. The Chief
Inspector of Schools chairs all course panels. A course
panel meets three times a year.
The second major panels are the subject panels.
There is a subject panel for each school subject for both
primary and secondary schools. The primary functions of a
subject panel are:
1
.
^
ltlL
J
te and guide appropriate Kenya Institutef Education Curriculum development projects inthe relevant subject.
2 . To keep under constant review the existing sylla-buses m a subject or curriculum area and make
necessary recommendations to the Academic Board
3. To keep under constant review all examinations
conducted in the country in the relevant subject
or curriculum area and make recommendations to theAcademic Board.
4. To review and recommend books for use in schools
and teachers' colleges in the relevant subject or
curriculum area (K.I.E., Terms of Reference
Panels, 1975: 4).
Membership into subject panels is done through ap-
pointment of individuals by the Council of the Kenya Insti-
tute of Education. One of the criteria for appointment is
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the knowledge and the expertise in a school subject
A subject panel is restricted to twenty members, and
appointee is required to serve for three years.
area.
each
After two years of the School Science Project
experimentation, Tanzania withdrew in 1970 from the Project
because of political tensions between the two countries
(Kenya and Tanzania). This withdrawal left Kenya and
Uganda to continue working together on the SSP until 1973
.
Then due to political instability in Uganda from 1971 on-
wards, cooperation was reduced between Kenya and Uganda,
and as a result, the team effort of producing the SSP
materials, developing examinations, etc., dramatically
collapsed.
Thus, the School Science Project, which began its
experimentation (trials) in secondary schools of Tanzania
m 1968 and in Kenya and Uganda in 1969 officially came to
an end m 1972. After this period (1968-72 of trials),
each subject panel (Biology, Chemistry, and Physics) of
respective East African countries (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania)
revised and published the materials of these innovative
science courses for their own learners.
In Kenya, the SSP Biology for Form III (grade
eleven) was being tried in seventeen schools in 1970, and
early in 1971, Book IV was released and was ready for
trials in the three East African secondary schools. During
the time of the SSP Biology trials in the seventeen
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secondary schools, the Kenya Mrnistry of Higher Education
had not reached a decision whether the SSP Biology was
going to be extended beyond the seventeen schools after
1972
.
in November 1972, the School Science Project con-
tinued to develop in Kenya, a joint meeting of the Kenya
institute and the Inspectorate science staff was held in
the Inspectorate office in Nairobi. During the course of
this meeting, it was observed that biology was taught in
over 1,000 secondary schools, but Chemistry and Physics
(single subjects) were taught in fewer than fifty secondary
schools in Kenya. Because of this disparity, it was sug-
gested that the expansion of the SSP Chemistry and SSP
Physics should be developed separately from that of the SSP
Biology. Also, in this same meeting, "It was agreed that
in Biology the expansion should be more extensive and that
by 1977 all secondary schools in Kenya should adopt the SSP
Biology syllabus and by then the traditional [biology]
syllabus should be phased out" (Mwaura, 1979:4). However,
as will be discussed later in this chapter this expansion
of the SSP Biology course to all secondary schools of Kenya
did not take place.
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Section Thre^
Description of the School Scions ~tBiology itTKiS^
SSP Biology has emerged as a popular course com-
pared with SSP physics and SSP chemistry. While these two
subjects were greatly influenced by Nuffield science pro-
grams, they do not have a philosophy of their own; they
adopted the Nuffield philosophy. m addition, SSP physics
and chemistry have narrow objectives adapted from Nuffield
programs which aim at making learners "act and think like
scientists." These narrow objectives first originated in
the United States from programs such as the BSCS and were
adapted by Nuffield programs (Meyer, 1970).
Although SSP Biology has been greatly influenced by
Nuffield and BSCS biology programs, it has broader objec-
tives and the course content is specific to East Africa and
thus relevant to the learners. SSP Biology puts emphasis
on issues such as agriculture, nutrition, and disease which
concerns the daily living of the people in East Africa.
The broader objectives regarding the teaching methodology
of the SSP Biology do not only include problem-solving and
empirical discovery, but it also includes the development
of critical analysis of such media as newspapers and radio.
These objectives are listed on Table 3. Unlike the other
two SSP courses, SSP Biology has its own independent philos-
ophy without any adaptation from any other programs. The
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East African developers of SSP Biology designed it for East
African learners. Meyer (1970: 48), a UNESCO biology
expert who was involved in the SSP Biology program, stated:
for
m terms of generally accented i superior
construction, to famous courses such as B
f
s
C“r"culum
the U.S A. or Nuffield courses for the O-level G c\examinations m Britain a +. • .C.E.
that while the curriculum
important feature is,
Biology^Piiot
C
project
Smerge
his 1 tr^oHar^^^“s• in is a major achievement.
In addition, the SSP Biology course produced pupil text-
books and teachers- guides for the implementation of the
program; these curricular materials were not available in
the SSP Physics and Chemistry courses (Meyer, 1970).
Materials development for SSP Biology
. The SSP Biology is
designed for the four years of secondary schools, i.e.,
from grade nine (Form I) through grade twelve (Form IV).
Therefore, textbooks for each grade have been developed, as
well as teachers’ guides for each volume which provide the
teacher with specific objectives to be covered in each unit
and plans for organizing the lessons. The production of
the textbooks came as a result of cooperative efforts of
biology panels of the three East African countries, each of
which facilitated the production of one textbook.
Books I and II were produced by the Tanzanian
Biology Panel which edited the materials by bypassing the
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commercial editors and direr-M,, iectly dealing with the printers.
concentrated on the range and scope of living things,
and their relationship to each other and to the physical
features of the environment. some methodological ap-
proaches are introduced to enable the learner to learn
scientific approaches to problems. These concepts are
observation, measurement, investigation, collecting, order-
ing, sampling and analyzing data. Book II deals with
general characteristics of plants and animals, particularly
behavior and reproduction, and more methodological skills.
Book III was produced by the Uganda Biology Panel but the
editing was done by the Uganda Publishing House. This book
emphasizes the structure and function of organisms plus
more methodological skills.
The Kenya Biology Panel was responsible for produc-
ing Book IV, and this panel adapted the same approach as
the Tanzanian panel by bypassing the commercial editors and
editing the book themselves. Book IV deals with coordina-
tion, populations, reproductions, natural resources, evolu-
tion and genetics. The production of the four textbooks
and related materials took place between 1966 and 1970
(Meyer, 1970). The distribution of responsibility for
drafting, printing, and distributing the textbooks is
presented on Table 11.
After the dissolution of the School Science Project
in 1972, the Kenyan biology panel made the following
TABLE
11
DISTRIBUTION
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RESPONSIBILITY
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PRODUCTION
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revisions in the biology courses T i-9Y . it revised and strength-
ened the SSP Biologv i ~
—
Iears 1 and 2
, and published by the
Jomo Kenyatta Foundation in 1973. The contents of this
book are: sorting out living things, living together
differences within species, the cell, reproduction, growth
and development, soil and plant nutrition, the importance
of green plants, food for humans and other animals, micro-
organisms, pests and parasites. The panel also reviewed
and strengthened the SS^iology Year 3 published by the
Jomo Kenyatta Foundation in 1976. its contents are: size
and shape of living things, cells and their contents,
feeding and digestion in animals, transport in plants. The
third book, the SSP Biology Year 4 , also published by ^
Jomo Kenyatta Foundation in 1977, was produced by the
Kenyan biology panel. It covers these areas: the regula-
tion of the body, detection and response in animals, link-
ing systems in animals, behavior in plants, genetics and
evolution, changes in population, and man and his natural
resources. All these textbooks are pupils' books and are
currently used in the SSP Biology schools in Kenya. Also
in the past ten years of the SSP Biology course, teachers'
manuals for Year 1 and 2, Year 3 and Year 4 have been
produced in unpublished form by the Kenya Institute of
Education. During the time when this study was being
conducted in Kenya in 1980, the head of biology at the
K.I.E. informed the author that there were plans to have
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the Jomo Kenyatta Foundation publish the above bxology
manuals
.
Because of the new teach-
ing methods of the SSP Biology, a new approach to examining
candidates in the public examinations had to be developed.
Most teachers in East Africa are only familiar with the
traditional method of student evaluation, i.e., examination
through essay- type questions. The SSP Biology examination
employs short essay answers and multiple-choice questions
to evaluate students on practical knowledge. Therefore,
there were issues which had to be dealt with in order to
assure an effective transition in methods of testing and
evaluating. One of these problems was a need for thorough
training for teachers and for educators who would be in-
volved in contributing in developing examination questions.
In order to deal with the problem, teachers (number not
specified) throughout Kenya were trained through inservice
workshops in increasing understanding of the functions of
objective tests and in constructing short answer questions
on tests (Meyer, 1970).
The second major issue associated with examination
of the SSP Biology was the obtaining of the approval by the
Cambridge Examination Board of the content of the SSP
Biology. The SSP Biology for the O-level examination was
prepared by the Tanzania Biology Panel in 1971. After all
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three East African countries' nanP i c h *63 p els had examined and made
some adjustments to it itc
' l s samPle was submitted to the
Cambridge Syndicate for its approval.
The third issue was whether to include a practical
aspect in the SSP Biology examination. There were two
opposing viewpoints between the three East African Biology
Panels and Cambridge Examination Board. The panels opposed
the nature of the Cambridge practical examinations, seeing
them as unnecessary, and contended that the SSP Biology
approach of problem-solving through practical activity is
sufficient and therefore, it is redundant to require a
practical examination on the SSP Biology o-level examina-
tions. Further, the Panels asserted that the written
examination was designed to test satisfactorily comprehen-
sion of practical problems. The controversy of the prac-
tical examination on the SSP Biology continued from July
1970 to February 1971 when, at a meeting held at the Kenya
Institute of Education, Mr. Omenge, representative for
EAEC, announced the format of the SSP Biology o-level
examination. Part I of the exam was to contain objective
questions and the time allotted was two and one half hours,
and Part II of the exam was to contain essay questions.
Further, Mr. Omenge stated that, "There would be no prac-
tical [component] but questions in both Parts I and II
would include those which test practical skills. The
Cambridge Syndicate has been [was] notified of this
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decision
.
. (Meyer, 1970; 39) _ s . nce th . s decis . on ^
made in 1970, the SSP Biology has continued without the
practical in the national examinations (Omenge, 1980,
p.c. )
.
The fourth issue associated with the national
examinations was there should be various alternative na-
tional biology examinations. But it was later found by
senior educational policy makers that it was expensive
(financial, manpower, time) to carry out effectively the
separate examinations for the SSP and traditional biology
course. The East African Examinations Council was inter-
ested in a pending decision of the Kenya Ministry of Higher
Education concerning whether the course contents of the SSP
Biology and traditional biology courses were to continue as
the basis for alternative examinations offered for the East
African Examination Certificate. The EAEC wanted a defi-
nite decision from the Kenya Ministry of Education on
whether to emphasize the content of the SSP Biology or
traditional biology for candidates of EAEC (Meyer, 1970).
As of this writing, the SSP Biology and traditional biology
courses are offered as alternatives in the EACE (EACE,
Regulation and Syllabuses
. 1980-81).
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Section Four
Evaluation and Current Statu s of theSSP Biology in Kenya
The Kenyan educational system "loves" innovations
which have often come from abroad (Britain), but have not
been able to assess them systematically to find out how
relevant such innovations are to the learners. In Kenya,
new syllabuses are frequently introduced or adopted without
evaluation of their effectiveness and without necessary
changes prior to the introduction of still another new
innovation. As a result, teachers and students often get
confused with many new circulars and syllabuses sent to
them from the Ministry of Basic or Higher Education and few
programs are fully implemented. This is a common problem
m Kenya * In a letter dated March 10, 1979, Mulindi,
executive secretary of Kenya National Union of Teachers
( KNUT ) Kakemega wrote to the Permanent Secretary of Educa-
tion complaining that.
It is a common knowledge that there are now and aqainfrequent changes in . . . the Syllabuses": . . in thic
Country [Kenya] as well as the Text-Books that are anessential component. This is very much in order.hat is at issue, however, is that intended changes
are neither sent to schools in good time, nor are they
announced long in advance before they are implemented.[Emphasis added.]
It is hoped that these frequent changes of the syllabuses/
curriculums in the Kenyan educational system will be reduced
as recommended in the Report of the National Committee
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on Educational Objectives and Policies (RNCEOP, 1976: 69).
Recommendation turner 153 planned "To reduce the frequency
of the syllabus changes and to give schools longer notice
when such changes are made." The policies of this report
are now in preparation for implementation.
In addition to reducing the frequency of changes in
new curriculum, there is a need for a systematic evaluation
of new materials and objectives of the new inquiry-oriented
sciences. Regarding new curriculums Bloom asserted that,
"New curricula are not acts of faith. They represent new
hypotheses which should be empirically tested before they
become an accepted part of the educational program" (Bloom,
1966: 7).
Evaluation of the SSP Biology
. There are various types of
evaluation methods. It is obvious that no one single
evaluation method will measure every variable in a learn-
ing-teaching situation. However, many measurements should
be attempted. Usually, the success of the efforts depends
on the availability of funds, manpower, time, intelligent
planning, and administrative support from the ministries of
education. Two types of evaluation methods have been used
to gather data about the SSP Biology courses. These evalu-
ations are formative and summative. It should be stated at
the outset of this discussion that the difference between
the two types of evaluations (formative and summative) is
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not absolutely distinguishable, as Mayer (1977: 84 ) stated,
"There is not always a clear-cut differentiation between
formative and summative evaluation. Many of the questions
related to a formative evaluation continue to be applicable
to summative activities
.
11
Curriculum development is an ongoing process. At
an initial stage of an innovative educational program,
evaluation plans at this stage can be said to be formative
m nature. The main purpose of formative evaluation is to
give a continuous assessment of various component parts of
curriculum (materials, manuals, textbooks, workbooks,
etc.). usually the first people to formulate designs for
formative evaluation are a curriculum staff, with admini-
strative support from a ministry of education or a private
sector. More often the formative evaluation questions take
this form: 1 ) how do the instructional units work, 2 ) how
do we know that students are learning these units?
In trying to assess how the instructional units of
the SSP Biology work various attempts were made to collect
data. Meyer (1970) reported that prior to April 1970,
these attempts by the national biology panels to develop
evaluation questionnaires to get teacher feedback concern-
ing the experimental SSP Biology textbooks in the trial
(experimental) schools was rudimentary. Questionnaires
were developed for each unit of the SSP Biology textbooks,
"but they were complicated and difficult to answer and
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interpret" (Meyer, 1970: 13). The difficult questionnaire
was revised and simplified by the national biology panels
who had been trained in evaluative techniques (Meyer,
1970)
.
The following year, in 1971, thirty-eight Kenyan
SSP Biology teachers convened at the Lenana School in
Nairobi for a five-day inservice course and to evaluate
(formative) SSP Biology Pupils' Book 4. At the same time,
teachers reviewed and provided their feedback on the SSP
Biology Years One through Three ("Feedback on SSP Biology,"
1971 )
. comments and recommendations from the teachers were
incorporated in the revisions of the SSP Biology Pupils'
Book 4.
A second type of formative evaluation of the SSP
Biology course has been the assessment of the students’
learning. These yearly evaluations have probably been the
only regular evaluations of the SSP Biology course; other
evaluations of the program have neither been systematic nor
regular. The learning of students are often assessed in
order to find out whether success is being attained. Mager
(1968: 9) once asked, "If it’s worth teaching, isn’t it
worth knowing if we have succeeded?" Assessment may take
various forms in the determination of how successful
learners are in innovative science programs. In the case
of the SSP Biology course in Kenya, national examinations
have been the determining factor. The larger the number of
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students passing the exarai„ations
, the more successful the
program.
Evaluation of the SSP Biology through the assess-
ment of students' learning began after a national examina-
tion for the SSP Biology course was developed. In July
1972, a 100 multiple-choice examination was developed and
administered to the students in the fifteen SSP Biology
experimental schools in Kenya. The test was constructed to
cover the course contents of the SSP Biology courses, years
one through four; and it was given to all Forms IV (grade
twelve) in these schools. There were three purposes of the
examinations: 1 ) to provide students with experience in
taking objective type of test items, 2) to prepare students
for the SSP Biology national examination at the end of that
year (1972), and 3) to help the designers of the test to
learn more how to construct multiple-choice items (Hughes,
Owili, Odhiambo, 1972).
In 1976 the East African Examinations Council
(EAEC)
--now Kenya National Examination Council investigated
the content and difficulty of the examination questions in
all science subjects. This involved assessing the degree
of difficulty of each test question. The analysis of the
SSP Biology examinations paper number two showed that most
test questions were generally answered correctly by most
candidates. However, there were a few candidates who
missed a few questions because of misunderstanding a
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question-or due to miscalculation in mathematical manipula-
tions (EAEC, 1976). it was concluded that in general the
test was well-constructed and utilized Bloom's Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives.
Results from these national examinations do suggest
that the SSP Biology course examination performance has
gone well, though the best equipped schools have done much
better than those secondary schools with various instruc-
tional problems, such as inadequate materials. For ex-
ample, in 1978, a total of 3557 SSP Biology candidates in
the whole Republic of Kenya sat for the annual EACE examina-
tions. Out of this number 2605 passed the exam and 953
failed it. Table 12 provides detailed information.
It seems as if the last and somewhat comprehensive
evaluation of the SSP Biology was the "Evaluation of SSP
and Traditional Biology Courses in Kenya" conducted by
Meyer and Mwaura in 1976. The purpose of this evaluation
was to gather data for decision making in the plans for
merging the two biology syllabuses. In this study nine SSP
Biology and nine traditional biology schools were selected.
Criteria for the selection of the schools was not discussed.
Also, the presentation of the data and the narrative of the
report is difficult to follow. Despite these problems, the
report has provided some data for the Kenyan policy makers
to use as a basis for curricular decisions in the integra-
tion of the two biology syllabuses. For example, this
TABLE
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study (Meyer, Mwaura, 1976) evaluated the difficulty of
opics covered in the SSP Biology course. The SSP Biology
students studied totaled 302. The study concluded that
students found difficulty in conceptualizing the topics
identified in Table 13. Topics identified as being diffi-
cult at least five times by students were recorded.
The table shows that most of the difficult topics
are: 1 ) genetics and evolution, 2) the nervous system, 3)
circulation and blood, and 4) ecology, in that respective
order. Reasons for this difficulty were inherent in the
criticisms of teachers and policy makers of the SSP Biology
course. These complaints included the following: 1 ) in-
complete covering of most topics because of time con-
straint, 2) lack of trained teachers in science, and 3)
lack of adequate materials on local flora and fauna. In
addition, the Meyer, Mwaura (1976) report found out that
the teachers identified many of the same topics as being
difficult for them to teach: 1) genetics and evolution,
56%, 2) nervous system, 42%, 3) respiration, 18%, and 4)
ecological studies 24%.
As has been shown, formative evaluation of the SSP
Biology has taken place unsystematically and sporadically.
In general the results have suggested that while most
students who sit for the exam do pass, the SSP Biology
course is too advanced for an average student. Moss (1980:
P.c.
)
pointed out that, "[The SSP Biology topics] were very
THE
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good indeed but often too difficult for
and teachers !
"
average students
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A summative evaluation usually means the procuring
and interpretation of data in a broad sense of curriculum
assessment after it has been implemented and in use in the
schools
. But Pratt (1980: 342) explained that,
“Slg^Ttest'Lnrboth 7th hOW Students
obJIctiv^'tSrtff611'3 Wh° -hie
fe“Vco“se SUmma '
?est "it ^
e
f
allo
^
d ^n opportunity to'repeat the
' is ormative, indicating needed remediation.
Based on information at hand, it
that the formative evaluations discussed
can be ascertained
above concerning
the SSP Biology, have contained some elements of summative
evaluation m them. However, according to Mwaura ( 1979 :
5), there has not been a "summative evaluation of the
[curriculum components] of the entire project [SSP in
Kenya]. Despite sporadic and discrepancies in the evalu-
ation of materials and methods used in the SSP Biology, the
course has continued to survive and expand. It appears as
if summative and independent evaluations have lagged behind
wide and rapid adoption of materials and teaching methods.
Although it was originally planned that the SSP
Biology would be expanded with the courses being offered in
increasing numbers of Kenyan secondary schools, this has
not been the case. In fact, the original goal of the
complete adoption of SSP Biology by all secondary schools
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Of Kenya may not materialize, because only fifty-four
secondary schools (of a total of 444 schools) had adopted
the SSP Biology by the end of iq7 Q ,Y m 1979 and no further expansion
was anticipated.
This radical change in plans for the SSP Biology
courses is comprehensible when one considers the number and
overlap of the life science curriculums and then separate
national examinations. For example, the recent (1980-81)
East African Certificate of Education (EACH) Regulations
and Syllabuses
, now changed to Kenya Certificate of Educa-
tion ( KCE ) , lists five biology syllabus examinations cur-
rently available for Kenyan secondary students. These
syllabuses are: General Science 500, Biology 550 (tradi-
tional), SSP Biology 556, Human Biology 575, and Health
Science 631. In addition to these five life science cur-
riculums, three others—Agriculture 527, Foods and Nutri-
tion 662, and Home Management 672— also share some re-
semblance in content to the life science course and overlap
each other. However, each of the course subjects has its
own examination syllabus and student select the examination
they want to take.
Since 1976 the K.I.E. and the Inspectorate science
staff (Biology Panel) have debated on the purpose of having
such crowded (five) life science syllabuses and five
separate examinations. It has been the aim of the science
curriculum developers to integrate/merge the traditional
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Biologies 500, 550, 575, and possibly 631 with the SSP
Biology 556. Within this integration the Panel suggested
that two courses be developed: 1 ) a basic course in biol-
ogy which should be available for all students, and 2) an
advanced biology course which could be offered to more
talented and gifted students (Mwaura, 1979). Although SSP
Biology is an advanced course and is designed for more able
students, it is going to be integrated with the traditional
courses in the development of both the basic and advanced
level courses. The SSP Biology course will not remain
intact as it is at this time.
In June of 1979 the Biology Panel drafted a pro-
posal of an amalgamated
-O'- level Biology Syllabus and
Teaching Guidelines. The proposal was then sent to sec-
ondary biology teachers for comments and feedback. The
teachers sent their comments to the head of biology at
K.I.E. where the comments were analyzed and compiled in a
1979 report entitled "Towards a New Biology Curriculum for
Secondary Schools." Based on the teachers' comments and
other science professional staff at the Inspectorate and
K.I.E.
, the Kenyan Biology Panel produced another draft of
the revised integrated "O" level Biology Syllabus and
Teaching Guidelines in 1980.
Prior to these drafts there were two workshops held
at K.I.E. for secondary science curriculum developers for
the biology merger syllabus; one was conducted for one week
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in April 1977, and the other tor ten days ln 0ctober Qf
1979. In July Of 1980 the Biology Panel presented yet
another refined, integrated Biology
"o" Level Syllabus tQ
the 5th Secondary Biology Education Course Panel held at
K.I.E. on July 30, 1980. According to the minutes of this
meeting, two recommendations were made: 1 ) "the syllabus
be written in two cycles of two years each and 2 ) three
[examination] papers be set [instead of two]" to conform
with the other Kenya National Examrnations science papers.
The minutes added that, "The [new integrated biology]
syllabus will be introduced into schools in 1982 and ex-
amined in 1985."
In March of 1980 the Biology Panel approved the
newly integrated biology syllabus, and consequently, on
August 30, 1980, the Secondary Education Course Panel
approved the same syllabus. At the time of writing this
report (1981) the new biology syllabus had been refined and
the final version presented to the Director of Higher
Education and was waiting his final approval. According to
Mr. Mwaura, Head of Biology at the K.I.E.
,
"The syllabus
was going to be approved without question." See Appendix G
for the New Biology "0" Level Syllabus.
Although the SSP Biology courses will be replaced,
many of the objectives of the SSP Biology course have been
incorporated into the new biology syllabus. Its influence
continues
:
a comparison of the objectives of biology
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education developed by the Kenyan Biology Panel (Table 14)
and those of the SSP Biology (Table 3 ) suggests a strong
similarity. As demonstrated by Mwaura's (1979:107) report
on the new biology syllabus.
Summary
This chapter has examined the development and
evolution of the SSP Biology Project in East Africa. The
focus of this chapter has been the discussion of this
Project on the SSP Biology schools of Kenya. Initially,
the intention of the National Biology Panel was to have all
secondary schools in Kenya adopt the SSP Biology course,
but this adoption did not materialize because of the overlap
of the syllabuses of the life science curriculums and the
resulting high administrative costs. Because some evalua-
tions of the SSP Biology course have suggested difficulties
in the course, it will be integrated with traditional
biology courses in 1982
.
Although the plans for this integration are under-
way, the SSP Biology course will continue playing a signi-
ficant role in influencing the objectives and course con-
tent of the new biology course as discussed in the chapter.
In the next chapter, this researcher's data on the
implementation pattern of the SSP Biology course in selected
secondary schools and factors influencing the implementa-
tion will be presented and analyzed.
TABLE
14
OBJECTIVES
OF
BIOLOGY
EDUCATION
IN
KENYA
TODAY
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VCHAPTER
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SSP BIOLOGY IN SELECTED
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
SCHOOLS
:
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present and
analyze data collected in this research study. These data
show the extent to which the SSP Biology course was imple-
mented in the selected schools and the factors which influ-
enced the implementation of the course. Data for this
analysis resulted from the responses of the 402 secondary
school students in twenty classrooms, the sixteen teachers
who taught these students, and the thirty-eight educational
policy makers and program personnel.
This chapter will be divided into two sections as
follows
:
Section One Implementation Patterns of the SSP
Biology Course: Teaching Methods and
Objectives
Section Two Factors Affecting the Curriculum
Implementation of the SSP Biology
Course
144
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Section Onp
l2D£iementation Patterns of the q Q -d d -
The improvement of scienre •c teaching m Kenya is
dependent on full rmplementation of approprrate teaching
methods
. In this section the extent to whrch the heuristic
teaching method and objectives of the SSP Biology course in
the ten selected secondary schools are discussed.
Extent of implementati on o f the heuristic The
major source of the data on the implementation of the
heuristic teaching method was the forty-seven-statement
student questionnaire composed of six parts. These parts
are
:
X)
°section
e
B)
and philos°Phy of the SSP Biology
2) The SSP Biology classroom activities (Section C)
3)
T!?
e
?
SP Biol°gy reading and extra readinq(Section D) ^
4) The SSP Biology experiments (Section E)
5) The SSP Biology organized field trips (Section F)
6) The SSP Biology tests and assessment of studentlearning (Section G)
Statements which pertained to the students’ perceptions of
the implementation of the heuristic method are the fol-
lowing: Section C, 1-8; Section D, 4-5, 8; Section E, 3-8;
and Section G, 1-3, 5. These data are presented in four
tables (Tables 15 through 18). Each of these tables
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presents the student responses in such a manner as to show
differences in the response patterns by sex, geographic
area and grade. Complete data on students' responses to
all Statements (Sections B-G) are
The discussion of data is
of the modal response
— that which
located in Appendix H.
based on a presentation
occurs most frequently
and the proportion of students who agreed or disagreed with
the statement. Agreement is derived from adding together
those who "agree" and those who "agree strongly." simi-
larly, student disagreement is derived by combining stu-
dents who disagree and those who disagree strongly. if
there appeared to be notable differences between groups
(male-female, urban-rural, Form II or Form IV) these are
discussed. Otherwise, the proportions of agreement or
disagreement are based on the total student data.
Additional sources of data on the implementation of
the heuristic teaching method was gathered through the
teacher questionnaire (N = 16) and the interviews of the
policy makers and program personnel (N = 38). These data
are presented within the discussion of the student data to
suggest similar or contrasting points of view on the state-
ments. In the teachers' questionnaire the following state-
ments provided data on the implementation of the heuristic
method: Section C, 1-8; Section D, 4-5, 8; Section E, 3-8;
and Section G, 1-3, 5. The policy makers and program
personnel reported their perceptions of the implementation
147
of the heuristic method in Section 1
,
Appendices C and A, respectively, for
questions/statements
.
number 11
. see
exact wording of the
Referring to Table 15, it can be observed from
Statements 1 and 3 that some students perceived that their
teachers departed from the heuristic method and spend most
of the class time lecturing about Biology in general (state-
ment 1) and about the SSP Biology (Statement 3). Most
students, as determined by the mode, did agree with these
statements. However, the students' perceptions were more
divided on Statement 3 than on Statement 1 . For example,
63.7% of the students agreed (strongly or moderately) with
Statement 1 but only 48.5% of these students agreed with
Statement 3. From the students' point-of-view teachers
lectured less on the SSP Biology than on Biology in general.
The students were also divided on Statement 6;
52.2% agreed that they do copy the lecture and memorize it
whereas 47.8% disagreed. The most frequent response was
moderate disagreement with the statement although almost as
many students strongly agreed with the statement. This
response pattern may reflect the students' perceptions of
their teacher's teaching method in courses other than SSP
Biology, no mention was made in the statement to the SSP
Biology course and students may have been referring to
teachers
' behaviors in other courses
.
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However, in Statements 2 and 7, 92.3% and 86.6% of
the students, respectively, agreed that their teachers
encouraged them to ask questions and asked them thought-
provoking questions behaviors which are part of the heur-
istic method of teaching science.
Further evidence that some of the teachers imple-
ment some other heuristic teaching behaviors is seen from
the data on the student responses to Statements 4 and 8
.
85.8% of the students agreed-most agreed strongly-that
their teachers required them to synthesize the data and
61.1% of the students agreed—most moderately— that they
carried on the demonstrations. This response, like many of
the statements suggests that most teachers implement the
heuristic method at least some of the time.
Some of the teachers' responses to these statements
m Sectlon C, 1-8 were similar to the students in direc-
tion. Most teachers agreed with some of the statements and
with slightly higher percentages than the students. For
example, 93.7% of the teachers agreed that they encouraged
students to ask questions and 93.7% of the teachers agreed
that they asked thought-provoking questions; student re-
sponses were 92% and 86.6%, respectively. In addition
93.7% of the teachers--compared with 85.8% of the students--
agreed that the teachers required them to explain terms in
their own (words) language. However, a smaller percentage
of teachers than students (25% to 48.5%) agreed that they
150
spent most of the class time lecturing about the SSP Biol-
ogy. Also, only 25% of the teachers agreed that they
lectured a lot about biology in general, but 63.7% of the
students agreed to that statement. m addition, the
teachers agreed less often than the students (56.2% and
61.7%, respectively) that the demonstrations are carried on
by students. Finally, 83% of the teachers disagreed (most
disagreed strongly) that the students copied in their
notebooks and memorize the lecturer cs
. However few students
(61%) disagreed and they disagreed less strongly. m
general it appeared as though teachers perceived that they
implemented the heuristic teaching method to an extent
greater than what the students perceived.
However, it can be stated from the teacher and stu-
dent responses to most of the statements in Section C,
represented in Table 15 on the implementation patterns of
the heuristic instructional methods of the SSP Biology
course, that most teachers appeared to implement aspects of
the heuristic method despite the regression or the emphasis
of some teachers on the lecture method. Interviews with
the Kenyan educational policy makers (officials in the
Ministries of Education and other institutions) suggested
that the policy makers concurred with the students' and
teachers' statements. Forty-four percent of the policy
makers (thirty-eight) believed that heuristic methods were
frequently implemented; fifty-two percent of the thirty-
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eight policy makers indicated that the heuristic methods
were sometimes implemented.
Table 16 presents data concerning the students'
agreement or disagreement with statements about the teach-
erS ' imPlementation of the heuristic method in other acti-
vities involving reading. The students' responses to these
statements also suggested that many of the teachers in the
selected schools do employed some heuristic teaching be-
haviors in the instruction of the SSP Biology course. For
example, 81% of the students agreed—and most agreed
strongly—that their learning had come through their par-
ticipation rather than memorization of isolated facts
(Statement 8). Again the majority of students (76.9%) were
in agreement that their teachers provided them with experi-
ments which they read about and discuss. Evidently, the
majority of classrooms teachers relied principally on the
SSP Biology texts and teacher notes as sources of biologi-
cal knowledge: 67.9% of the students agree-most mod-
erately with Statement 5. This reliance on the SSP Biol-
ogy textbooks was more prevalent in rural schools (71.9%)
than in urban schools (58.5%) and more females noted this
pattern (73%) than males (62%).
Although many problems have continued to hinder
full implementation of the SSP Biology course, nevertheless
the course has continued to flourish. Its continued sur-
vival can be accounted for emphasizing the teaching of
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topics of pertinent concern for the v***- a-tr East African health and
agriculture discus^pr) "incussed in the previous chapters. However, a
large number of teachprq ^e s and educational policy makers
expressed discontent in the sh^llow contents of the SSP
Biology textbooks. in the len jt secondary schools visited,
the author found that 50% of the SSP Biology teachers ir/
these schools use other biology textbooks to supplement the
contents of the SSP Biology. One of the popular textbooks
used for supplementing the theory of the SSP Biology texts
found used is Biology: An Integrated Annroach for
Schools, 1976, by two British authors, R. Soper and S.
Tyrell Smith. This book covers nutrition, transport,
storage, respiration, excretion and regulation, response,
reproduction, genetics, growth, skeleton and locomotion,
organisms and disease, soil and agriculture, and ecology.
Flora and fauna described are those of the tropics and
indigenous teachers and learners can easily identify with
and are familiar with the organisms.
Responses from the teachers to statements similar
to the student Statements 4, 5, and 8 in Section D re-
flected the congruence of the teachers’ and students'
perceptions. All (100%) of the sixteen teachers agreed
with Statement 8 that "A student comes to understand the
life sciences through participation instead of . . . memor-
izing isolated information in a single textbook" supported
the statement. However, 46.7% of these teachers indicated
154
that the teachers
' notes, teachers' guides and the ssp
Biology textbooks were the only sources of biological
discussions in the learning/teaching process. The ferity
(60%) of the urban teachers agreed with this statement
whereas 40% of the rural teachers agree, that they relied
principally on the teachers' notes, teachers' guides and
the SSP Biology textbooks. However, this geographic dif-
ference was not as apparent in the responses to Statement
*' SevenV- three percent of the urban school teachers and
79% of the rural teachers agreed that they provided their
students with experiments which the students read about and
discussed. According to the students, agreement with that
statement was 72% for urban schools and 56% for rural
schools. This difference between the teachers and the
students may reflect an overestimation by the rural
teachers of their implementation of the heuristic teaching
method.
The third table (Table 17) provides the highlights
of the implementation pattern of the heuristic method
during laboratory experiments (Section E of the question-
naire). it can be ascertained from this table that the
students agreed with Statements 3 and 6 regarding their
spending time to determine the purpose of an experiment and
having sufficient time to analyze and make conclusions on
data obtained in laboratory experiments (81.6% and 85.3%,
respectively). The most frequent response to Statement 3
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was strong agreement and to Statement 6, the most frequent
tudent response was moderate agreement. This response
pattern suggested that the majority of students agreed that
the teachers implemented these aspects of the heuristic
aching method while the class conducted experiments.
The students (93%) agreed that they recorded the
data during the experiments, but 71.6% of the students
disagreed that their teacher always told them what to do at
each step in the laboratory experiments. In Statement
8— "Our teacher answers most of our questions concerning
laboratory experiments by asking us questions"-82
. 8% of
the students agreed that their teachers did. This was in
support of the teachers' use of the heuristic methods of
teaching by encouraging students to think and to be able to
analyze phenomena in their environments scientifically and
This statement (8) was supported by the stu-
dents' response (86.6%) to Statement 7, in Table IS (Sec-
tion C of the questionnaire), i.e., their teachers asked
them questions which made them think about supporting
evidence behind statements that are in their SSP Biology
textbooks. However, less than fifty percent (48.7%) of the
students indicated agreement with Statement 7 that their
teachers provided them with opportunities or encouraged
them to design their own experiments to investigate certain
biological problems.
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The responses of teachers were similar to the
responses of their students, except in Statements 3
, 4 and
7, where there seem to be discrepancies. m statement 4
,
only 71.4% of the students expressed disagreement that
their teacher always told them each step in the performance
of lab experiments, whereas a lower proportion of the
teachers (53.7%, who responded to the same statement agreed
that, it is my job to explain step-by-step what my stu-
dents are supposed to do in all the experiments." Some of
the teachers perceived that it was their obligation to take
the central role in many instances of the heuristic methods
of teaching and others took this central role without
perceiving or agreeing that they did.
In Statement 3, 81.6% of the students agreed-most
strongly agreeing-that they spent time before the experi-
ment determining the purpose of an experiment. However,
100% of the urban teachers and 40% of the rural teachers
disagreed with the statement. This may reflect the teach-
ers' higher expectations of what should be done in prepara-
tion for experiments and students’ acknowledgment of what
was done in their classrooms. It was interesting to note,
however, that the students did not agree as frequently as
the teachers to Statement 7. As was discussed, only 48.7%
of the students agreed that they were provided with oppor-
tunities or encouraged to design their own experiments, but
86.7% of the teachers expressed agreement that they
158
provided the opportunities and encouragement. m general
appeared as though the students perceived that some of
the heuristic teaching behaviors were exhibited by their
teachers and that the teachers overestimated the extent to
which they implemented some aspects of heuristic teaching
methods
.
Students' statements pertinent to teachers’ imple-
mentation of the SSP Biology course type of objective tests
and assessments are presented in Table 18. As can be
iscerned in this table, a greater majority (91.3%) of the
students agreed—most agreeing strongly— that most of their
teacher-made tests included concepts and ideas which they
have learned in the laboratory experiments (Statement 1).
Also, in Statement 2 most students (64.2%) agreed that
their teachers followed closely the SSP Biology textbooks
in including the contents of texts in the teacher-made
examinations. However, in Statement 5, a smaller number of
students (58%) agreed that their teachers assigned and
graded their SSP Biology research reports, projects, and
demonstrations on student science projects. Most students
(60.9%) disagreed with Statement 3. They responded that
their teacher-made exams/tests did not ask them to write
out definitions of biological terms. This response seemed
to imply that some teachers developed objective tests,
while still other teachers asked students to define biologi-
cal terms in most of their examinations.
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The teachers were in agreement with their students'
responses in the similar statements covering teachers'
rmplementations of the SSP Biology's objective type of
tests in assessing the student learning. In Statements 1
and 5, the teachers' response was 93 . 7% and 66.7%, i„ that
order. There were only two significant differences. m
Statement 3, whereas 39.1% of the students agreed that
teacher-made tests/exams asked them to write out defini-
tions of biological terms, all (100%) of the teachers
disagreed with the statement. Then, in Statement 2, 60% of
the teachers disagreed that their tests only included what
they have learned in the SSP Biology textbook, but 61% of
the students agreed. This teacher behavior may be linked
with the pressure to have students do well on the national
SSP Biology examinations.
Extent of implementati on of the SSP Biology course
tives- For the investigation of the implementation pat-
terns of the course objectives, various sources of data
were used. Statements 1, 2, 6, and 7 of the student and
teacher questionnaires (Section B) provided the principal
sources. Data from the policy makers and the program
personnel were collected from questions 9 and 10 in Section
1 of their interview form.
As part of the implementation pattern of the SSP
Biology course, objectives of the course play an important
161
role, and are presented in Table 19. This table shows that
the SSP Biology course objectives were h . ghiy regarded ^the students. It was interesting to note that students
held significantly more positive attitudes towards state-
ments 1 ,96%) and 7 (93.5%). These observations (state-
ments 1 and 7) demonstrated that the students agreed
strongly that "The SSP Biology courses encourage the de-
velopment of scientific thinking" and the fact that "The
SSP Biology content and knowledge help teachers and stu-
dents to understand their environment."
Definitely, the SSP Biology course has played an
important science curriculum change in the secondary
schools of East Africa in the sense that students are now
learning and studying the endowed fauna and flora of East
Africa abundant in their local environments. This change
in the life science curriculum in Kenya is supported by a
high degree (75.6%) of students' agreement with Statement
2, which acknowledged the relevancy of the SSP Biology
course contents to life conditions (agriculture, health) in
East Africa. In addition, 85.8% of the students felt that
the SSP Biology textbooks showed sufficiently that scienti-
fic knowledge is always expanding.
Again the teachers' responses were similar to the
students. Ninety-six percent of the teachers agreed that
the SSP Biology courses encouraged the development of
scientific thinking and 86.6% agreed (most strongly) that
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the content of the SSP Biology course helped teachers and
students to understand the environs. The relevance of
the course content to life situations was agreed upon by
all of the teachers whereas there were some students
,2 5% )
who disagreed with this Statement 2. Also, there were some
teachers (27.7%) who disagreed that the text adequately
that scientific knowledge is dynamic and always
broadening.
Some of the objectives of the SSP Biology course
described on Table 3 in Chapter Two pertain to the use of
heuristic teaching methodology. The extent to which the
heuristic method was implemented in classroom activities
and experiments has been previously discussed in Tables 15
and 17. Further discussion of the implementation of this
particular type of objective is unnecessary.
The analysis of the SSP Biology course objectives
in Table 19 and the discussion of the teachers' responses
to similar statements demonstrated a high degree of appre-
ciation of the SSP Biology objectives among the teachers
and students. However, when asked the question, "To what
extent are the SSP Biology objectives being implemented?",
50% of the educational policy makers indicated that the
objectives were sometimes implemented, while 42% of them
felt that the objectives were frequently implemented.
Unfortunately, however, slightly over one-half (50.3%) of
the Kenyan (thirty-eight) educational policy makers felt
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that the objectives of the SSP Biology
priately implemented.
course were inappro-
LJ.UI1 1WO
The new science curriculum that emerged after the
Sputnik era in the United States and Britain have exerted
great influence on the sciences in Kenya, as has been dis-
cussed in the preceding chapters. These new science cur-
ricuiums have come with new methods of teaching learners to
develop critical thinking, and to provide students with
problem-solving strategies whereby they can discover and/or
investigate certain problems, mostly by themselves. The
intention of this approach has been shown to teach learners
to be able to process information in a scientific way. m
the process of experimentation, a student is expected to be
able to learn how to analyze critically information that
comes out of collected data. It is through inquiry techni-
ques, such as those described in the BSCS and the SSP Bio-
logy, that science education in the countries, such as
Kenya, has begun to be introduced into the life science
curriculum.
In his study of the implementation of the SSP Bio-
logy course this researcher found that there were various
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problems which hindered full implementation of the SSP
Biology course. These problems included the following:
1) Examinations and curriculum
2) Teacher orientation, training and retention
3 ) Science equipment
4) Attitudes toward the SSP Biology course.
Each of these problems will be presented and analyzed in
terms of its contribution to the partial implementation of
the heuristic teaching methods and the objectives of the
SSP Biology course.
National examinations and curriculum
. In the Kenyan educa-
tional system, the main objective is to instruct learners
to pass national examinations, and more often not preparing
students for real life. Hence, examinations carry heavy
weight and cannot be changed. Mayer (1977: 87) rightfully
stated that, "The examination cannot be changed because it
measures mastery of the curriculum and the curriculum
cannot be changed, because it prepares for examination."
It becomes a vicious circle and hinders full implementation
of inquiry-oriented curriculums such as the SSP Biology
course
.
Objectives are important in providing the desired
direction and behavioral change in the students, as well as
measure achievement of instructions. The SSP Biology has
such objectives. This researcher investigated the
166
relationship between the ssp Biology course objectives and
the objectives of the SSP Biology national examinations.
intention for doing so was to ascertain their con-
gtuity, because if the course and exam objectives are clear
and congruent, their implementation can facilitate the use
of heuristic method of teaching science in the SSP Biology
schools. These two kinds of objectives are presented in
Table 20. Analysis of the congruity of these objectives
appears in Table 21.
It can be observed in Table 21 that there are
direct relationships in most of the two types of objec-
tives. Hence, it appears that consistency of the objec-
tives has been maintained in the SSP Biology course and in
the national examinations. Since objectives are the basic
building blocks and provide guidance for any instructional
course, the SSP Biology course objectives appear to have
been effective in providing direction and encouraging
learning. Likewise, having derived these objectives from
the SSP Biology course, the EAEC developed examinations of
high caliber. These examinations have been taken by
thousands of the students. The majority of them have
passed, despite many of the implementation problems being
discussed in this chapter. Table 22 presents information
about the 1979 EACE examination performance of the students
in the selected schools. As can be discerned from this
Table, although 77.2% of the students passed the exam, the
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performances of students
substantially.
from different schools did vary
This high percentage of passes on the EACE can be
misleading, however. The heavy emphasis on passing ex-
aminations eer se creates an impediment to full implemen-
tation of courses with heuristic teaching methods and
objectives. For example, many of the new "discovery"
educational innovations that have been introduced into the
Kenyan educational system have not produced any dramatic
viable change in the curriculum; for example. New Primary
Approach and New Math. The changes have been "cosmetic" in
nature. It appears as though the innovative inquiry meth-
ods of teaching-learning science in the SSP Biology course
may not be viable in the system, despite the strong SSP
Biology objectives influence on the new biology syllabus to
be introduced in 1982
.
Rigid control by the Ministry of Education of
school time-tables, curriculm and examinations still pre-
vails in Kenya despite the reform of examinations (e.g.,
the SSP O-level Biology) that is now taking place. Al-
though examinations are being reformed, principals, head-
masters, headmistresses, and teachers still see that their
priority or obligation is to adhere to teaching the content
of the syllabuses and fulfill the requirements of the
examinations for the learners. Teachers are judged by the
Ministry of Education as well as parents on the basis of
171
the number of their students who pass the EACE (now Kenya
Certificate of Education~KCE )
. Most parents in Kenya are
not concerned with the methods used to teach their young-
in school. What they are concerned about is that
children are able to pass the Kenya Certificate of
Education Examination. Examinations, the centralized
system, parents' expectation of their children, and
learners' aspirations to pass examinations in order to
obtain better jobs all contribute to rote learning of
content rather than full implementation of the new heuris-
tic learning-teaching methods.
Teacher orientation. training and retenti on
.
Another type
Of problem which has retarded the effective implementation
of the SSP Biology is associated with teachers' training in
and orientation to the SSP Biology, and the retention of
appropriately trained teachers. Most teachers in Kenya
have taught for several years, and their training has been
the didactic, talk-and-chalk approach which frequently
results in rote learning. When the discovery-inquiry
approach was introduced in Kenya more than a decade ago,
only a portion of the teachers had been trained through
mservice courses. These inservice courses have assisted
some teachers in making the transitions in teaching styles,
but they have not been wholly effective because many
teachers have not grasped and/or incorporated the
172
fundamentals of the theories into their teaching behaviors
It was generally recognized that the teachers teaching SSP
would need re^lar inservice courses in order to make the
new teaching technics more effective and to implement the
new methods more fully. In addition, ^ new
skills would need to be reinforced during the inspector-
ates' visits so that teachers would not regress to the old
ways of teaching.
A recent inservice teacher education report as-
serted that there are serious shortcomings in the organi-
zation of the present teacher inservice courses in Kenya.
The report stated that, "often the programmes are not only
of low level, but also piece-meal and often yield too
little in terms of improvement in the actual teaching"
(Country Paper on Inservice of Teacher Education in Kenya,
1979: 13). The effective implementation of any instruc-
tional program largely depends on the skills, knowledge,
ability, dedication and resourcefulness of teachers.
As with inservice training, in general, there have
been problems with the SSP inservice training. In 1971,
Dr. Meyer, UNESCO consultant on the SSP Biology, reported
on two problems in Kenya associated with the SSP Biology
inservice courses. One was the difficulty of providing
regular inservice courses at the regional centers in Kisii,
Kisumu, and Nakuru. Inservice orientation courses were
regularly given at the Kenya Insitute of Education, but
173
none were given regularly at regional centers ( Meyer,
1970). Research by this author in ten SSP Biology sec-
ondary schools also documents the lack of inservice train-
g Of SSP Biology teachers. Of sixteen SSP Biology
teachers interviewed in the Summer, 1980, this author found
that only seven teachers have attended any formal SSP
Biology inservice training. The balance indicated that
they have taught themselves the inquiry method of teaching
the SSP Biology course in the process of teaching this
course. The specific numbers of courses that teachers from
the selected schools have taken is presented in Table 23.
As can be deduced from the table, no school has teachers in
both Forms who are trained and three rural schools-Ngiya
Girls High School, Tenwek High School, Kagumo High School-
have no teachers with SSP Biology training. m one urban
school, Nairobi School, there is no teacher trained in the
SSP Biology but one of the teachers taught Nuffield Biology
for one year and, thus, he has some experience with heuris-
tic teaching methods.
Other information about the teachers* perceptions
of the quality of the inservice courses and inspectorates’
visits was gathered. The data collected concerning the
teacher inservicing was derived from Sections H and I of
the teacher questionnaire and Section 3, questions 2-5 and
Section 4, questions 13-17 of the policy maker interview
form. Sections H and I of the teacher questionnaire
TABLE
23
AMOUNT
OF
INSERVICING
OF
TEACHERS
IN
THE
SELECTED
SCHOOLS
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(Appendix C, dealt with various i ssues surrounding the SSP
Bioiogy mservice courses. In section H, Statements 1-4.
and 8-9 were analyzed. These statements are as follows:
1-
proviSed^fwith
t6^Cher inservice courses have
tic teaching Lthods
e
2:
r
toTled9? ° f h°W heuris ‘teachers responded) be lmplem^ted (9
4
’ R?o?
9ratln
5
the inservice training of the SSP
beneficial'to'both'?
1131 Bi0l °9Y™ »>e more
teacters^responded)!
63"110" 5 t6aChers
< 12
8. The SSP Biology Project inservice courses reflectthe current trend in the life sciences where
(9 teachers'responded^
learner iS enCoura9ed
9. I would like to see the SSP Biology teacher inser-
teslsTlZT
e ">phasize how to develop objectiveests (10 teachers responded).
The rural and urban teachers who responded to these State-
ments were generally in agreement with the statements. All
of the teachers agreed with Statement 4 and all of the
urban teachers agreed with Statements 3 and 9
. The rural
teachers agreed less frequently to these Statements 3 and 9
with 80% and 75% agreeing, respectively. Statements 1 and
2 also showed moderate differences in teacher responses by
area with 75% of the rural teachers agreeing with both
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statements and fewer ( 60 °/ and qn°/1 U/o 50^' respectively) of the
urban teachers agreeing.
There was, however, a significant difference be-
tween rural and urban teachers on Statement 5: "The
Present inservice courses are too short and these should be
supplemented with regular short refresher courses." Eight
teachers responded to this statement; 100% of the rural
teachers agreed with the statement and only one-half (50%)
of the urban teachers agreed with the statement. This type
of response indicated that most urban teachers were more
advantaged than their rural counterparts in the uneven
distribution of resources (they have access to better
training and better equipped schools in the urban centers).
Nine teachers responded to Statement 6, "The SSP Biology
could be taught effectively without extensive laboratory
experiments as strongly recommended in many inservice
courses." Ten teachers responded to Statement 7 which read
as follows. Although I have gone through a few SSP
teacher inservice courses, many times I find myself empha-
sizing lecturing instead of laboratory and investigative
nature of the SSP Biology." m both cases, the majority
(78% and 80%) of the teachers agreed with the statements.
A higher percentage of the rural teachers were in agreement
than urban (80% to 75% in Statement 6 and 90% to 75% in
Statement 7). These responses suggested that even though
some of these teachers have been inserviced in heuristic
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methods, there was a tendencv for- +->,y r them to regress to the
ture method. There are two possible explanations for
this tendency: 1
, the absence of regular ^mg in the rural areas, and 2) even though the urban
teachers are endowed with more amenities in the urban
communities, teacher inservice training courses were ill-
designed.
A final piece of evidence documenting the inade-
quacy of the SSP Biology teachers' training was the
teachers- perceptions of their training, of the thirteen
teachers (rural and urban) who responded to Statement 10
U.e., "Most of the SSP Biology teachers are inadequately
trained in how to find scientific information"), eleven of
them (85%) agreed that they were inadequately trained. The
explanations appeared to be that the inservice courses were
generally too short and too infrequent. Nearly all the
rural SSP Biology teachers told the researcher that they
have never attended any SSP Biology inservice course, yet
most of them have been teaching the course for an average
of four years
.
This author's interviews of thirty-eight educa-
tional policy makers during the summer and fall of 1980
also suggested the inadequacies of the SSP inservice train-
ing courses. Seventy-one percent of these educational
policy makers interviewed pointed out that the SSP Biology
inservice training was unsatisfactory and, as a result,
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-St of the SSP Biology teachers were inadeguately trained
"any SUggested one explanation for this problem as the
insufficient numbers of teachers trained in the SSP Biology
-thods Of teaching who could lead inservrce rnstruction.
Often it was the secondary science teachers in outlying
areas who were not provided with inservice training.
One other important aspect of the SSP Biology
teacher training investigated by this research was the SSP
Biology teacher follow-up and inspection (supervision) by
the Inspectorate. Many teachers did not check the state-
ments in section I of the teacher questionnaire (Appendix
C). Many of them told the author that they have not seen a
biology inspector for as many as seven years. For the
twelve teachers who responded to Statement 1, "i feel that
the inspection of the SSP Biology teaching is of good
quality," 63.5% of the rural teachers disagreed with this
statement, while 75% of the urban teachers agreed with the
statement. It is obvious that since urban schools (Nairobi,
Mombasa) were within easy access to biology inspectors,
they tended to receive more frequent visits than their
rural counterparts. But there was another striking differ-
ence between rural and urban teachers in their response to
Statement 4, "I do not favour frequent visits to my class-
room by an SSP Biology inspector because I know my job."
Although many of the rural teachers visited have not had
access to the SSP Biology inservices, 75% indicated that
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they did not favor frequent inspection because they knewU j °b ' BUt 8 °% ° f the urban teachers favored frequent
inspection. Many rural teachers expressed to the author
that when a biology inspector visited them, he or she
for mistakes only, without constructive feedback on
how to improve on the heuristic method. One senior educa-
tional policy maker told the author that the former na-
tional biology inspector (1972-75) had never been trained
in the heuristics method of teaching science, and for about
three years there was no national biology inspector. This
policy maker further added that although the present na-
tional biology inspector has been trained in the heuristics
method of teaching science, he has never taught the SSP
Biology course himself. The problem of too few properly
trained teachers is exacerbated by the low retention of
teachers who received training.
In 1976 and 1977 the four teacher-training institu-
tions m Kenya, Kenya Science Teachers College (KSTC),
Kenyatta University College (KUC), and Egerton College,
graduated 875 and 748 teachers, respectively, but about
one half quit teaching 500 and 476, respectively (Ministry
of Education Annual Reports, 1976, 1977). This was a major
loss to the education industry in Kenya.
Table 24 shows the shortage of trained indigenous
Kenyan secondary school teachers. it can be ascertained
from the table that: 1) about one-half of Kenyan teachers
TABLE
24
SHORTAGE
OF
TRAINED
KENYAN
SECONDARY
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were untrained m both years, and 2) Kenya still relies on
non-Kenyan (expatriate, personnel to help in ^ teaching
ession, most of whom are on contractual basis.
The reasons trained teachers leave the profession
are varred. Some of these explanations include the fol-
lowing: l) better-payinq iobs in fhf g j m the private sectors, 2)
lack of incentives in teach-inrr o \r ach g, 3) pressure to teach for
the examinations, 4) lack of consistent internal follow-up
and inspection with constructive feedback and 5 ) dismissal
after interdiction (suspension, by the Teachers Service
Commission.
As can be discerned from these reasons, not only do
teachers leave the profession voluntarily, rather, many
teachers are suspended of their duties. In 1977 alone
there were a total of 1,043 interdictions among secondary
school teachers. Some of these disciplinary cases included
desertion, absenteeism, chronic lateness, failure to correct
pupils' work, failure to prepare lesson plans, use of
corporal punishment, immoral behavior, theft, and inciting
pupils to go on strike ( University of Nairobi: A Review
Of Graduate Teacher Education in Kenya
. 1979 ).
One outcome of this high attrition of trained
teachers on the effective implementation of the SSP Biology
has been obvious. Without sufficient teachers trained in
this inquiry method of teaching, the full implementation of
this program has been impossible. There have been
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insufficient trained teachers who could retrain the other
teachers who are not familiar with nor usg ^ heuristic
teaching methodology and objectives.
One result of this lack of proper training was that
some untrained teachers did not change their orientation in
teaching. They continued to emphasize the memorization of
concepts in Biology while implementing the discovery-
inquiry method of the SSP Biology. This problem was par-
ticularly true with the teachers who have taught in the
system for a long time. In addition, because they went
through the rigorous EACE or Cambridge School Certificate
examinations themselves, they now see the discovery approach
as a waste of time. These teachers were likely to adhere
to conventional ways of teaching biology, particularly if
the SSP Biology and traditional biology were offered by
EAEC as alternatives. Some teachers tended to be con-
servative and were likely to follow their traditional
methods even if the Ministries of Education prescribed a
different way of teaching. Evidence of this behavior is
provided by Ralph Tyler. Tyler cited a study done by
Goodlad and others which showed that United States teachers
provided with PSSC materials used them in the same way as
they used old textbooks which PSSC intended to replace
t^75). Evidence from this author's own research
suggested that this problem also occurred with the SSP
Biology instruction in Kenya. For example, responses in
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Section c. Table 15, of the students'
mented that most teachers still used a
teaching the heuristic SSP Biology.
A second result of the insuffi
<TU6stionna.i;tre docu—
lecture format when
cient inservice
training is that deficits in the SSP Biology teachers' own
training cannot be corrected. For example, many teachers
who are teaching in the Kenyan educational system studied
the flora and fauna of England and some of them may not
know the names of the co„o„ plants in a biological en-
vironment. Evidence of this in Africa is provided by
savory (1972: 128), who stated that, "! have found that the
most common reason why primary and secondary teachers will
not or cannot use an ecological approach is because they do
not know the name of the common plants and they do not know
how to find out."
In the past, the British flora and fauna was empha-
sized in the curriculum. The inclusion of Kenya’s flora
and fauna in the curriculum was neglected. The learners in
the schools were therefore forced to study alien plants and
animals of the northern climate which were not familiar to
them. The unfamiliarity of these animals and plants also
resulted in the learners having to memorize them. One
Kenyan science educator (Odhiambo, 1972: 4) stated that "It
is possible that learning by rote has a deeper origin. It
is possible, for example, that Africans tend to learn
science by rote simply because what is presented to them
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circumstance
^ life- u [Emphasis added.]
result of insufficient inservicing was that
teachers did not learn how to improvise and adapt the
heuristic method of inquiry when there was little equip-
ment. As will be discussed later many rural schools had
insufficient instructional materials needed to implement
the experiments in the SSP Biology textbooks and manuals.
With additional inservicing teachers could be taught to
improvise using local materials to implement the heuristic
method.
Heuristic method and science equipment The SSP Biology is
laboratory-oriented, and students must have equipment and
materials in order to do the experiments through which they
are guided to learn. It has been very difficult to imple-
ment the SSP Biology course effectively without the avail-
ability of basic science equipment (microscopes, dissecting
materials, etc.). One source of this problem has been that
since its inception the SSP Biology curriculum required the
use of too much expensive equipment (microscopes, etc.)
which had to be imported from Britain. Before Kenya
achieved its independence (1963) and even after indepen-
dence, it continued to import most of its science teaching
materials and equipment (including white rats for experi-
ments) from Britain.
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Unfortunately, the high cost of imported science
equrpment to secondary schools of Kenya prevented some
schools from acquiring equipment necessary for the execu _
ti°n ° f thS exPeriments. Over time, however, because of
this high cost of imported equipment, Kenya, through its
own self-reliant initiatives, was prompted to produce
locally inexpensive scientific equipment to meet the need
of secondary schools of Kenya. As a result of this initia-
tive, the school Equipment Production Unit (SEPU) was
developed through the assistance of the Swedish government.
SEPU is operating on the KSTC campus, Nairobi. The func-
tions of sepu are: a) to design and manufacture science
equipment for secondary schools (biology, chemistry and
physics science kits), b) to keep in stock necessary chemi-
for biology and chemistry experiments, c) to repair
and service laboratory equipment (microscopes, etc.), and
d) to produce primary school science equipment as well. m
biology, SEPU has produced two important manuals. These
ate Biology Kit Manuals, for pupils' years 1 and 2, and
years 3 and 4. The two manuals are complementary and
supplementary to the SSP Biology student textbooks years 1
and 2 and years 3 and 4, respectively. However, these
manuals have been principally available in the urban
schools. Many rural schools visited had little equipment
and no manuals.
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The information regarding the amount of science
quipment available m the schools visited by the author
is summarized in Table 25
. careful analysis of thrs table
shows that in most schools the basic science equipment was
not available. This problem was most serious in the rural
secondary schools visited by the researcher.
The overwhelming majority of the teachers visited
m the rural schools expressed to the researcher that it
was often difficult implementing the SSP Biology course
because of insufficient materials. These teachers com-
plained that the only available materials in most cases
were the SSP Biology texts, and using only these materials
curtailed the creativity and heuristic methods of teaching
science, particularly "if there is not even a library as is
the case in our school where students are able to read
various science books." In addition to needing more of the
basic equipment, such as microscopes, dissecting scopes,
etc., the majority of teachers felt there was a serious
need for basic biological slides and specimens. The educa-
tional policy makers concurred with this lack of basic
science equipment.
Attitudes toward the S SP Biology course
. This subsection
is devoted to attitudes toward the SSP Biology course as
elicited in the questionnaires and interviews conducted by
the author. In particular, discussion includes attitudes
AMOUNT
OF
EQUIPMENT
IN
THE
SELECTED
SCHOOLS
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toward: 1 ) the teaching method, 2 ) contents of instruc-
tion, 3) experiments and field trips, motivation to learn
and think, 4, exams, and 5) readability, comprehensibility
of instructional material. Analysis of the discussions
includes all of the sixteen teachers who responded to the
teacher cp,estionnaires and a selected sample (one-fourth)
of the 402 students who responded to the student ques-
tionnaires from the ten schools visited.
The method employed in selecting one-fourth of the
402 students for the analysis was the systematic sampling
method (Minium, 1970). since there was an average of
twenty students who responded to student questionnaires in
each class, the systematic sampling technique used by the
researcher was to select every fifth student questionnaire
from the total of questionnaires for Form II and Form IV
classes. From this sample, the likes and dislikes of the
SSP Biology course were recorded. See Appendix I for the
teachers' and Appendix J for the students' likes and dis-
likes. The questions eliciting the responses are in Sec-
tions J and H of the teacher and student questionnaires,
respectively. The data from these appendices were then
summarized. First, the frequencies and percentages of the
teachers’ likes are analyzed; then the students’ are pre-
sented, and subsequently the ’’dislikes" are analyzed in the
same manner.
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Table 26 shows that there are no significant dif-
ferences towards the most frequently descrrbed "likes" in
the ssp Biology six major broad categories from the sixteen
teachers who taught the SSP Biology course in either boys’
or girls’ secondary schools. There seemed to be an interest
in the inquiry method of teaching by 44% of the teachers.
Twenty-five percent of the teachers liked the SSP Biology
course because it motivated the students to learn and
think. Fewer teachers (25%) identified their likes as the
course contents, albeit relev^n-t-c levant, the experiments and the
field work.
Between the boys and girls, however, there were
significant differences. In particular, 66% of the Form II
and 72% of the Form IV boys liked doing experiments and
going on field trips. However, only 12% of the girls in
Form II and 33% in Form IV liked the experiments and field
trips. It appears as though the boys of both Forms pre-
ferred the opportunities to participate actively more than
the girls although this difference decreased in magnitude
by Form IV.
Sex and grade differences were also apparent in
students' expressed likes for the contents of the SSP Biol-
ogy instruction. Twenty- five percent of Form II boys and
8% of Form IV boys respectively, expressed liking the
contents. In addition, 52% of Form II and 35% of Form IV
girls expressed liking the contents. More girls (Form II
TABLE
26
FREQUENCIES
AND
PERCENTAGES
OF
LIKES
OF
THE
SSP
BIOLOGY
COURSE
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in particular) listed the contents of the course as
what they liked even though contents of the SSP Biology
have been criticized by some teachers who taught ^ ^
Biology as shallow in content, i.e., lacking theory. This
may represent an appreciation of a particular topic being
studied rather than appreciation of all of the contents.
An analysis of Table 27 reveals that of all the
categories of dislikes, the most frequent dislike cited was
the contents of instruction. Thirty-eight percent of all
teachers disliked some aspects of the contents of the SSP
Biology. AS has been discussed previously, some topics are
too difficult and some are too shallow. Twice as many
school teachers from boys' schools were critical of the
contents as teachers from the girls' schools. Twenty- five
percent of all of the teachers said they had inadequate
instructional materials so that they could not fully imple-
ment the SSP Biology course. Nineteen percent of the
teachers said that the teaching method was demanding and
time consuming. This criticism was expressed by twice as
many teachers of boys' schools as teachers of girls'
schools. Nineteen percent of the teachers also expressed
that the field trips and experiments took too much time.
The most frequently described dislike of the stu-
dents was the contents. Again, there were sex and grade
differences. For the boys the frequency of this criticism
increased from 29% of Form II boys to 45.8% of Form IV boys
FREQUENCIES
AND
PERCENTAGES
OF
DISLIKES
OF
THE
SSP
BIOLOGY
COURSE
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expressing dissatisfaction. For the girls the pattern „as
reversed with 40% of the For™ II girls and 32% of the Form
IV girls complaining.
The next most frequently described dislikes were
for the teaching method and the field trips/experiments.
The most common complaint cited by the Form IV boys was
that most experiments were too easy and most unorganized
field trips wasted time. The girls also disliked the
teaching method and in some instances expressed preference
for a lecture method. A number of girls shared this ex-
pression: the SSP Biology entails "too much thinking
beyond my brain capacity." Eight percent of the Form II
gir±s and 28% of the Form IV girls expressed dislike toward
having to do so many experiments and having to collect and
classify live biological specimens. Some girls (8%) dis-
liked the type of examinations.
Although many students were critical of some aspect
of the SSP Biology, not all students had dislikes. Twenty-
two percent of the 99 students when asked what they dis-
liked most about the course wrote the word "nothing."
In addition to teachers expressing negative atti-
tudes towards the SSP Biology course because segments were
too difficult or too shallow, some teachers and policy
makers developed negative opinions of the course because
they conceived of it as a way in which the expatriates who
were needed to teach the course could gain access to the
194
Kenyan Ministry of Education and use their influence to
foster the adoption of other "imported” curriculums. m
particular, the teachers and policy makers were concerned
about the behaviors of expatriates who had used their
influence to encourage curriculums of British origins.
Some teachers and educational policy makers became
discontented with the SSP Biology course when they were not
given opportunities by the Ministry of Education to parties
pate in the curriculum development process. For example,
teachers from three of the ten schools visited were in-
volved in this process of curriculum development of the SSP
Biology in the early 1970 's but were never offered these
opportunities again. The other teachers in these ten
schools have never had these curriculum development oppor-
tunities. Some teachers, such as the Head of the Biology
Department at Cardinal Otunga High School expressed concern
about changes in the syllabuses and about not being able to
participate in the decision-making.
The extent to which full implementation of the
heuristic method was impeded and the effect of both this
partial implementation and these impediments on students
taking the SSP Biology examination needs further elabora-
tion. Table 28 synthesizes information presented on Tables
22, 23 and 25 in order to make necessary comparisons. As
can be seen from this table, those secondary schools with
fewer or no science equipment tended to have fewer passes
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( 50-68%)
. m general
, there seems to be a positive rela-
tionship between the amount of equipment and number of
students passing the SSP Biology national examinations.
However, there were two exceptions. Pangani Girls High
with fairly adequate science equipment, had only
59.2% passes in the 1979 SSP Biology national examination.
Two possible explanations can be given here. First, Pangani
has a large number of students (960 in Forms I-IV). Second,
only one of the two teachers responding to the teacher
questionnaire indicated that she had only attended one SSP
Biology inservice course. Accordingly Murray Girls High
School has average equipment, but in 1979 the school had
95% passes in the SSP Biology national exam. This may be a
result of the high dedication of the teacher teaching the
course, and the fact that the school has fewer students
( 160 in Forms I-IV)
.
There also seems to be a positive relationship
between the amount of teacher inservice or appropriate
experience and number of students passing the SSP Biology
national exams as indicated in Tables 17 and 18. There
were exceptions in Tudor Secondary School and Murray Girls
High School. Although an SSP Biology teacher teaching Form
IV’
s
at Tudor had attended three SSP Biology inservice
courses, there were fewer passes (56.5%). On the other
hand, a Murray SSP Biology teacher for (Forms II and IV)
had only attended one SSP Biology inservice course, but
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still 95% Of the students passed the same exam. it was
possible that other factors (such as teacher dedication to
teaching and the size of the classes) were involved. For
example, discussions between this teacher and the re-
searcher revealed that the teacher was very interested in
teaching the SSP Biology course and provided voluntary help
to students whenever they needed it, in a "guided discovery"
fashion.
It was not suprising that lack of equipment and
inadequate teacher inservice would be translated into lower
exam scores. The national exams for the SSP Biology course
are closely related to the objectives of the course. if
the course was not implemented using the heuristic teaching
method and if the other course objectives were not followed,
the students would be ill prepared for the examination. it
was apparent, however, that some schools still did well in
having students pass the exam even though there were serious
impediments to their full implementation of the SSP Biology
course. Further research in this phenomenon is needed to
shed light on the strengths of particular schools and
teachers
.
Summary
This chapter dealt with the crucial issues which
surrounded the implementation of the SSP Biology course,
in the selected schools, particularly those factors
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Which facilitated or hindered its full indentation. The
chapter analyzed the implementation patterns of the teach-
ing method, objectives, teacher training/inservice, teacher
attrition, teacher inspection (follow-up), science equip-
ment, the SSP Biology national examination objectives and
the SSP Biology course objectives, and attitudes toward
the course.
An analysis of the congruity between the objectives
of the SSP Biology course and objectives of the SSP Biology
national examinations were made and the matching showed no
noticeable discrepancy in their correspondence. In addi-
tion, the most likes and dislikes of the teachers and
students of the SSP Biology course were analyzed. This
analysis revealed that the majority of students liked the
experiments, field trips, contents and teaching method. A
small number of teachers and students expressed some dis-
likes on these same major broad categories of the SSP
Biology course.
A comparison was made of the selected schools’
percentage of student passes on the EACE and several impedi-
ments to full implementation of the SSP Biology course.
While it was noted that most schools with little equipment
and teacher inservicing had a lower percentage of student
passes in the national examination, exceptions to this
pattern were also noted.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The purpose of this research study was to examine
the implementation of the SSP Biology heuristic course in
five provinces of Kenya and its relationship to the exam-
ination system. The following issues were considered:
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A summary of the findings of the study and the conclusions
drawn, are made in this chapter. In addition, recommenda-
tions and areas for future research are also provided.
Summary of the Findings of this Study
The SSP Biology course was selected as an educa-
tional innovation espousing the heuristic method of teach-
ing and learning science. The evolution of the course was
examined, analyzed, and described in detail. The research
suggested various factors facilitating the implementation
and other factors hindering the full implementation of the
course in the selected schools. These factors are sum-
marized below:
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1) There was a congruence between the SSP Biology
course objectives and those of the SSP Biology national
examinations. Because of this congruity teachers were
encouraged to implement the course as the syllabus sug-
gested as one way that the students would pass the national
exams. Students who learned the course material well would
pass the exams. 2) The majority of the teachers expressed
Strong interest in the heuristic teaching and learning
method and how they could teach biology using this method.
The teachers' positive attitude toward the inquiry method
facilitates the implementation of any course which has that
teaching method, i.e., SSP Biology, New Primary Approach.
3) The teachers, students and policy makers held positive
attitudes toward the SSP Biology course as a whole. Even
though the teachers found aspects of the course difficult,
their overall positive feelings toward the course enhanced
their willingness to supplement the SSP textbook as needed.
One popular textbook used by some teachers to supplement
the theory of the SSP Biology texts was Biology: An Inte
grated Approach for Tropical Schools
. 1976 by two British
authors, R. Soper and S. Tyrell Smith. This book covers
nutrition, transport, storage, respiration, excretion and
regulation, response, reproduction, genetics, growth,
skeleton and locomotion, organisms and disease, soil and
agriculture, and ecology. Flora and fauna described are
those of the tropics and indigenous teachers and learners
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can easily identify with and are
isms. 4) in addition to their
familiar with the organ-
positive attitude toward
the course, most of the teachers were trying to implement
the course as best as they could in spite of the impediments
to full implementation. Teachers were teaching themselves
the heuristic method to the best of their abilities.
£°h§t£aints. The impediments affecting the full implemen-
tation of the course in the selected schools were found to
include the following: 1) There was a severe problem in
the teacher inservice training in the heuristic teaching
method. As a consequence, many teachers resorted to teach
mg themselves this method without the proper orientation.
2) There was inadequate supervision of teachers by biology
inspectors from the Inspectorate, especially those teachers
who were trained and experienced in the heuristic teaching
method. This lack of adequate supervision was very prev-
alent in the rural SSP Biology schools visited; the teachers
m these outlying areas were not provided with any help in
evaluating their inappropriate teaching behaviors. 3) The
examination-dominated system pressured teachers to teach
for the exams. Because of this pressure some teachers
developed negative attitudes toward some aspects of the
heuristic teaching and learning approaches (experiments and
field trips) as being too time consuming and a waste of
time. 4) There was an inadequate supply of the basic
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science equipment and materials. This lack of availabiiity
of necessary equipment made full implementation of experi-
ments and scientific investigation difficult. 5, Some
units in the course were excessively difficult to teach/
learn while some areas of the syllabus were too shallow
(without a theoretical base) and were too easy. This
problem led to some specific negative attitudes of teachers
and students to particular units of the course. 6) There
was a lack of consistent involvement of the teachers in the
development and revisions of the SSP Biology course.
Because of this lack of consistent opportunity to partici-
pate in the curriculum development, some teachers believed
that the curriculum was being imposed on them.
Conclusions
This study investigated the various facets of the
implementation of the SSP Biology course and some factors
affecting that implementation. Data from this research
study indicated that the SSP Biology course has to some
degree contributed towards a curriculum change in science
education in Kenya. Although the SSP Biology course will
be integrated with other traditional biology courses, in
1982, it has made a significant contribution to the life
science curriculums of Kenya. Like the BSCS in the United
States, the SSP Biology course has a viable potential of
influencing the traditional life science curriculums in
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the coming decades, particular! v .P ly the contents, objectives,
exams, and teaching method.
One contribution is the relevance of its curricula™
content. The SSP Biology course content is relevant to the
learners of East Africa because it places stronger emphasis
on aspects such as agriculture, nutrition, and how to
combat myriads of diseases that affect the people of East
Africa. It is this course that has put stronger emphasis
for learners to study the organisms in their own environ-
ment instead of a previous emphasis on alien flora and
fauna of the northern temperate zones. In particular, the
students', teachers' and educational policy makers' atti-
tudes toward studying the endowed flora and fauna of East
Africa was of great importance and relevance to the
learners. Learning what is in the local environment con-
tributed towards learning through the heuristics method,
i
*
e *
'
more often when a learner studies what he has not
seen, there is a stronger tendency to resort to rote
learning and this is not wholly heuristic. Further, the
SSP Biology course has its own independent philosophy not
borrowed from any other inquiry-oriented science
program— it was designed for East African learners.
Another contribution of the course is its heuristic
method of teaching. Even though the majority of the
teachers teaching the SSP Biology in the selected schools
have not had formal training in the heuristic methods,
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trying to implement the SSP Biology course has provided
them with a different orientation in the teaching methods;
i.e., they learned that the didactic method of teaching is
one among many teaching methods. m fact, many teachers
expressed interest in the heuristic method, and many of the
teachers interviewed in this study underestimated how much
they implemented the heuristic method of the course.
Each curriculum development project is a learning
experience for the program personnel and the curriculum
developers. Although it has not been fully implemented,
this curriculum development project has contributed to the
overall development of the life science curriculums in
Kenya. In addition, it has provided educational policy
makers with the opportunities to explore some factors which
hinder full implementation of any educational program. It
is hoped that the SSP Biology project has provided a model
for the Kenyan educational policy makers in their decision
making concerning the future adoption or development of
life science curriculums. In this way it could assist the
policy makers to make effective plans for long-term imple-
mentation of all curriculum innovations.
Recommendations
The following are recommendations suggested by the
data of this research study.
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Teacher Training
. Greater effort should be made to train
teachers in the heuristic method:
Pre-service teachers should be trained in the
?^v
r
b
meth
°^ °f teachin9 and learning so thlt
stand^the
al
^
ernatives to the didactic and under-
proach
Ue ° lnqUiry and ecological ap-
Pre-service teachers should also be trained in theprocess of curriculum development and assessment
cur^l Can understand the processes and when new
Wisely
are giVen t0 thGm
'
suPPlement them
Inservice training needs to be provided to all
?f a^
her
!
S ° they also may learn the heur-istic method and the curriculum development pro-C6S S »
Inspection
. The Inspectorate section of the Ministry of
Higher Education should hire more inspectors trained to go
out to inspect the science teachers in all secondary schools
on a regular basis.
The training of these inspectors should enable
them to provide constructive feedback to the
teachers teaching such courses as heuristic orintegrated types.
o The Chief Inspector of Schools should be given the
responsibility to evaluate the performance of
inspectors and should meet with the inspectors
regarding the progress of the teachers on a sys-
tematic basis.
Retention of trained teachers
. In order to reduce the
attrition of trained teachers, the Ministries of Education
need to make a real effort to retain trained teachers.
There are various ways the Ministries in collaboration with
the TSC can go about doing this:
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teachers^ pVt^si^iLr^ef ^.--easing
positions.
s i">ilar level as private sector
They need to provide more
protection from interdicti
job security, such as
on for minor offenses.
They need to provide better housing.
Equipment
. More equipment should be provided to the schools
through the following:
Increase capacity of SEPU to make more types of
dissec?ing
e
ki?s
iPn,
t
nt
' T** aS teSt tubes ' slides '
collaborate
G C * dnd to
.
make arrangements to
J
?
*lth science equipment industries in
expend
°Pe W°rld t0 make miroscoPes at less
more
M
funS
r
?
of
.
higher Education should allocate
insurf ?h^ ?
r
f
purchase of equipment and
anything eLf
Un °n equipment a™* not
The Ministry of Higher Education should facilitate
communication with Headmasters/Department Heads
regarding equipment shortages.
A minimum level of equipment should be determinedfor biology instruction and all schools should bebrought to that level.
Examination and curriculum
. There would be an overall
decrease in the emphasis of national examinations in the
academic performance as measured through low cognitive
processes (rote memory).
The national evaluation of learners should bebroadened to include the higher cognitive skills
and other categories, heretofore not on the
national exams.
The base of the national evaluations of learners
should be broadened to include terminal teacher-
made tests given each semester (term).
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Adoption of educational innovations
. it is important to
critically analyze any science innovations to be introduced
into the existing curriculums. Innovations into curricu-
lums should be studied and evaluated by the Kenyan science
educators and policy makers before adopting them. In
addition, the Ministries of Education and the Kenyan In-
stitute of Education must devise appropriate methods for
evaluating adopted innovations to determine whether they
serve the purposes for which they were adopted. It is
unwise and expensive to adopt too many innovations simul-
taneously. Evaluations of adopted or developed curriculums
should be carried out systematically to determine their
usefulness, effectiveness, appropriateness, and relevance
to the learners.
The Kenyan educational system should not adopt or
accept an educational innovation funded solely by
a donor agency
. The Kenyan government and the
would-be donor agency should contribute jointly,
and work collaboratively in such an innovation.
Decisions to follow this approach would ensure thelong term viability of an educational innovation,
long after the collaborating agency pulls out.
Classification of local flora and fauna . There is a need
to study and classify local flora, fauna and other organ-
isms so that they can be published in the form of books for
use in the schools.
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K?nrrnment Should Provide funds toS ^ e yan science educators to undertake
i £»s
. a^
an-
ficatton ^
hlS taSk
- Gra“y mateii^s (Gasi-i keys, manuals, books) for learners andteachers would be available for classroom LSruc-ti°n and general information. mstruc
Importance of field trips in science curriculnms Field
trips bring pupils and teachers in touch with the organisms
of their respective environments.
Organic! field trips should be encouraged andfunds should be provided by the Ministries off“ion for such excursions. These field tripsshould be incorporated in the life science curric-ulums of both secondary and primary schools.
Areas for Future Research
The discussions and analyses of the collected data
in the previous chapters have demonstrated that there is a
need for further research in the secondary school science
curriculum. The following are some of the areas which can
be studied:
!• Science curriculum reform and improvements : a)
What are the best ways and constructive methods of
involving more teachers in curriculum development
and change in the curriculum? b) What are the
best ways of insuring an effective implementation
of a locally developed curriculum or a new
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curriculum from elsewhere with very little incon-
venience to the school establishment?
2 ' Science Nationa l Examination questions
- a ) Are
the questions developed for examinations based on
what learners have been taught? b) What would be
the reaction of the Kenyan educational system if
teacher-made semester examinations could be used
as part of the student evaluation supplementary to
the national exam? c) what is the impact of the
national examination on teachers* method of in-
struction?
3 * Comparative study of science examinations perform-
ance between secondary school boys and girls : a)
How well do these two groups perform in the na-
tional exams? b) What factors influence the
performance of either group? c) What should be
done to encourage girls to take active roles in
science subjects? d) What approaches can be
taken to increase opportunities in science for
girls?
4. Examination performance : a) What are the factors
that contribute to differences among schools in
their students' performances on the national
science examination?
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Biology
This study examined the implementation of the SSP
heuristic course in five provinces of the Republic
of Kenya in East Africa and factors affecting the imple-
mentation of the course. The study further analyzed the
relation of the course objectives and the objectives of the
SSP Biology national examination. Although this research
study focused on this particular program, its implementa-
tion problems as discussed in the preceding chapters can be
generalized to other innovative educational curriculums in
the developing countries and in the industrial societies.
It is hoped that the SSP Biology Project has pro-
vided a curriculum development model for educators in Kenya
and other international educators. It is also hoped that
this model will facilitate the development of curriculums
which are more relevant and affordable, and which can be
implemented.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EDUCATIONAL POLICY MAKERS
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SECTION I
How did the SSP bioicgy evolve?
initiated by East African scholars
Y'l tnitlat£d b ; educators outside East ^in) initiated cy East African scholars and
outside East Africa
ica
scholars
:Nhc aeterr.ined the need for the SSF Biology course?
i) East African educators
_ii) Foreigners from the western worldin) A ccTtbination of team wcrk from i) and ii)
“* r'°pl* direc,ly iavolv'£ " «• wttn ,,w, of the sep
_i) Folicy makers in the Ministry of Education
.11J Curriculum development researchers at K.I.Eill) Kenya Science Teachers College administrators
selected?
the particlpan‘ s in the SSP B icb°E>' initial planning stages
_
i ' experience in life sciences
ii) experience in curriculum development
i-i ) teaching experience
Which body is now actively involved in keeping it going?
^i) the Ministry of Higher Education
ii) Kenya Institute of Education
iii) Kenya Science Teachers College
iv) Kenyatta University Ccliege
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6 . V.'hat are the strengths of the SSP Biology?
_i) relevancy to the Kenvan learners$ -~ JLSt&ST~ ~"V) LOr
- r-ec
-= theory an_ practice easily
7. Does the SS? BiJ OxCgy need-
-
i) minor revisions
ii) major revisions
o
.
Do you think toe SSF biology
and if so, should it be—
relevant course for the Kenyan learners
i)
ii
)
iii)
iv)
continued
discontinued and replaced by
revised and improved
integratec with traditional
traditional biology
biology
S. Are the objectives and philosophy of the- SSP
i) appropriately
ii) inappropriately
iii) poorly
Biology being implemented
what e..i.fc..t ait the Sui riology objectives being implemented 7
i) Always
ii) Frequently
ii) Sometimes
iv) Rarely
v) Never
To what extent is the heuristic method of SSP Biology being
i) Always
ii) Treouently
iii) Sometimes
iv) Rarely
v) Never
implemented?
11 .
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The SSF Biology inservice training
.
i)
- s satisfactory
.
unsatisfactory
is 'ery cadly designed
i ) philosophy
,
fi > curriculum materials
iii) content
iv) teaching method
lu. H.at is your overall assessment of the SSP 3iology Project
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
excellent
fairly good
need mayor improvements
it is totally irrelevant
teachers have difficulty
to the learners
with it
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s. Fo: hlad::.'.;t_h/.xa;mi si res /l.. - j‘>-.i.S . R££
/
r.. TV HEAPS
SECT IOH 2
1 . i;
ii)
Humber cf Kenyan citizens teacnir^
How i£ their implementation of the
(a) Excellent
(b) C-ccu ~ “ —
(c) Fairly good
(d) Baa
'
“
Sj? fiiclcgy
course?
2 . Expatriates ir. the School.
i) Humber of expatriates teaching the SSI* Eiclctv
Americans
British
Ugandans
Other
your school.
ii j How is their implementation of the SSP Biology?
(a) Excellent
(b) Good
~
(c) Fairly good
(d) Bad ~
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SSP BIOLOGY: INSPzrTTr.M A{:D EXA.MINATTOM
SECTION 3
1. Number of SSP Biology inspector,
Traditional Biology inspectors
Comments:
2- Does the national insnector( - ) Cf c<r r„- ,Biology? - cr -SI Biology
Yes
Comments
:
have'c some training in. $SF
Is there a
Comments:
monitoring of the implementation of
Yes
the SS? Biology?
No
4. How often is the inspection done? On
twice a year
Comments
:
ce a year
other
Comments
:
• Advantages of SSF Biology,
a)
230
'• Disadva^tag52 or SCT Biology/.
a)
b)
c)
Nhat.are the major reasons for- the need to integrate SSF Bicio?” wit
Traditional Biology
a)
b)
_
~
c)
3. Examinations:
a) Do the SSP Biology National Examinations follow the objectives of SSI
Biology? Yes Mo
Comments
:
b) Will the integrated biology have
i) Multiple choice
ii) Short answer
iii) Essay
iv) Practical lab
ether
Comments
:
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CENTAL IMT-orkatiok PZO'JLCT AEO:;T err SI0L0( .y
Arp ITS IMPLEMENTS t0 ,;
SECTION 4
1- Which secondary schools wei’3 used for Oil-rstages of the SEE Biology Project in Kenya5 ^
ln3rtal) 111 the
iisve all the experimental secondary schools
courses since its inception?
continued with SSP Eiology
Yes
if no, please give sor.e major reasons:
o
.
'•hat have been the criteria used in
SSP Biclogy? allowing subsequent schools to adopt
4. Kcw many secondary schools in the
the following years?
1972 1972
Republic
1974
adopted SSP Biology ir. each of
1975
1976 1977 1979 1979
1930
o
.
Were there
the Kenya
No
'--•y secondary schools v.Thich adopted SSP
Institute of Education's Eiology Section
If Yes which schools were they?
Biology without rot
or the Inspectorate Ye-:
When did such schools adopt SS?
Year
,
Year
Biology?
Year Year
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Jecisioiii. of K.I.E. or rhc Inspectorate on these schools:
Comments
;
bioloS'ifJoS^ aro
£
VI^
Jljl°gy
v-°
UTld " eaSy learn thc traditional
NO
Are there any graduates of SS? "
teaching SS? EioloSy? yGS
If yes, are they better in teach
traditional biology? ves
Comments
:
.ology that you know, who are present 1 ”
Nc “J
ng than their counternarts who stud’-
d
No
Vfh£t has Lefcn tlie i-tact of £SP Sciences on "A’ level students?
10
. What are/were the major criticisms of the evaluation ofiraditiona! Eiolcgy carried out by Or. C.R.
.Meyer and Mr. S
Biology anc
N
. Mv.’aure in
11. '.’he were the critics: educational institutions/individuals.
12. Were the criticisms/suggestions constructive? v£S
Comments
•
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13. What arc the educational background
Graduates £]_
Comments
:
of SSI Biology teachers?
Diploma Approved
14. Do the pre-service teachers a L Kenya Science T
University College, and University of NaircM
inquiry/discovery methods of teaching science?
eachers
receive
Yes
Comments
:
College
,
Kenyatta
some training in
No
15.
How many teachers: Graduates SI Dioloms Approvedhave been trained in SSP Biology inquiry/discovery method of teach inr~aPlearning since its inception of SSP Biology? Total
Comments
:
16.
Sow many of these teachers are still teaching?
Comments
:
17.
What have been the major nroblens or complaints from these teachers ir
implementing SSP Biology?
13. Have there been supplementary materials e.g. (textbooks, microscopes etc.)
«.he Ministry of higher Education, k.i.E.
.
Inspectorate or other
relevant institutions recommended ana supplied to secondary schools
teaching SSr Biology courses? Yes
If yes, please give a few examples:
Source
.
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i9
.
Does the
apply si:
Ye?
ir.quiry/ciSC0ver,y K
° to Primary school
!ic
•i-thoc of
level? -arr.ir..? science
Comments
the new mathematics still heir.,- -£u,v secondary school level:-
Comr.cnts
:
tka:;k you very much for you?, coof
is VITAL towards; Tiil ILFROVEMEliT or
AT I Oh
.
SCIENCE
YOU? CONTRIBUTION
education.
appendix b
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
selected secondary schools of the republic of keny;
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect
a a of the Scnool Science Project-Biology. The
specific aim of this questionnaire is tc determineyour attitude towards your SSP Biology classes.
——
* s not an examination or a test .
Please fill in the requested information in
Section A, putting a tick where it aoplies. In the
subsequent sections (B-G
.
each statement describes
some classroom, experiments, laboratory, organized
field trips, S3? curriculum materials, textbooks, etc.
activities. Each activity will net be judged as
good or bad. You are only required to read each
statement and put a tick in the appropriate box or
column, which you think is. most appropriate. Please
tick (' ) all the statements. Tick only ONE COLUMN
for each statement.
"
Section H requires short written descriptions
and other written comments which are relevant tc the
SSP 3iolo<jy Project.
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SECTION A: general demographic INFORMATION AND BACKGROUND
1.
2
.
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7
.
8 .
9 .
Number
Are
Sex M
Y"“ars, Date of Birth
Name of Secondary School
This Secondary School is for beys
boarding
...
-'ixed day Sec. School
da//bcard inc
Pel in ion
_Eirls Mixed
-
apply to your school,)
Province-
,
.(Put a tick next to each that
district
town/ city
^ftcr (C«.r ij.ficr.te of Primary Education; I firs'
attended
school. C.°.uie
directly tc the above school
Parental occupation: Father
Mother
Parental age- Father
years
.
years
, Mother
Number of brothers Sister^
Among my brothers and sisters. I am number
in t!ie birth order.
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SECTION' 5: OBJECTIVES AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE SSP
-BIOLOGY.
i.hich category best describesyour attitude about the
following statements. Pleasetick (• ) all the statements.
Tick ONLY ONE COLUMN for
each statement.
Key: AS = Agree Strongly
A = Agree
0 = Disagree
2S - Disagree Stronglv. Agree
Strongly
Agree
Di
sagree
Disagree
Strongly
I- The SSP Biology courses
encourage the develop-
ment of scientific thinking
2. The course contents are
.relevant to life situations,
particularly in East
Africa
.
1
1
3. I like the discovery-
inquiry approach of
the SS? Biology.
4. The SSP Biology courses
emphasize major concepts
rather than isolated facts
5. New concepts in the
SSP Biology textbooks
depend upon concents
presented in earlier
chapters
.
6. The textbooks show
adequately that
scientific knowledge is
always expanding.
7. The SSP Biology content
and knowledge helD
teachers and students
to understand their
environment
.
G. The SSP Eiology
objectives are
are easily under-
stood
.
i r
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I.
5.
Our teacher spends a lot cf theclass time lecturin' to us
about biology in general.
Our teacher encourages
students to ask quests
Our teacher spends most ofthe class time lecturing
about the SSP Biology.
Our teacner requires us to
expiain the meaning of certain
croncepts m cur own words
which we have learned inthe SSr Biology textbooks.
Our teacher teache s and
follows closely what our
SoP Biology textbooks sav.
6 . We copy in our notebooks and
memorize the lecture.
7. Our teacher asks quetions
which make us think about
supporting evidence
behind statements that
are in our SSP Biology
textbooks
.
S. Demonstrations are carried
on by students themselves in
the classroom intead of tzhe
teacher.
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SECTION D SSP BICLCCY fading and extra fading
>v
1 ?
=
o
U
CO
•1)
V
S«
CO
<
u
C)
u
<
o
C
u:
03
5A
Q
1 1
'•>
i
l
J-
r i
in
and ^ •
k5
'
re
- cre nce books
magazines are available forfurther reading.
i
I
• I
he manne r in which the Sfn eiolcavconcepts and idf.-.c o i gy
si-i-.ni ^
lueas are oresented
4 t«t“oot“ S a?. rMd *'«*
I
i
i1 ' du m,' t ii 2 te^'.vl'c
teacher encourages us'to thmk'ofthe major concepts. K *
T
!
i
Our ueacher provides us witb
dI^ss
f
iL eXperirntS to“ea5
U
a
r
n
r
d
ent
^
uiscuss the procedures.
i
5
‘ 5lolo ?y textbooks and theteacher
s -notes are the only
sources of biological knowledgethat are discussed in cur clais.
1
-=
1
1
i
i
6
' ioP Bieiogy enables us to know
u
scient ific methods in whichhypotheses are developed and tested.
1
1
1
1
j
7 * ‘ ne BlolofT/ textbooks are hardto understand.
I
8. T .i have come to understand r]ielife sciences through
Participating instead of imasinv
and memorizing isolated
information in a single- textbook.
1
i
i
i
i
j
i
|
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SE CTION H : THE SS? B IOLOGY FYiFBTMr^r
4
.
5 .
6 .
The instructions for
the majority of
experiments are clear
and easy to under-
stand.
r-H
cc
r
o
<D
o
tc
<
o
o
u
to
<
The aims of experiments
are clear and cause me
to think and ask
intelligent questions.
We spend time before
each laboratory
experiment in determining
tne purpose of thatc
experiment
.
Our teacher alwavs tells
us every step of' what
we are supposed to do in
our experiments.
For each experiment that
we do, we record data
during the time of
observation
.
We have sufficient time
to analyze and make
conclusions on the data
obtained in our
laboratory experiments.
7 .
'Vhen we come across a p ro b I em
cr a puzzle, which is not in
the lab manual or textbooks,
our teacher asks us to design
our own experiment tc investigate
the problem.
Our teacr.er answers most ot our
questions concerning laboratory
experiments by asking us questions
Hi
sapre
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I enjoy going out to collect
and*
n
f
specimens of animals
?he laWat and bTing them t0tr,e aborat ory to study.
-.a.nand lens in'0Ut liVing thir‘gs in
sSbseL
rat °ry int ° va
-ous
V sin g a simple Key to cTass-tv -lnsects has helped me in classi-fying certain insects which taid not know before.
*
In.M
6 field Work beca nse ite ables me tc observe an
animal or plant behaviour!
-innatural habitat. r l
it is better to make
sketches or drawing from thespecimen o f l=avpc • ^i- es o r insects
] be t.iology courses have
”
increased my knowledge of the
I like organizing the data
collected in the field trios
and making scientific conclusionshis altitude and behaviour
makes me feel like a real
biologists
.
Disagree
Strongly.
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SECTION G: i_HE BIOLOGY TESTS AND AS SESSZTENT OF STUDENT 1.FAP" j ;s> r.
X
cc
c
o
4->
m
o
O
u
esc
<
Q
O
os
<
<D
CD
CO
03
tn
•rHQ
X
00
c
o
u
+J
in
CD
CD
Ou
CO
C>
•H
I- Most of our teacher made
tests include the things
we have learned in the
laboratory.
2. Most of our teacher made
tests only include what
we have learned in the
SSP Biology textbooks.
3. Most of our teacher made tests/
exams ask us to write out
definitions of biological terms.
4. I like a combination
of multiple choice, short
answer, matching, filling in,
examinations instead of
mostly long essay
examinations to tests.
5. During each term, our
teacher often gives us
marks for our Sop Biology
reports, projects,
and student demonstrations.
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SECTION H; GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE SSP BIOLOGY COURSES
1- What d 0 You n_ke_mo£t about the SSP Biology?
2
. What d o you di^Uke_nost about the SSP Biology?
3
. What are
_your_cwn definitions of these t
SSP Biology?
erms as you use them i:
(a) Discovery method
(b) Inquiry (enquiry) approach
( c ) Scientific method
4
- Do the SSP Biology courses need improvement? Yes No
If yes, what kind of improvement would you suggest?
(a)
(b)
5- (a) State briefly what you like most about going and actively
participating in an organized field trip:
(i)
245
(b) State briefly what >' c “ di slike most about going on field trips.
Describe briefly the manner and frequency of lab
m your school
.
(a) Hew are they conducted?
oratory experiments
experiments conducted each week?
7
' ““ addlti °" al
is not available a„U prevents
full implementation of the SRP •Biology m your school?
a),
c) d)
_b)
e) f)
thank you very much for your cooperation.
YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS VITAL TOBARDS THE IMPROVEMENT OF SCIENCE
EDUCATION IN KENYA.
appendix c
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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TEACHER DLESTTOWAIRE
SELECTED SECONDARY SCHOOLS OE THE REPUBLIC OE KENYA
The purpose of this ’ue't iQmH>”' ,• . .
Schoo 1 Science Prelect Ciolocy' T^'^ c°v°t.lZ *?t? rR*artinS **fcllowino ama= of the =ro a-i __ . ' I ;jlll-c— 1°n vill cover the
wxr^fy
:
»*»«*•*.
f°r «» .ns
,
1,,R
'f
nf to kno. v your attitudes about the SSP Piolcnv Proiert Th-dafa collrctod in this
-tudv win h-in -ho *' , q/ ^°-1ccb - e
develoners/researchers ^ach£*
n °llcy "akers
-
curricula
ccd * t ’ i—3—i -T. , i . _,:er eouca^ors , ccnrd'’ m +'-’>'« n-f 4-u,oSSP Biology, anti authors of science rr : h
f-r-.,
.
oux -uul. n»„ urlQlS maKP GT i prriwp Hpri pi nnctowards improved and relevant ^ri-.nr-o i <, ' , oecis o s
All th information will 'he
add any information pertinent to this study which you consider LseSill.
hv n .r^f^
SC f
j;
11
.
reotjnsted demographic information on Section Aby putting a tick (v-')in the appropriate snacc- provided next to each
rtr°rrJh
n ‘ ^ subsccuent actions (Ell), statements arc nrovid.-d which
te-chi^ *T» ?a*Sr0an aCnvitics - l-^atory, teacher in scSS oSSiv,aching methods, assessment 0f l.-Qrnrrs ficld f_, , _ ’ Dl
c
-' c lvl
e «* ln - -
'll.
wCC 10n J
- teouires bri.-f statements while very few Questionsin this section need some ticking and fill in information.
'
imnrn
Y°Ur aon
^
rib^i° n in This research study is very important towards thep ovement of science curricula development in the schools of Kenya Thrtime you put into answering this Questionnaire is sincerely appreciated.
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SFCJJON A; pr^raii mnr-'sn ."
i
w ~ ’ •*- P l -Di - • >.-» P-J T'TO' 'hT^m a « V. ».
=—
J M
- 0f
- a, IP FAHK^ROUfO
'Jam- of sccondarv school
_
Total
-nrollmonf of SSP &ioJooy students
in urban area
~ ”
—
iris, coeaucati.cn,
boarriifSn
rj „
—
-
1/ secondary school
The secondary school is for
« tick net tc »ct that arm;- to your school.)
This secondary school is: 5oytrrt,on. aided unoid.d
private
_day/boarding.
(Put a tick next to cech that apply to your school.
According to the Kenyan government grading of Four Fbint Scale,
this secondary school is: A g c D
Dsto of birth
I was born in
PEF5R.JAL DATA
Aar Sex M
Kenya,
of '-he world
,
ol^eee specify
_o J"her carts
_Keny»:
,
+ h r
f-V post secondary education ;as in
country- both. If another country was involved, specify the;
name of thr- country
9
.
ID.
11
.
1 ?.
12
.
14.
My primary subject area is
k'a+: h
. Gooornnhv
,
_Biology
,
'.ysics
,
other.
'•V academic nullification or special studies of subject matter
concentration (i.o.
,
Higher School Certificate, University, Teacnrr
Training Collocc, dinlcma or decree in)
I am citiz n: Vet
naturalization.
J'-'o . I
r yes
,
by bir4-
If fJO
,
ny contract ends in
I intend to ronri/ ny contract
Total y°arc of t.-a^hinr- sci'-nc-
Don’t i'novv
ember of ycarc '-'achinn at rrni. nt snconcary school
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is.
17
.
in.
19
.
?o.
pi.
.years.
I have taught in Kenya secondary school for
I have taLTiht biology for
.years
I have taught the SSP Biology e or years.
I have taught the QSCS/Nuf'iald Bio]ogy for Yna«.
I have aught elseviherr r
— (sDrcify hhe kind of school
and country) for years.
Total number of SSP toachor ir>- E :rvicc courses amended
Dates attended
I teach these subjects!
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SfUION g. Oa.FT-I^s ANH ^-.ncco.v nr TMr ccr
‘*it
5 ****** brst ^scribes yourfhc follcving statrn-n^s: Pi;..-,
V'*'
' ali th “ statements. Tick n-
i
Y
£ -^-jLL" T- for Each statement.
Key: AS = Agre~ Strongly
A = Agree
0 = Disagree
= Disagree Strongly
1. The SSP Biology courses encouraoc rhedevelopment of scientific thinking
P. The course contents arc rcl-vant f ulife situations, particularly in Ea=t
Africa.
3. I like the discovcry-inouiry approach
of thn SSP Eiolooy,
Th„\ SSP Biology courses nmohasiz-
major concepts rather *hcn isol 2hcd
facts.
Ne.v concents in the SSP Biclog-/ ho:<t-
books depend upon concents prusnn't- ci
in earlier chapters.
6. The- textbooks show adcruatcly that
soirntific knowledge is alwavs
expanding.
The SSP Biology content and knowledge:
help teachers and students to under--
t'hrir ^nvirennenf.
0. The- SSP oiolcgv cfcicchi'
unri nrstood.
:s ar r > easily
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X
T)
c
J
u
LO
0)
CJ
U
Cl
<
1
u
Ci
<
c
O
L,
C?
(D
tT.
•H
c
1
1
X
6
c
i !
1 1
c
i
lm L S^
nCl
t
°f thG Class lecturing
-• e s udcnts about biology ir. rcncrnl,
2 * 1 ^ncc^reno my students - 0 ask questions
-
1. I.c.t of <-he class *ime is soont with molecturing about the SSP Biology.
I require my students t0 nxnl.ein the
meaning of certain ooncents i n tk^ir
°wn words which they have learned inthe SSP Eiology text books.
I teach and follow closely the SSP
Biology curriculun
5. I ask my students to cony into their
notebooks my Ic-cture not GS and
memorize them. 1
i
/. I risk my students questions which rake 1them think about sucoerting evidence
behind each statement in their SSP
Biology textbooks.
!
—j
c. In ny class students carry on
demonstrations themselves in the
classroom with little narticinc'-ion
from me.
!
r
1
1
i
i
<
-—f
j
5. The benonstrations the students dr.
are from the SSP Biology texts.’
1-
J !1 <1i
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S^njION P; ssp PTnunnY RECCING Air rmA Ppaptmc
5
i-
V
2
03
5)
<
Agre
i
C;
O
h 1
5 1a
i
»
£
j
to «
5 i
£
u .
s
1. Su^fici=nt books, reference books, anti
magazines are a ailable for student s* f
and teachers' further reading.
—
2. The manner in which the SSP biolcnv
concepts and ideas are presented
stimulates me to read beyond what
students' textbooks and teacher
guides say.
3. ‘Vhen students are reading the textbooks,
I encourage them to think of the maior
concepts.
4. I provide my students with current
scientific experiments to read and
discuss the oroceriures.
S. The SSP Biology t-'-tbooks, teachers’
guides, teachers' notes are the
only sources of biological issu.s *-h-it
are discussed in my class.
1
|
i
i
i
!
S, The SSP Biology enables students, to know
better scientific methods in which hypotheses
arc developed and 4"ested.
r—
J
{ 4
1
« <
?. The SSP Biology Protect appears tr he toe
hard for mos*- of my students. 1
t 1
f, A s*-ucon J ' comr-s *"0 understand the lift
science? through participation, instead of
amassing and memorizing isolcr-r! ir -
formation in a singln textbook.
j
]
f
1
1
!
!
1
1 i
; i
;
1
1
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SrTTIQN Tmf eRp gjgL0Gy ^P^IMrf,Tc
1
. The instructions for the experiments are
easy for the majority of t hCr students t 0
understand.
The aims of experiments are clear and cause.
s udent s to think and ask intelligible
questions.
The students soend time before each
laboratory experiment in detormininn
^he purpose of an experiment.
4
-
If is mY to explain step by step
what my students are supposed t0 do ' in
all the experiments.
For c”-h experiment that my students
carry out, they make records of
-'heir
data during the time of observation.
6. I provide my students sufficient him.-;
to analyze and tn make conclusions nn
their data obtained in thE laboratory
experiments.
I ask my students to design
their own experiments.
S. I answer most of thn students' Questions
concerning laboratory experiments by
asking them oucstions.
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SgTI0N F: ™E S5P BTHingy 0P,-,y:T7rr> *- ELD T^TPC
X
o
u
4-
w
ii-
C
J~
c?
<
i-
cn
<
•J
L.
C;
X
10
•rl
o
j
X
j
E
1
C
t-
cc
9
L
a
m
o
1. Organizing and leading fir.ld +-rin- fnr
5SP Biology is a stimulate
experience.
. X nn.oy teaching the course bacaus'
i*- is possible to relate what i Etaught in class (theory) t 0 actual
practical experience in the field.
3. My students actually collect anr, study
living organisms which they know and
^hose organisms that they don't know.
a. Organized field trips toa much
time t 0 arrange- and it is i waste of
students' and teachers' time.
3. It is better for students h 0
sketches or drawings from th- specimen*
of leaves or insects which they
collect by themselves instead of merely
conyinn from books or blackboards.
o. I do ncr^ know many of fhe
organisms in fhe local ^nviromcn4*
,
1
?
7. Thor'- should be considerable in\ cstigatinh
of locally available nlar*-s anr 1 animals.
I
1
«
:
r
i
5
j
1
3. Visits t n farms
,
hospitals, mus'u-s,
zoos, natural histcrv reserves,
industrial sites, end ecological
environments should he continually
encouraged.
—
j
i
i
<
i
I
1
!
i
i
1
i
f rom time to time trgehers arc re--
5*Tic‘r: ri by thp syllabus from t nr
"inisfry of Hinbp" Bcuc-tion in
trying to ai\- o--;n one- rri field
nxnerimrnts.
I
— c
1
1
i
J
1
i
L
f
!
!
j
i
<
j
r
j
!
i
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10 U G 53 P Fin I nnv
“5Ts AN1 QF eT'JOF^rr I rftB rr- r
i. ‘tost of my tests include the things
which the students have learned inf be laboratory.
i.bst of my tests only include wh.-’t
the students have learned in the"
ESP Biology textbooks.
3
.
I.’ost of my test s/excr.:s ask the
students to writs out definitions of
biological terms.
'bst of my tests include a combination
of multiple choice
,
short answer,
ma^chinc, and fill in tpst/exam"
,
ins ead of mostly lonn essay
examinations.
During each term, I often nivc marks
*"o my students for their ESP Biolnrv
reports, projects, and student
demonstrations.
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SSrTIQN H: THE ggp 3T.1|J3py r F-’.r' :n n
•VICE COURSE^
1
. I think t'g~<- th-> t-T-pi.™. r
-nCt...r ln-ssrvicc
courses nave provieiec me vvi+-;i adeeper knowledge of how hpurHr^ic
teaching methods are ho be innl™cnh ec
nnTn^ u
nser ' ic‘. ccur5n? arree
-vith the
. alosophy and ob'ccfivcs of tl-.n 35 p
Biology Prr: i Get
,
All secondary school scienc;
Kenya should receive inserv:
in SEP Biology Dhilosonhy
'‘eachors in
ci
: training
*" hE ir,service training off ho oSP Biclogy and Traditional Biology
would be much mors beneficial to both
learners and teachers.
Thp orosent in-service courses ere i oc
shor-*- ar.d there should be supol;.- rented
with regular short refresher courses
The SSP Biology could be tauc^t
Effectively without extensive l.-borctorv
RXDsrimcn s os strroncrly rr c or. i'Tinned in
many in-servico courses.
Although I have gone through a fr;v ->
SSP tr-aehor inscrvice courses, many
times I find myself emrlio.sizino
lecturing ins'- "ad of laboratory and
investigative nature of the SSP Eiclogv.
The SSP Biology Pro.icct inscrvic.. courses
rrfl of the ourrnot trend ir, :-!-r> ]if t .
science s '.viinre s*Tong p-.rhici- vHon :jv
the learner is encouraged.
I would i.xKp J~O SCO the SEP in^nrjy
teacher irscr'lcr ccursvc nr-.-
’-.asic ••
hov; *-Q ctcveloe objective etc
.hst Oi htr CSP Sitlngy ^ '*,c rrr p?
inadeguatcly trained in hn. in r\r.r
I
.
— h-i ft -
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SgTIDN I : TMr cSF nIn , ppy TEACHER PH I ru no ^ INSp^, ION
1
‘ Lp^n
1
t
hat the insnccfion of the
wS Biology teaching is of good
nuality.
|tere often a veor goes by without anyinspector visiting my school.
;Vhen an inspector visits my school,
he/she usually provides me with
constructive feedback of how to
improve enquiry methods of teaching
1 cio net favour freouent
visits to my classroom by an SSP
Biology inspector because I know my iob
Whenever an inspector visits mv class-
room, he/she examines ~iy lesson plans,
laboratory plans, and field trio plans.
6
. Many SSP Biology inspectors strongly
encourage active participation of
students in the teaching/lcarnino
process.
Some inspectors are not concerned
about what teaching methods I use so
long as most students nass thg f-v\p[r
(SSP Biology) exam at the end of
fourth year.
6. The ESP Biology tcachorr
in my school observe each other and
then provide each other with con-
structive criticisms of th- discovery/
ennuiry/invention methods of tecching.
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SSgN J! ***"” ^ ^ - nninnv m,ce~
1- W do you like about thl_ S5P Bio2ogy?
what do you dislike n09 <- abr,ut thc S£P Biolocy?
n. What re your definitions of these t<
classroom teaching?
3 ) Discovery method
o - <rms as you employ ^hrm in your
c) Scientific method
a
- Do the SSF Eioloqy cours-3 need improvement? Yes
I r yes
, what kind of improvement would you suggest?
a)J__
bL-
.
~
?. a) State briefly what you lit- met about oroanizing and lr-ading field
trips: i
)
ii
)
_
iii)
b) State brio’ ly .vhat you disli-
-e- 4- abou 4- organipiog and leadinn
field trios: i)
S. ’Vh.pt arc your f .ivourj. 4- •= m^t hr.de frr f'achino biolcoy’
259
7
- Describe briefly the rr
your school
:
a) Hen-/ arc they conducted?
manner and fre 'ouency of laboratory experiments in
bj How many times do you conduct lab. experiments each week?
8. Descrube briefly how you an. your students use the Biology books, lab
manuals, and lab equipment.
a) Biology text cook
b) Lab manuals
c) Equipment
Vhat additional laboratory equipment is not available and prevents full
implementation of the SSP Biology in your school? a)
b)
- _c)
f).
10. Textbooks:
a) Please list sewe biology textbooks you are currently using (excludir
^SP Biology Books 1-4 ) giving the author, publisher, dates:
ii
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n. "'hFru do you obtain the ideas for
a ) ^roro a Inb manual Yop
Teacher made cxnerin -r.tr-? yes
c) Dons the textbook you ( .c , for
your
Me
bhe e]
labora^nry exnerirrnt^ 9
__
-Mo
ass have a lab manual?
• usu .vnte dov.'n ^hc J:i+:3 l
thF publisher and year
and author of your lob manual, include
c) If <-hc oxor
i
:
intents you us
_ CJrr fr3r;l 0l-h[ :r sources, nleast list- the
^l r ase indicate the number of rach
Comnound microscope
niece of ecuioment you have in your lab.
Dissecting scope
Over.
Sterilizer
Incubst or
Rnfrigarati
,r
Gunscn burners
Aquarium
Ccnt-rifuge
Pressure ccohers
Dthor
TK , \:k YOU VESy MUC; . j-qR yqup ccOPERATICr. 1
,
To
-
I; PlOVCfF'-.T OF 3CIFTCF FT-UDATJO!!.
vein co.'.TtiEUTinr: is vital ro'v.TiOs
APPENDIX D
VARIOUS INFORMATION ABOUT THE SSP
BIOLOGY SCHOOLS VISITED
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appendix e
LIST OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY MAKERS
GROUPS I AND II
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APPENDIX
E.
GROUP
I:
EDUCATIONAL
POLICY
MAKERS
AT
HIGHER
INSTITUTIONS
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APPENDIX F
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE SSP
BIOLOGY SCHOOLS VISITED
268
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TELEaRAAB:
TELCPHONE:
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
-VARSITY- NAIROBI
NAIROBI 334244
3372S3/4
R.O. hi 301*7
NAIROBI. KENYA
June 19, 1980
The Heac±»a?ter,
Gitbtnu High School
P.0. Box 4.68
,
THHA, Kenya.
Doar Headmaster,
-life Science
* doctoral research study entitled
ScSce^wSiTiT A of * SecondarySchoolscience Project-B ology-. This study is for the Oniversitv at
^SifaSTi
3
?*
S‘ AL) Wfaa” 1 “ =«™tly a doctoral candidfta ofc^riiali* development in science education. The stuoy has been
o
tha P^ldent, Institute fo^Develoment
Instlt^^r
HHlt74 ?f SilTobi, Kenyatta Onivereity College, Kenyanstitu e of Sducation, and the National Council for Science!^Technology as a relevant research towards the inprovement^ of sciencecyrriculu* development in Kenya. mn
,r, ,
15* 'rU1 ant'111 visiting selected SSP-3iology secondarychoo s
,
of which your school has been choman. During the visit I plan
fsspSS^ questionnaires to about 20 randomly selectedIn Ftor. n (grade 10), and also about 20 randomly
111 ?<3n 17 (sr3d8 l2) * Also
» tha teachers teaching
“T” 1X1 ?0™9 H and 17 will answer prepared teacher
2dStS*iT?l
9\ ^^laa ’ th° headmaster and the head of scienceinterview is anticipated not to take
t'Xen
^
7 ^nutes * ^ tha information collected in this researchstudy will be treated with strict confidence.
I shall be visiting your school in the morning of Thursday.0^,26, 1980. I anticipate to finish the administration of questionnairesind interviews semetime in the afternoon.
assistance and facilitation 70U provide in this research study
Jr
11 ^ sincerely appreciated. Tour contribution will be vital towards
th*i*Provs*ent of science education in Kenya. In case you will not be
around when I visit your school, please inform your deputy headmaster to
assist no 091 your behxLf# Thjmk you very such*
Sincerely yours f
Michael K. Koech
270
githumu secondary school
Ref. No
P. O. Box 468.
THIfCA, Kenya
n 2ctii JuneDa '9 19..V.C.,
t
SSI S.’teijg ing on i —
7
_to jp
for half tern
coninj on jour
(Til. ki:Zu:i)
H3.TDf.l_L3TZE
GITHTJ1JJ HUH 5CMOOT
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UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
TELEQRAMS: "VARSITY” NAIROBI
TELEPHONE: NAIROBI 334244
P O. 3o« 30197
3372*3/4
NAIROBI. KENYA
Th® Headmaster July 15 , 19Q0
Cardinal Otunga Sac. School
P* 0. Box 520
KISH, Kenya.
Doar Headmaster
:
I Mi presently conducting a doctoral research study entitled "Life Sc ; e---Curriculuns in Kenya: A Study of a Secondary Scnool Science Pro ject-3iolo r/
' ""
'-hi
s
•tudy is for the University of Massachusetts (U.S.A.) snare I am currently a docto-alcandidate of curricula development in science education. The study nas b-orapproved by the Office of the President, Institute for Development Stuaiai at theUniversity of Sairooi, Kenyatta University College, Kenya Institute of education andtae national Council for Science and Tecnnology as a relevant research to-ardc theimprovement of science curriculum development in Kenya.
The study sill entail visiting selected SSP-Biology secondary scnoole, of unionyour scnool has been chosen. During t.ne visit I plan to administer prepared
questionnaire to about 20 randomly selected SSP 3io!ogy students in Pom II (-race ID'
and about 20 randomly selected atusonts in form IV (graae 12). It would be very
convenient, faster, and economical if we can have the two grouts (20 Porn II '
4
am
20 rorm IV' s) in one room so that I can administer tns questionnaire s at one vne.
T.ois procedure has worked well in the schools I have visited. Tne stucer.t quest, omair
1 i bo twoan ^0 And pO mi nut® s.
Also, t.ne teachere tsacning SS? Biology courses in Pores II ar.d IV will answer
prepared teacner questionnaires. In addition, the headmaster arc the nsid of s i o 1 c .-*
department will be interviewed, sacs interview is anticipated to take about 20 minutes.
All information collected in this researen study will be treated with strict
confidence
.
I snail be visiting your sc.nool on Friday July 25
,
1930.
All assistance and facilitation you provide in this research study will ce
sincerely aopreciated. Your contribution will be vital towards the improvement
of science education in Ken/a. In case you will not be around wr.en I visit ’our
scnool, please inform your deputy neaamaster to assist me on your oert.if.
you vary muca.
sincerely yours,
Vicnael '<. Koec.n
272
MOSOCHO
P. O. Box 520
KISIL
Mr. M.X. Xoech,
1.7.3 University of Nairobi,P.0. Box 30197,
Nairobi.
18-7-30.
Dear Sir,
YOUR RBOUBST T>r YOUR LSTgER OB 15-7
-Bn.
es'kSES- a-w BfRw
you, Sa^fH/T/S1^ LeSlS| “ “ 13 *•
Please let ne know.
Yours sincerely,
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UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
INSTITUTE FOB DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
TELEGRAM*: “VARSITY" NAIROBI
TELEPHONE: NAIROBI 3342A4
337393/4
The Headmistress
Kipsigis G. H. School
?. 0. Box 194
KHHICHO, Kenya
P.O. Sox 30197
NAIROBI. KENYA
July 15, 1980
Dear Headmistress 1
I aa presently conducting a doctoral research study entitled "Life Science
<“"rrl3u lua* In Kenya: A Study of a Secondary School Science rro jact-3ioio j'
' . lai-
study is for taa University of Massachusetts (U.S.A.) waere I a^ currently ’
1
.octoral
candidate of curriculum development in science education. Xha study naa 0 ir:
approved sy the Office of the President, Institute for Gevelooment otuciei at tr.e
university of .'iairooi, Kenyatta University College, Kenya Institute of education, and
t:ie .iatior.ai Council for ocience and feennoiogy as a relevant researen to <ar : 1 the
improvement of science curricula* development in Kenya.
Cne study will entail visiting selected SSP-Bioiory secondary schools, of writer,
y'ur sc.nool nas boon caosen. During tie visit I plan to aim.nister precar eo
questionnaire to scout 20 randomly selected aS? Bio.ogy stuesnts in form II .-race 1C
'
,
a-.a aocut 20 randomly selected stuaar.ta in Form IV v graae 12). It would be very
convenient, faster, and economical if we can have cne two rroucs (20 7orm II o a.vi
20 Form IV 1 s) in one r">.jm so that I can administer tne questionnaires at cne time.
Inis procedure has worxed wall in the schools I nave visited. Ihe student - vjt . c n r.t. i
r
will taws between “*0 and pO minutes.
Also, the teacnere teacning oS? Biology courses in Forms II and TV will msv-r
prepared teacher questionnaires. Ir. addition, tne headmaster and the nei. oic.or;
department will be interviewed, eac.n interview is anticioatoc to taxs aco.t 20 minutes.
Al. information col. acted in tnis research study wiil be treated with strict
co:_'icenc».
I snail be visiting your school on Monday July 21, 1980.
All assistance ami facilitxtur. you provide in this research study «.1_ -a
sincerely appreciated. Your contribution will bo vital towards tne improvement
of science education in Ken. a. In case you will not te around wr.en I visit your
senool, pieaio i.tform your deputy noacmaster to assist me on your ceu.lf. I nan:;
jou very mucu.
MiC.tasl K Acecr.
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UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUOIES
TELEGRAMS. "VARSITY" NAIROBI
TELEPHONE: NAIROBI 3342*4
Tha Headmaster xntnjA
Tenwok: Secondary School
P» 0. Sox 49
BGRET
, Kenya
Dear Headmaster
:
I am presently conducting a doctoral research study entitled 'Life Science
Curriculum* in Kenya: A Stuay of a Secondary School Science Project-3ioiogy J
. TVs
•tudy i* for the University of Massachusetts (U.S.A.) where I aA currently a doctoral
candidate of curricu.ua development in science education. The study has beer,
approved by the Office of the President, Institute for Development Studies at the
University of^Hairooi, Ke.nyatta University College, Kenya Institute of nauca lion, and
tno National Council for Science and Teconology as a relevant research toward* the
improvement of science curriculum asvelopment in Kenya.
Tno study will entail visiting selected SSP-3iolo~y secondary sc cools, of wnicr:
yo-u- ac.nool has been cnosen. During the visit I plan to acmimster prepared
questionnaire to about 20 randomly selected SS? 3ioiogy students in form II (gr aa 3 1C ;
,
ana about 20 randomly selected stuaents in form IV ^g.-aae 12). It would be very
convenient, faster, and economical if we can have the two groups (20 Form II' 1 ar.d
20 Form IV s) in one room so that I can administer the questionnaires at one time.
This procedure has worxed well in the so.nools I have visitea. The student questionnaire
will take between and jQ minutes.
Alao, the teachers tsaening SS? Biology courses in Forms II and IV will answer
prepared teacher questionnaires. In adaition, the headmaster ar.d the neat of biclo,:y
department will be interviewed, each interview is anticipated to take about 20 minutes.
All information collected in tnis researcn study will be treated with street
conficonce.
I shall be visiting your senool on Thursday July 24, 1980.
All assistance and facilitation you provide in this rese*rcn study will bo
sincerely appreciated. Tour contribution will be vital towards ine improvement
of science education in Ken>a. In case you will not be arour.d wnen I visit your
senool, plo»sa inform your deputy neadmastsr to assist me on your oenalf. Thane
you vary muca.
July 15. I960
P O. Boa 30197
NAIROBI. KENYA
Micnasl K. Koecr.
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UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
TILIORAASB: "VARSITY” NAIROBI
TILIRHONC: NAIROBI XM244
XSTI93J*
Tha doacmaster
iUgumo dign School
l5 • 0. Bo* 69
KIGANJO, Konya
August 28th.,
*0. So. »t»7
NAIROBI. KENYA
1980
Daax Headmaster 1
I aa proaontly conducting a doctoral research study ontitlod "Li To Sciar.csCurrioulums in Konya: A Study of a Secondary Sc.nool Scionca Project-Biology*. This
th “ Ualv *rslt/ of Massachusetts C-.S.A.) where I am currently a doctoral
candidate of curricuiun development in scionca education. The study has oaan
approved by the Office of tha President, Institute for Development Studies at the
University of Nairooi, Kenyatta University College, Kenya Institute of education, andthe llational Council for Science and lecnnology as a relevant research towards the
improvement of science curriculum development in Kenya.
The study will entail visiting selected SSP-iioiogy secondary schools, of wnicn
your school has bean chosen. During tno visit I p.a.o to administer prepared
questionnaire to about 20 randomly selected SSP 3io.ogy students in form II (grace 10),
and about 20 randomly selected students in form IV (grade 12). It would be very
convenient, faster, and economical if we can have the two groups (20 Porn II' s and
20 form IV' s) in one room so that I can administer tna questionnaires at one time.
This procedure has worked wall in the schools I nave visited. Tna student questionnaireill take between 40 and jjO minutes.
Also, the teachers teacning SS? Biology courses in forms II and IV will answer
prepared teacher questionnaires. In addition, the headmaster and tha head of bislogy
department will be interviewed, eac.n interview is anticipated to take about 20 minutes.
All information collected in this research study wiil be treated with strict
oonfidonce
.
I shall be visiting your senool on Wedne.day Septemoor Jrd.. 1980.
All tiilitanc® And facilitation you provide m tnit rasa .r :a study ^ill b®
incerely appreciated. Your contribution *111 be vital towards tno improvement
•cloaca education in Kon>a, In caao you will r.ot 70 around *nan I visit your
chool, oloaso inform your deputy neaanaster to assist no 3n your zonal f. Than*
you vary muca.
Mi tna el <. Kcacn
APPENDIX G
THE NEW BIOLOGY "O" LEVEL SYLLABUS
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BIOLOGY
"P-LEVEL" 5VTT Vs
Tntroduction
:
tn ,
Bl0l
°p has its main objective the * ,h^k^g through student e»eMentation JS
deVelo?aent <* Scientific
th^ I7 °! Wel1 “ content knowledge ?' S?
**““atl°n wild test this
s s-ss*
“ ’U*” " f0Ur IMr “““
‘O * t.u*t „ t„
to the”Lyrj^"eneJnd^C&Srt2VCh”? ^ bi°losy leaiL^
^he ff^rLdt:;i:ftL c
b
:r„:
r
ss
sed
end urban communities in East Africa.
* 6056 releVarlt to lire within rural
-P:^ssj^vs ;s: — ^d atforming a basis for further studies. TM a orPcniscs as well asin the skills and knowledge of the first cycle 6 aSSUnes 8 thorough grounding
The Syllabus Trill be examined by THREE compulso^ papers.
PaPer 1
- £ hours (80 Barks).
S~tW"* !
(40 narks)
Section B : 4 to 6 short ohsner questions («j oarks )Paper 2 - 0 hn„r, (80 marks)
Section A : 2 compulse^ essay-type’ questions.
Section B : A choice of 2 out of 3 ‘essay type'
questions.
Paper 3 - l4 hours. (40 marks)
baS6d °D PraCtic^
-o* curing
SStI0^“ie The -te^her is— *•comprehensive scheme of rork for the rrhole cySe! ^ 3UbSe ^Uently a^ e «
ex^~rV>^_ cy^~4LS> V'-c,^pnS ^c_x P"
1 • /U^4. ( K' Kt_9_ c^Le-.' CQ_ l t&>-
-y
" M-'-*- 1 K j^-G_ C-<ru^J}7 o 4i-cw —
5
.
,U ' A^Se.v4vr-H /
1J1—AsxS
:
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OBJECTIVES OF TUB COUPEE
Pr i
A. OVERALL
-o prepare the students for life in their
cacmunity and for further studies.
3
. G^EBAL (BROADS OBJECTIVES: The main objectives
in Kenya are : —
of biology education
(a) To lead to an understanding of biological processes
anis al a •
plants and
0>) -o lead to an understanding of the
nan in relation to his environment
between nan and the environment.
social and individual nature of
and especially the interactions
(c) To leed to an understanding of the
and animals.
in^errelctionsiiips between plants
U)
(e)
To develop scientific thinking and skills through experiments.
To create a rreoter awareness of the
life in rural end urban coenunities.
relevance of school biology to the
(f) To enhance a desire and willingness to use the biological feowledee
understanding and skills gained in school in order to ploy a partthe c oq.71unity. H ^ p in
(p) To^build a flexibility in attitude, and adaptability to changing
situations and circumstances in the community.
(h) To build confidence and couraee, and to enable the students to faceproblems and offer realistic solutions.
(i) To develop a practical approach in the solving of problems.
(j) To create a greater Interest in the students towards some aspects ofbiology as a means of recreation and to Science in general.
(k) .o create a desire to continue learning and carrying our investigations
in biology.
(l) To create an awareness of the value of co-operation as a means to
solving problems.
(m) To develop the ability to communicate biological information.
(n) To develop a concern and respect for life.
C
.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
To achieve these broad objectives, this bioloey course has been
developed with the following specific objectives ir. mind.
To emphasise, whenever possible, biological principles and problems
relating to agriculture, economics, nutrition, health and natural
resources.
(i)
279
(iii)
(iv)
M
practical «*.' Such «rperi-e- a'lh’Sfb
l
”
.
a"'1 °P"1 ‘troucb
-.3
-~M *• •“• *•
t^7Trl*!ically?
3ti£‘tl“J iesl =”*a challen^ the ,tu4,„t, t .
(The leader should get involved in one or core of theof scientific skills such as obseirirf-
-easurirf T P f°
Cesses
recording, classifvd - „ < r,e , g ’ e-urxng calculating,“
"I” t****** hlTCthaca/'0 Use ainPle laooratory equipment.)
1
°
SS«"X Pr°ierts “ d - M.n,(
(Students should also be encouraged to visit i t .
share work with then so that thev cay rain ^ ^ ****social problems and biological principled) experience of
To employ as far as possible, local t Y,-ria, ...
which are familiar to the student J.
mustretions
( * a^ e students out of doors e-*
study of plants and animals in their na^rl
^ ^ enC0Urace the
local projects, experimental stations dd o^her'T^'g^interest so as to gain first-hand information °ff . edxicatio™1between biology taurH in th* ° the *rap^ c ught e class-roo- and a-plied biology.)
D. TEPirC.'AL OBJECTIVES
At the end of the course, the students should be able to:
1. Demonstrate acquisition of knowledge and unde-t
-g-'ine of v •biological principles. ln£' ^esic
2. Identify problems.
3. Recall facts appropriate to a problem or situation.
4. Relate biological facts and principles to or.e another.
5. Derive principles from related facts.
6. Recognise the biological princ’-le« .e - .yi . imol.cc
_n a describee situation.
7. Design experiments.
8.
Analyse date.
9.
10
.
11
.
12 .
Interpret data.
Predict results in a given situation.
Dra.. conclusion from deta or experiments
A.tempt to formulate hypotheses related to local ^o'ocical
p rob 1 em s
.
Test hypotheses.13.
280
14
. Evaluate Tor specific purposes,
situations.
methods, ecuipr.er.'
15
.
16
.
17
.
Evaluate data in terms of accurac
Organise factual information in a
Suerest solutions to simple local
health problems.
v, relevance nr.fi
original T7ey.
biolod-cal, bbt :
' and
suitability,
.cultural, and
281
DETAILED SYLL £ T3T»C
FIRST CYCLE
:
lml CLASSITICATIq:: of LIVr?S TKIh'CS
Characteristics of living things mrc
e**«1 "‘“‘pi*. *f^n^SS
' £\?
a^d/or use of a dichotonous key. Construction
1.2 ictcroscope
T.ne microscope
,
its purpose and how to use it.
1.3 THE r.T.T.
orpan fonaatioa and tody systems Cell ~o2-i r
J
foi^ atio".
for special functions. Rigidity Ln pl^nt «U ^ V “Pulsationplesaolysis. Diffusion, osmosis and dialysis ''"i^is f™ 5SUr*knowledge of mitosis); nonzal cell division L ^1/
1.4 CR07.TH AVD DEVELOP* rr~ 77’
Concept of growth. Mention of plant and moulting horoones
“S' wrainanon of nanec examples of seeds:-
- Conditions necessary for the gemination of seeds. Conditions
'
necessary for the healthy growth of .-edl>nr« * •
metamorohosis (exaanle • the hon. °--.-lete and incomplete
<™=»«pper). ^^**5 "= the *•««“•*'
1.5 THE SOIL
Soil formation. Structure and composition of soil: soil texturesoil constituents, physical and chemical ororert’es o- ~
Son ^d
£ °n ^ S °ediU= °f P^f andlnW S;.
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oo^l fertility and its conser/etion:-
“ Characteristics of a fertile soil. Maintenance of a fertilesoil.
-Oil erosion, types, causes and prevention. Role of
micro-organisms and the nitrogen cycle. Man's activity in*
relation to soil fertility.
Role of commercial and organic fertilisers in soil fert*li*v and
conservation. ‘ c-x .y -.tt soil
1.6
ENZYMES
Meaning and source of enzymes,
and distinction between enzymes
Experiments usin.n enzvnes.
Characteristics (properties) of enzymes
and horn one s. importance of en zyz.% s
.
1.7 5COICO
Y
1
Candidates should carr; out at least one 0p t;„„ following simile
ecological projects:-
(i) Comparison of finals and plants in two different habitats.
(ii)
*ninal and plant populations in one natural habitatin relation to their environmental conditions. ’
( iii) A study of a simple animal species or a single plant speciesm relation to the ecological factors.
*
appropriated-
^ "" Pr° j#etS
'
th* be included whe re
(a) Recognition and identification of organisms in a habitat.
(l>)
hlbitlt!^
18 bi °l0cical ke
-
V3 t0 identify organisms in the
( c) Measurement of temperature, humidity, pi:, soil water contentlight intensity, soil layers, wind. ’
(d) Recognition of biological sources of food i.e. primal producersprimary consumers, secondary consumers and tertiary consumers!
(0)
food ^rph^°
n °f inbe
^
ependence ^ secies - food chains and
MSilihrf*
Pyra
7
ld *“**««: PJ^id Of biomass; and biologicalequilibria.- i.e. interdependence of living things.
(f) Recognition of the influence of man and his activities on theenvironment.
rrjTRiric;;
The need for nutrition in living organisms. Llodes of nutiition:-
aut otrophic, saprophytic, parasitic, holophytic, symbiotic.
Different food types:-
The simple chemistry of carbohydrates, fats, oils and proteins.
Essential amino acids; vitamins and mineral salts. Rater.
Differences between animal proteins and plant proteins.
Plant Nutrition:-
hutrition in green plants'. The internal structure of a leafin relation to photosynthetic functions and the role of stomata
in the control of photosynthesis. Importance of the products of
photosynthesis. Mineral nutrition. Experiments illustrating the
conditions necessary for photosynthesis. Rater culture experiments.
Animal Nutrition
Sources of food and special adaptations of stce animals to their
diets. Balanced diet and nutritional .needs of the family.
Roughage: sources and importance. Special diet requirements in
relation to age, sex, and occupation. The need for digestion of
foods. Structure and functions of the digestive tract (alimentary
canal) including mouth, teeth and the process of peristalsis.
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- Associated d,,ds of the dicestive tract and their functions.
Th. role of the lieor to ” ““ “*«««•
1.9 F00D ST0?USS A.VD STOR/.q; cP-^ Ah-h
The need for food storage in plants and in animal* r .stored: carbohydrates, proteins, f ats r^tn- S-"--
f °° aS
salts. Orre-s o'* Y'nr.ei ’
'“-tc.,
—ins, mineralt ^a. . food storage - vegetative strictures, liver, shin.
1.10 REPhCSL’CTlO?:
Aserual reproduction in animals and plants:-
f °r-ati0r
- B“c°r/rhisonus. Buddingye »
.
.....ural veretative reproduction.
sbion of ojscxual re*' rnd’irf’ i • v *- •
natural and artificial.
"
‘ ece.a.ive propagation, both
Sexual reproduction in higher plants and animals :-
The structure and functions of the reproductive organs o'a mammal. wt- ui i
The role of the placenta (example - human) Fe-t« li-nti on
^plantation (exannle - mammal). Gestation ocr^d (nl^JEirth and parental care. ' v-a-naiian,.
Reproduction in an externally fertilised Vertebrate ( aaphibier/f ish)
Pollination: types and are.nts of pollinetie.n. *,c~'-ili- 2tion i nplants Seed and fruit formation. Dispersal of ‘ se^dirults. Types of fruits and seeds.
1.11
MATT Ai'D HIS ~ fyI p_Q"g
Population :-
-•actors regulating human populations i.e. healt
ra-e, food, space, pollution, natural disasters
and other artificial nethods.
Health:-
oirth and death
family planning
- Meaning of health. Causes of ill health. Diet i.e. effect
of diet on health; balanced diet; effects of under-*ouri*hment
and over-nourishment; common deficiency diseases, their s-.mrtoms
and control. Diseese causing organisms i.e. viruses, bacteriaprotozoe, rorms and fungi. Transmission of disease -
causing organisms i.e. nethods of transmission (nater borne,food, airborne, contect, arthropod vectors),
.''ethods of co-'rol
and prevention of:-
(e'> Waterborne diseases (Sources, storage, distribution maintenanc
of clean water supplies);
(b) Airborne diseese or droplet infection (contact: bv oerscnal
hygiene)
.
(c) Arthropod vectors (by control of vectors, immunisation i.e.
natural and artificial, m !, antisensis - bv use of*
antisentics
'
.
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(d) Contamination of food (proper handlir.,-;, storare cookirrand preparation) “» lm ,
of disease - Use of aedical services.’
““ d * ireatnent
Uses of natural resources j~
md°S.wLs*.
CCr
-Ce™ etlon ^ air
*
soU
,
water, forests, wildlife
Pests
- (Plant pests and vectors of human me a * \i
—
a., anc a.isal diseases)
(^.-.e biological, cultural and chenical control of C” r eve-mi «.from each of the follcrvinp three p-oups:-
~ X^Ple
(i) Locust, op hid, maize stalk-borer, cotton lynus or cottonStainer, rmnocerous bettle, cabbere butterfly, arcyworc.
(^0 Housefly nosouito tse-t^p^lv fioi- v,._ ,
blackly or sandfly,
36 Y ’ l0USe or ba»u S ,
(iii) V/heat rest (Puccinia), potato bright (rhytophthora)
,
coffeeberry disease ( CED) '* J
Zconoaic importance of the pests studied above.
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coup cycl? :
1 yf:: '-'!) HIT ET/IPy-—
—
n
Pests — (as in l.ll)
Use of Natural resources
- Pollution, its causes and control.
Population
— (as in l.ll).
11 should cerrj .t Loot „ ,r the follooL-.oSimple ecological projects:-
(i) Comparisons of plants in two different hesitate.
(i-O A Study of or.ir.al and plant peculations ir 0-» h vi + -
relation to their environmental conditions'.
(ill’! A study of 0 single animal species or a s' - rle nl*nt
i-n relation to the ecological factor!.
' ?
"* ‘‘h' ””J" : «* ««i* *• moludod rt.„
(e) Use of recognised methods of quantitative sam-ling.
(b) Use of recognised methods of collecting the sonnies.
(c) Use of recognised methods of ecological investigations.
They should include line or belt transects, cuadrats Ja-tureand recapture methods ‘ s ’ c v-
(d) Use of recognised methods of estimating frecuer.cy de^t-percentage cover. ‘ ‘ * - a-*a
(e) Measurement of temperature, humidity, pH, soil water contentlicht intensity, soil lavers and wind.
"
’
(f) the of ““ ««««•» «. *.h,
(r,') Secogration of adaptations of the organisms to the environment.
(h) Explanation of factors affecting livin'- 0-—is_"' in
-heir
environment (physical, climatic and biotic).
* " ‘
'ic-o - ORiiiriiy
Universal occurrence of micro-organisms and the conditions thatpromote their multiplication and dissemination. Economic is-ortar.ee
of micro-organisms:- "
- Me ro- organism 5 in foci storage ana smoilaee.
Traditional methods of preser.-ing foods e.g.
salting, smo’cin drying and use of honey.
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- f'odem methods of preserving food; e.,-
'’ree-ing
canning, pasteurization, radiation and use of “epical -Phvsioioo- of mcro-or^ias in relation to the different
methoda of preserving food. Micro-organisms and disease"
,^ruses ’ “^tena, protozoa and fungi). Beneficial
isicro-organisms in: —
- Caroon and nitrogen cycles. Food processing.
GAEEO’JS EXCiAEGE:
Geseous exchange between the external medium and organisms:-
- The need for gaseous exchange in living organises.
Gaseous exchange in animals. Gaseous exchange in
plants.
Breathing systems and mechanisms in aaoeba, an insect, an aaphibian
a fish, and in nsn. Factors affecting rates of breathing in man eg,
exercise, altitude. Characteristics of respirator-.’ surfaces.
RScPmno::
Definition of respiration. Importance of respiration. Respirationin animals and plants (mention of role of enzymes and ATP)
Aerobic and anaerobic respiration.
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
The need for a transport systen Ln living organises.
The mammalian transport systen, Including the structure and f'unctions
of the heart, the arteries, veins and capillaries (detailed cardiac
cycle not required). IJa structure and functions of blood.
Blood clotting and theipleyed by the liver in clotting. Elood clotting
end hae.nophilia. The lymphatic systen. The structure and function of
the transport systen in a young plant, and the naterials transported inhigher plants. Environmental factors affecting the rate of transpiration
in plants, the transpiration stream; The structure of the leaf in
relation to transpiration. The water cycle.
EXCR5TI0U
The need for excretion. Structure and function of the kidney, the
skin, and the lungs in mammalian excretion. The role of t re liver
in excretion. Excretion in plants.
HOMEOSTASIS
Definition and importance of hooeostasis. Tamerature regulation.
Blood ^ugar regulation in the body. Osmoregulation (water and salt
balance) in mammals.
RESFCYSE A* D BErLA'.rIC’"D
Response to a variety of external stimuli e.-. light, humid it v,
temperature, chemicals, food.
Tactile movements in invertebrates.
Growth experiments on roots (radicles' and stems (shocts);
Tropisms and plant growth hormones (auxins'.
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Co-ordination in nnmnals:-
Rfisp°nse 3 and their survival value. Control of resno-ses in
aysten
S
* sSl^T* •^ ^ ne™* The n'erv'ous
c«di«o„'riLir i°s,p^
ms "7" ““»=
+ v._, - ^,
3 * Tne oain region of the human brain andir . Unct-ons. Ihdocrine glands, their homones and functions.
Principie sense organs in a mammal (tongue, eve, ea-, nose s'-in)ine structure and , * 9 * * S ' -L ) •
and their correction.'
"
* ar‘d eaP ' C0^on evB Effects
2 * 9 Sl'PPOgr K:i) Loco; .r^- o: . r . A
-
:p :AIiS
The need for support and loconotio.n. The skeleton
aip^ung types end their related functions, ie-eral
mammalian skeleton. 3 lan of the
s..ape, ^support and movement of animals to their habitat--'
”
’
struc re^and
^
~n elation to bodvtu shape. Diverse structure factors i.e. sise weight andshare as they a. feet unicellular and multicellular orpaniraa.
"
2.10 r.’PPQPT r; PI.JJTS
The need for support in plants. The contribution of cell turgor tosupport in plants. The arrangement and roles of different tissuesof a plant m relation to support of the plant i.e. external ”Tinternal stmjc.u.^ of roots and in relation to their function.
2.11 GU’STICS
Variation within plant and animal species:- Ihvirdnmental and geneticcausal * actors. Natural selection, adaptation to environment and
mutation. The material of inheritance:- Chromosomes, DNA, genes(simply treated) Nitosis, neiosis and gamete formation. Sex chroaosones
end sex extermination m man. Honohybrid inheritance - Complete andincomplete dominance, work of Handel, Korgan and laws of inheritance.
• jlood groups, the rhesus factor, blood transfusion. Application
ox genetics in plant end aninal breeding*
2.12 rvoLUTio::
E% idence of evolution: fossils, comparative anatomy and embryology,
.heory cf natural selection - Adaption to environment. riw2u ui
Jlole of mutations in evolution. Charles
Darwins' ideas on evolution.
APPENDIX H
COMPLETE DATA ON STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO
ALL STATEMENTS (SECTIONS B-G)
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SECTION F: THE SSP BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTS
Opinions
by Sex ! ~Zo ^Pinions
® £ by Area
Opinions
by Grade
I like the SSP Biology Male
course because we ac- Female
tually study living
organisms (things) that
I know and which are new
to me
.
N= 196
N=205
95
127
I learn a great deal
about different kinds
of insects when I go
out m an organized
field trip to collect
insects
.
I enjoy going out to Male
collect living speci- Female
nens of animals aod
plants aod bring them
to the laboratory to
study.
Male N=196 87
Female N=20S 88
I like to use a hand
lens in sorting out
living things in the
laboratory into
various subsets.
Using a simple Key to
classify insects has
helped me in classi-
fying certain insects
which I did not know
before
.
I like field work be- Male
cause it enables me to Female
observe an animal or
plant behavior in
natural habitat.
It is better to make Male
sketches or drawings Female
from the specimen of
leaves or insects that
I collect instead of
Berely copying from
books or blackboards.
The SSP Biology courses Male
have increased my knowl- Female
edge of the East African
Flora aod Fauna.
N=196 109
N=20S 126
75 22
85 25
M=196 105
N=205 100
Male N=196 74
Female N=205 91
92 23
94 17
Male N=196 110 68 15
Female N=205 123 64 17
N=196
N=205
W=196
N=205
127
120
Rural N=289 162
Urban N= 1 1 1 60
Rural N=289 138 109
Urban N= 111 37 50
Rural N=289 148 111
Urban N=lll 57 41
Rural N=289 117 134 30
Urban N = 1 1 1 48 51 10
Rural N=289 175 94
Urban N=lll 57 38
Rural M=289 178 96
Urban N= 1 1 1 56 44
Rural N=289 180
Urban N=lll 67
Rural N=289 92 120 47 30
Urban N=1 1 1 26 49 24 12
Form II N=208
Form IV N=193
Form II N=208
Form IV N=193
Form II N=208
Form IV N = 1 9
3
Form II N=208
Form IV N= 193
Form II N=208 125
Form IV N=193 108
Form II N=208 121
Form IV N=193 114
Form II Jf=208 130
Form IV N= 193 117
Form II N=208 66
Form IV N=193 52
9. I would like to know
ore about insect
pests.
10. I like organizing the
data collected in the
field trips and making
scientific conclusions;
tbis attitude and behavior
•akes me feel like a real
biologist.
Male N=196 98
Female N=20S 110
Hale
Female
N= 1 96
N=205
104
118
Rural N=289 160 115 10
Urban N=lll 47 58 5
Rural N=289
Urban N=lll
171
50
Form II N=208 104
Form IV N= 193 104
Form II N=208 104
Form IV N=193 118
59 11 7
81 12 9
83 23 4
77 24 15
79 14 4
74 17 8
92 22 5
94 18 5
69 12 2
63 20 2
71 12 4
69 10 0
58 16 4
58 13 5
84 39 19
85 33 23
94 7 3
79 8 2
82 14 8
54 16 5
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LIKES AND DISLIKES ABOUT THE
SSP BIOLOGY COURSE
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